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Abstract
Cascades occur in social networks when information and behavior spreads from person
to person. However, as these cascades grow through complex macro- and micro-level
processes, their future behavior is difficult to predict.
In this thesis, we study the mechanisms through which cascades propagate in networks. Specifically, we present a framework for predicting a cascade’s future trajectory, and develop methods that combine data mining and crowdsourcing techniques
to explain how behavior spreads from individual to individual.
First, we examine the growth and recurrence of information cascades on Facebook.
In contrast to prior work that argued that such cascades are unpredictable, we show
how the size, structure, and recurrence of a cascade can be predicted, even over long
periods of time.
Second, we study how behavior cascades by looking at how antisocial behavior such
as trolling may spread from person to person. While past literature has characterized
such behavior as confined to a vocal, antisocial minority, we instead demonstrate
that ordinary people can become trolls under the right circumstances, and that such
behavior can percolate and escalate through a community.
Altogether, this research explores a future where systems can better mediate information sharing and interpersonal interaction, and thus promote the development of
prosocial communities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Online social networks are increasingly where people spend their time [276] and where
they get information about the world around them [128]. On these platforms, information and behavior can spread from person to person as content is shared, discussed,
or voted on.
The cascades of information and behavior that result are both prevalent and influential. Cascades can be used to understand the spread of technological innovation
[256], collective action [129], and even the propagation of negative health behaviors
[78]. Two recent examples of cascades that occured on social media include the Ice
Bucket Challenge on Facebook and Gamergate on Twitter. While the former raised
awareness about Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (or ALS) [82], the latter, which resulted in the spread of hateful messages [21], showed how cascades can also propagate
negative outcomes.
These last examples exemplify two significant challenges that a better understanding
of cascading behavior can help tackle – that of understanding virality, or how things
become popular, and of understanding how antisocial behavior has become prevalent
online [101]. In the former case, how content online “goes viral” remains less wellunderstood, with a recent line of work even having cautioned that virality may be
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inherently unpredictable [257, 220]. In the latter case, while prior work has characterized antisocial behavior as propagated by a small but vocal minority [22, 143, 262],
its prevalence suggests that other causes exist.
Correspondingly, this thesis seeks to answer two research questions:
1. Can we predict when information will “go viral”?
2. Can we predict when antisocial behavior will “go viral”?
Together, these questions aim to identify and understand the mechanisms of how
people interact with one another to transmit a particular contagion (e.g., information
or behavior) in a network, and to understand where these individual interactions can
go on to have cascading effects.
Thus, first question is really a question about information cascades, where information
is transmitted from person to person in a network. By understanding the mechanisms
of the spread of information, we can then begin to predict this spread, and better
understand virality and popularity. To answer this question, we demonstrate how a
cascade’s future behavior can be predicted from observing its initial spread, and show
how a cascade’s future size, network structure, and its recurrence are predictable.
In contrast, the second question focuses on behavioral cascades, where people influence one another through their interactions. And if these interactions affect a person’s
future behavior in a certain way, then behavior can similarly cascade through a network. We address this question by studying the propagation of antisocial behavior in
online discussions. We first identify the causal factors that result in ordinary people
engaging in trolling behavior, and then show how voting mechanisms can lead to
antisocial behavior percolating through a community.
Overall, a better understanding of human behavior in online social networks provides
us with a principled approach to improving the design of social systems. Knowing
how information spreads, we can both estimate and maximize the potential spread of
new content, or curb the spread of undesirable content. Knowing the mechanisms of
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antisocial behavior, we can then design interventions that minimize the factors that
lead to people behaving badly online, and build healthier online communities.

1.1

Thesis Overview

This thesis will examine the two questions above in greater detail. Chapters 3 and 4
focus on information cascades in social networks, and on predicting the future virality
of such cascades. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on behavioral cascades, and in particular,
antisocial behavior in online discussions and the mechanisms that can lead to such
behavior becoming prevalent.

1.1.1

Information Cascades in Social Networks

This chapter addresses fundamental questions around the predictability of information cascades in social networks.
Information can cascade or diffuse in a network when a person shares content with
their friends. And as that person’s friends share that content with their friends in
turn, an information cascade can result.
While it would be valuable to be able to predict the spread of information in networks
to predict the eventual reach of a piece of content, prior work has suggested that these
cascades are inherently unpredictable because popularity tends to arise from social
influence [257, 220], which itself tends to be unpredictable. By viewing a cascade
as continuously evolving, this chapter develops a framework for addressing cascade
prediction problems. This framework first allows us to predict the future growth
of a cascade based on its initial trajectory. It also allows us to predict a cascade’s
future structure. Will its network structure look more like a star, with a single node
directly influencing many others? Or will it look more like a tree, with individual
nodes influencing a small number of others, who go on to influence others in turn?
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Another aspect relating to the predictability of cascades stems from a commonly-held
perception that cascades tend to follow a basic rising-and-falling pattern – a rapid
increase in popularity, followed by a gradual tapering in popularity. Indeed, such
perceptions are perhaps reinforced by the rapid ascent and decline of trends in online
social media such as “Gangnam Style” in 2012 or “Pokemon Go” in 2016. But by
studying cascades over long periods of times, this chapter shows how many cascades
might in fact recur, where cascades may experience multiple resurgences in popularity
separated by significant periods of quiescence. By predicting whether cascades recur,
we can then develop an even longer-range view of cascade growth, even after a cascade
has seemingly stopped growing.

1.1.2

Antisocial Behavior in Online Discussions

While the previous chapter studied how information cascades at macro-scale, with a
cascade being the unit of analysis, this chapter instead studies it at micro-scale, and
tries to understand how individuals may influence adjacent others in a social network
through their actions. In particular, this chapter focuses on the mechanisms that lead
to negative behavior spreading in online communities.
While the social web has brought us closer together, it has also become a conduit for
harassing others (for example, in the form of trolling). Negative behavior comprises
a substantial fraction of user activity on many web sites [94, 112]. In fact, 40% of
Internet users have experienced harassment in one form or another [101], while 73%
have seen others harassed [101]. Anecdotally, many of us can easily recall instances
of others behaving badly in online settings. But what has led to this prevalence of
negative behavior online?
While past literature has suggested that negative behavior is perpetuated by a small
but vocal antisocial minority [22, 143, 262, 51], this chapter will demonstrate how
ordinary individuals can act like trolls under the right circumstances. Combining
data analysis of a large discussion community (CNN.com) with a controlled online
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laboratory experiment, we establish the causal factors that lead to people behaving
like trolls.
To manage bad content, many social sites have turned to voting as a way to curate the
content that is shown to users. But despite good intentions, voting, and in particular,
downvoting, can instead cause negative behavior to percolate. Not only are authors
of downvoted content more likely to write content of worse quality in the future, but
they are also more likely to be perceived worse by the community at large.

1.2

Research Approach and Impact

While the web started out as a way to connect people to vast amounts of information,
today, our interactions online are increasingly oriented towards interacting with other
people. To this end, this thesis explores the impact and influence that that people
have on each others’ behavior.
The approach taken primarily in this thesis is to use computational techniques to
understand human behavior. It combines large-scale data analysis with online experiments, while building on existing theory from sociology and social psychology.
To study information cascades in social networks, we conducted analyses on the entirety of the Facebook social graph, in contrast to past work that primarily studied
synthetic networks or smaller-scale social networks. To understand behavioral cascades, we study the spread of antisocial behavior in online discussions. We take a
quantitative and data-driven approach, and combine longitudinal analyses of multiple discussion communities with online experiments on Mechanical Turk, as opposed
to prior work that has been largely qualitative and interview- or survey-driven (e.g.,
[98, 262, 189]).
This mixed-methods approach allows us to use large-scale data to identify generalizable insights, and then combine it with online experiments enabled via crowdsourcing
that can then establish causality.
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Practically, the work in this thesis can be used to inform the design of social systems.
Predictive models of cascade growth and recurrence can not only help advertisers
estimate content reach, but also help temper the spread of undesirable content (e.g.,
rumors). Our findings on the mechanisms of antisocial behavior also have immediate
implications on how interactions between users should take place. And by establishing the causal factors that result in antisocial behavior also allows us to design
interventions that can moderate these factors. Finally, models for predicting negative
behavior can enable better moderation of discussion communities through increased
automation.

Chapter 2
Related Work
The study of cascades and cascading behavior has its roots in multiple disciplines
including sociology, psychology, physics, and epidemiology. More recently, cascades
have also become a keen area of interest in computer science as well as the developing
fields of network science and computational social science. Cascades can explain how
practices and technology spread in organizations, how disease epidemics develop [160],
how social movements arise, how financial markets work [147], or even how obesity
might spread [78]. Online and on the social web, cascades can be used to characterize
the flow of information (e.g., across websites [132]) and how recommendations spread
from person to person [192].
In this chapter, we begin with a brief overview of cascades, and then broadly survey
research on cascading behavior in two parts:
• We survey work on cascades as they relate to networks as a whole, and where
our focus is primarily on abstract representations of these cascades, including
theoretical models and algorithms.
• We then turn our attention to cascades as they relate to individuals, and delve
into how individuals are influenced by other individuals and their environment.
In other words, can we understand the direct effects between individuals that
7
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lead to cascades?

2.1

An Introduction to Cascades

Suppose that a group of friends are deciding which of two instant messaging platforms,
Facemag or Chatter, to use. The earliest adopter in the group, Jack, happens to meet
an acquaintance that uses Facemag, so he decides to use Facemag too. The next
person in the group to decide, Jill, while previously having no preference between
platforms, now also picks Facemag so that she can communicate with Jack. The
third person to join, Jack, now has an even stronger reason to pick Facemag over
Chatter, given that both Jack and Jill are already using Facemag. Eventually, the
whole group of friends is using Facemag.
Illustrated in the above example is a cascade, where the use of a certain technology
(Facemag) spread from person to person. In fact, the earliest studies of cascades
focused on the diffusion of innovations [247], or how technology adoption spreads
through communities. One study on the adoption of hybrid seed corn in an Iowan
farming community [256, 278] found that farmers tended to adopt the new agricultural
innovation after hearing about its success from neighboring farms. Similarly, another
study demonstrated the role of social networks in doctors’ adoption of a novel drug
[84].
Similar cascading effects have also been demonstrated experimentally. In an experiment where participants had to decide in turn which urn a ball belonged to,
participants tended to base their decisions on those of earlier participants [12].
Concretely, a cascade can be broadly defined as the result of a contagion’s propagation
in a network. A contagion is defined as the spreading of information (e.g., a new
drug), behavior, or even a disease. Figure 2.1 illustrates how this might take place
on a network. In the context of a social network, nodes represent users, and edges
between nodes represent friendships. Suppose that a user A shares an interesting news
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B
D

A
C

E
Figure 2.1: An example of a cascade in a network, highlighted in gray. The cascade
begins with node A, spreads to some adjacent nodes B and C, and continues to grow
from these adjacent nodes in turn.
article. Two of A’s friends (B and C) see this news article, and decide to share it with
their friends. Of B and C’s friends, D and E share this article in turn, propagating
the content further in the network, and so on. This propagation results in a cascade,
highlighted in gray.
Thus, whenever individuals interact with one another in a network, information and
behavior can spread rapidly through the network as any individual has the potential
to influence every other individual they are connected to, with those individuals
being able to influence their connections in turn. And as these interactions lead to
contagion spreading from person to person in a network, cascades can develop. Given
the general branching structure that develops as cascades grow, they are also known
as diffusion trees.
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x
y

Player 1
x
y
q,q
0,0
0,0 (1-q),(1-q)

Table 2.1: The two-player coordination game. If Player 1 picks x and Player 2 picks
x, they both receive a payoff of q. If they both pick y, they each receive a payoff of
(1 − q). However, if they pick different actions, they receive no payoff.

2.2

Cascades and Networks

This section examines research on cascades as they relate to networks as a whole.
First, we introduce several models for studying cascades, then explore how recent
research has led to a richer understanding of cascades (e.g., their temporal dynamics).
Next, we visit the subfield of influence maximization, then turn our attention to
predictive models of cascades. Finally, we present a abbreviated overview of the
different domains that cascading behavior can be observed in.

2.2.1

Models

Game-Theoretic Models
The cascading behavior exhibited in our instant messaging example from earlier can
actually be modeled as a two-player coordination game (Table 2.1). Players pick
between one of two actions (e.g., x or y) to adopt, but only receive a payoff when
they pick the same action. This payoff quantifies how beneficial a given action is to
the player. Without any loss of generality, we define the payoff from coordinating on
x as q, and that from coordinating on y as 1 − q.
In our example, x and y correspond to Facemag and Chatter respectively. If Jack
and Jill both decide to use Facemag, they each receive a payoff of q; if they both
decide to use Chatter, they each receive a payoff of 1 − q. Notice that if they decide
to use different instant messaging platforms, they both receive a payoff of 0 (i.e.,
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corresponding to not being able to communicate at all).
In the two-player instance, it is optimal for both to pick the action with the better
payoff. For instance, if 1 − q > q, both players should choose action y. Thus, if only
John and Jill existed in the world, and Chatter provided a superior user experience
(i.e., that 1 − q > q), they would both agree on using Chatter. However, if each player
is playing the same game with multiple other players, but can only pick the same
action, then they will pick the one that provides overall greater total utility, even if
that action is the choice that individually provides less utility. For example, if a player
is playing against N −ny players who are going to pick x, and ny players who are going
to pick y, then that player’s optimal action is to pick y only if ny (1 − q) > (N − ny )q
or that ny > N q. As such, since John initially had an acquaintance using Facemag,
he also decided to use Facemag because 0 ≯ 1 · q.
From this starting point, several theorems about the specific conditions under which
cascades can successfully spread in a network have been developed. Consider q, the
contagion threshold of y (i.e., the minimum fraction of neighbors needed for y to be
adopted since y is picked only if

ny
N

> q). As we vary q, is there a maximum value

that limits y’s spread in the network? We find that q = 1/2 is an upper bound for the
contagiousness of y in all networks (or graphs) [219]. In other words, any contagion
cannot spread very far if it requires a strict majority of neighbors for adoption.

Linear Threshold Models
The simple model above can be further generalized as what are known as linear
threshold models.
Linear threshold models were initially proposed to explain how collective action occurs. They postulated that thresholds for taking actions exist, whether it is how the
number of previous buyers influences a consumer’s likelihood of purchasing a new
product [32], or more generally, if there exists a point where the benefit to a given
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person to participate exceeds the costs of participation [129]. Given a node in a network, these models state that it will adopt a given contagion only if more than a given
fraction q of its neighbors have already adopted it. But unlike the previous model,
this model allows each individual node to have its own value of q.

Independent Cascade Models
Further generalizing these linear threshold models is the independent cascade model
[120], which presents a probabilistic view of cascading behavior. In this model, a node
v transmits a contagion to each of its neighbors w with some given probability pv,w .
In most cases, this probability pv,w is constant, but can also be modeled as an incremental function pv (u, X) for some node v, where u is an adjacent node and X is the
set of neighbors of v not containing u. p(u, X) is the probability that node u will
activate v, given that all nodes in X has already failed.
Epidemic Models. Also closely related to the independent cascade model are compartmental models in epidemiology, the most commonly used being the SIR model [165],
where S, I, and R represent different stratifications of a population (i.e., susceptible
to infection, infected, and recovered respectively). In contrast to the previous models, these compartmental models were borne out of a desire to model the dynamics
of disease transmission. In this model, nodes start out susceptible to being infected,
become infected, and then recover. Other variations exist, such as SIS in the case of
modeling the common cold, since one usually cannot become immune to colds. More
recently, such models have been used in the context of online media to explain how
blogs link to each other [196]. They can also be used to model certain types of recurrences such as seasonality effects (e.g., through introducing periodicity in contagion
fitness [117]). Motivated by these applications, this thesis adapts an SIR model to
simulate non-periodic cascade recurrence.
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# of Activated Neighbors

Figure 2.2: Different models suggest different ways in which the likelihood of a node’s
activation varies with the number of activated neighbors.
Model Extensions
Non-Linear Thresholds. One important early experiment on cascading behavior involved stationing crowds of varying size at a street corner looking up at the sky [214].
As the size of the crowd increased, the likelihood of passersby stopping to look up
also increased, demonstrating both how behavior was more likely to be adopted as
more individuals adopt such behavior. This suggests that at least in some cases, that
the likelihood that a certain behavior is adopted varies with the number of other
individuals who have already adopted the behavior.
Building on both the linear threshold and independent cascade models, an important
question we might ask is how the likelihood of a node’s activation (or infection)
changes with the number of adjacent neighbors that are already activated.
Beyond thresholds where the probability of activation varies stepwise or linearly, do
these threshold plots look more like curves (Figure 2.2)? Further, do these curves
exhibit a transition point (resulting in a S-shaped adoption likelihood curve), or
do they exhibit diminishing returns (increasing numbers of friends adopting have a
decreasing effect on your likelihood of adoption)? Initial evidence from an analysis of
LiveJournal [192] is suggestive: that the latter is more likely.
Complex Contagion. Complex contagion further builds on the idea of a contagion
not having a single transmission probability. In contrast to simple contagion such
as disease, where only one exposure is necessary for successful transmission, complex
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contagion such as behavior may require multiple exposures to induce adoption [58].
Recent empirical work has demonstrated how the adoption of hashtags on Twitter
behaves like complex rather than simple contagion [248]; other work has studied how
the actual structure of an individual’s network neighborhood affects the adoption
likelihood [291].

Alternative Models
General Threshold Model. We can even further generalize the cascade models described thus far with a general threshold model [170]. We do so by defining an
arbitrary function fv (N ) ∈ (0, 1) for every node v in the network, where fv is defined
for any set of v’s neighbors N , as well as some threshold qv ∈ (0, 1). In this model, a
node is activated if fv (N ) > qv . The generality of fv (N ) allows us to encode complex
rules such as adoption only in the case that a specific subset of neighbors also adopts
the contagion.
Bayesian Models. Finally, some work has also developed Bayesian models [28] to
model and explain decision-making cascades (e.g., in the ball-and-urn experiment).

2.2.2

Characterizing Cascade Growth

Perhaps owing to the proliferation of large online social networks and large amount
of data on activity on these networks that has become available, recent work has
seen a move from studying only synthetic models of cascading behavior to studying
properties of cascades based on observational data. We explore several large open
areas that not only enrich our understanding of how cascades grow, but also challenge
several underlying assumptions of the theoretical models that we have seen thus far.
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Temporal Dynamics of Cascades
Where our prior models have assumed a largely sequential, time-independent process
through which a cascade develops, temporal analyses of actual cascades reveal a much
richer story about how cascades develop over time.
One primary observation is that cascades tend to be bursty, with a spike of activity
happening within days of days of its introduction [196]. As such, prior work focusing
on the temporal dynamics of cascades tends to assume that the temporal shape of
a cascade consists primarily of a rising and falling pattern [4, 208]. This burstiness
has typically been modeled as a direct result of external stimuli (e.g., breaking news
[180]) or of periodic behavior (e.g., seasonality effects [16]). Nonetheless, the temporal patterns exhibited by cascades over significantly longer timescales has remained
largely unexplored.

Contagion and Network Evolution
The models we have discussed thus far largely abstract the notion of what contagion
is being transmitted, as well as what network a cascade is spreading on. Nonetheless,
the nature of the contagion being transmitted, as well as the underlying network on
which a cascade spreads can influence a cascade’s growth.
In social media, work has shown how different topics have different transmission rates
on Twitter [248]. Other work has studied how contagion can evolve over time as well
– Memetracker demonstrated how phrases changed over time as different news media
sources quoted each other [193]. More recently, drawing from work on the distribution
of biological taxa [317], information copying on Facebook has been found to follow a
Yule process in how information mutates over time [1].
In addition to work that experimentally demonstrated how network structure can alter
the spread of a cascade [57], other work has shown the reverse, or how the cascade
can itself alter the network structure [301]. Follow-up work has also described models
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for how diffusion and network evolution can be jointly modeled [105].
Nonetheless, research on contagion and network evolution in this space has been
relatively sparse, given the relative challenge of obtaining sufficient data to study
such phenomena, in addition to technical challenges in identifying when contagion
mutations or network changes occur.

External Influence
Rather than assuming that networks are self-contained, can we quantify external
influence on a network? For example, what impact might news events reported in the
mainstream media have on the topics discussed on social media?
The impact of external influence has been discussed in literature on social movements,
where the media can influence the success or failure of social movements. For instance,
spikes in protest participation is more likely attributable to media attention rather
than diffusion through the social network of potential protesters [95].
More recently, one study on Twitter found that external influences to the network can
be used to explain how information “jumps” from one part of the network to another,
and estimated that about 30% of the information transmitted happens due to factors
external to the network rather than network diffusion [226]. Another demonstrated
how the instant messaging network in a large hedge fund was affected by price shocks
[250]. External shocks have also considered in temporal cascade models [208].

2.2.3

Influence Maximization

One significant area of research interest arose from a graph theory perspective of
cascades: given a certain budget for activating nodes in a graph, how can we pick the
optimum set of nodes that results in the largest induced cascade? Practically, one
might want to identify the “influencers” in a social network to target to maximize
the spread of a viral marketing campaign. While many instances of this problem are
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NP-hard, approximation algorithms (along with their corresponding approximation
guarantees) have been developed [162, 66].
Relatedly, in outbreak detection (which can generalize some instances of influence
maximization), the goal is to pick nodes that detect as many cascades that spread in
a network as possible. To this end, greedy approximation algorithms such as CELF
have been developed and applied to detecting cascades in blog and water networks
[195].
Nonetheless, one study of Twitter suggests that simply identifying well-connected
users may not be the most cost-effective mechanism for maximizing influence [23],
suggesting that such models should additionally account for both variable acquisition
costs, as well as differences in the strength of influence that nodes have on their
neighbors.

2.2.4

Cascade Prediction

We now turn our attention to predictive models of cascades rather than generative
models of cascades (as was the case with influence maximization). Rather than describing models of cascades from first principles, the work described here develops
an understanding based on observation; Instead of directly answering the question
of how cascades grow large by directly architecting them, it instead seeks to identify
measurable properties associated with large cascades.
Nonetheless, research on predicting cascades or content popularity in general has
seen varying levels of success. For example, predictions have been made at both the
aggregate level (e.g., the total volume of new stories [311]) and the individual level
(e.g., predicting if a user will retweet a given tweet [241]). In many of these studies, the
prediction task is presented as a regression problem or binary classification problem
with large bucket sizes. However, such problem formulations are biased towards
studying extremely large or rare cascades, leading to criticism that cascades are only
predictable after they grow large [299].
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In fact, a recent line of work cautions against making such attempts, and even suggests that the eventual scope of a cascade may be inherently unpredictable. In the
MusicLab experiment [257], participants used a music ranking service to rate songs.
The goal was to see which songs would become most popular when the experiment
was repeated many times. What the study found was that it was hard to predict
which songs would get popular in each instance of the experiment. Other work has
also made similar conclusions with regard to the predictability of large cascades in
social networks [23, 220].
In this thesis, we develop methods for predicting cascade growth as a cascade continues to evolve over time, and conduct longitudinal studies to answer questions about
recurrence.

2.2.5

Application Domains

Altogether, cascades has been studied in several different domains, with the following
being a non-exhaustive list:
Technology Adoption. For instance, the adoption of hybrid seed corn by Iowan farmers [256] and the adoption of a novel drug among doctors [84] as described in the
introduction.
Social Movements. In addition to the initial work on threshold models inspired by
social movements [129], cascades can explain how the fall of the Berlin Wall started
from just a handful of protesters in Leipzig [266].
Policy Adoption. Work has also examined the diffusion of anti-smoking policies in
US cities[265], as well as liberal economic practices through the world [269].
Disease Epidemics. Examples include the use of compartmental models (e.g., the SIR
model) to explain the spread of foot-and-mouth disease [106] and measles [44].
Other Social Phenomena. Beyond disease, one study suggests how obesity may spread
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through a social network [78, 175], while another explores how loneliness can also be
contagious [54].
Financial Markets. Herding behavior has been used to explain how investors, firms
and analysts make decisions [92, 147].
Social Media. Beyond the numerous examples listed under previous headers, one line
of work has involved primarily observational analyses of large data (e.g., on Flickr
[61], Digg and Twitter [191] or Facebook [100]). Other work has also begun to look
at the spread of rumors in social networks [110] or cascades of invitations to them
[11].

2.3

Cascades and the Individual

In the previous section, the primary unit of analysis was the cascade; in this section,
we now turn to studying individuals and how they influence and are influenced by
other individuals and their environment as a whole. Thus, this section draws primarily
on research in sociology and psychology to better understand the entities that drive
cascades – human beings.
To begin, we discuss the broad topic of influence and how people look to others to
decide what actions to take. Then, to ground this thesis’s contributions on how
cascades can propagate bad behavior, we present an overview of antisocial behavior,
with a specific focus on antisocial behavior in online settings.

2.3.1

Influence

When an informational or behavioral contagion spreads from one person to another,
it happens because influence is being exerted on the person who is just adopting the
contagion.
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First, we discuss two primary forms of influence – conformity, or how people align
their actions with the observed behaviors of others or agreed-on social norms, and
obedience, or how people are influenced by authority or status to act in specific ways,
and in some cases, contrary to their prior beliefs. Next, we discuss several moderators
of influence, including group size, gender, and culture. Last, we discuss several largescale studies of influence that inspire the work in this thesis.

Conformity
Conformity is behavior that is in accordance with a larger group. The experiments
described here underscore the strength of this desire to conform to social norms and
to behave in accordance with the majority.
One of the most famous studies of conformity are the Asch experiments [14], which
are themselves a modification of an earlier study by Muzafer Sheif [263]. In this study,
groups of participants viewed a card with a line on it, followed by another with three
lines of different lengths, and were then asked to state which of the three lines was the
same as the previous. In each group, all but one participant were accomplices of the
experimenter, and were instructed to always unanimously pick one of the options, but
where this option was sometimes incorrect. What the study found was that people
tended to conform one third of the time, with 74% of participants conforming at least
once in twelve trials.
This experimental finding has been replicated with acoustic tones [213]. A more
recent study that conducted MRI scans of participants suggests that conformance
can even change one’s perception, rather than it simply being a conscious decision
to conform [40]. Similar experiments include the street corner experiment described
previously, where crowds stationed at a street corner looking up led passers-by to also
stop and look up [214].
Conformity in the form of social proof (or observations of others’ behavior) can also
produce more negative outcomes. One study demonstrated how participants were
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more likely to litter if their environment was already littered, and even more so if
they observed another person littering [80].

Obedience
Another type of influence is obedience, where people conform to the desires and expectations of authority or individuals with higher status. The experiments described
here show how far people are willing to obey authority, even to the extent of causing
others serious injury or distress.
The first of these experiments is the Milgram experiment on obedience to authority
figures [215]. In this experiment, participants were told to administer electric shocks
of increasing voltage to another participant who, unknown to the participant, was a
confederate, and to whom no electric shocks were actually administered and was just
acting. What the experiment found was that, at the prodding of the experimenter to
keep going, a majority of participants ended up administering the maximum voltage
possible, demonstrating the “extreme willingness of adults to go to almost any lengths
on the command of an authority”.
The second of these experiments is the Stanford Prison experiment [138]. In this
experiment, students were randomly recruited as guards and prisoners for a simulated
prison. Similar to the Milgram experiment, the guards here obeyed the orders of the
experimenter and turned aggressive, enforcing authoritarian measures and subjecting
prisoners to psychological torture. The prisoners on the other hand, became very
stressed and hostile to the guards.

Moderators of Influence
While indicative, the results above do not suggest that anyone can be influenced to act
in ways that contradict their morals or be induced to obey their superiors regardless
of what they are told to do. In many of the the experiments above, a majority of
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participants were reported to have unwillingly conformed; the Asch experiments also
found that there was a group of individuals who always selected the correct answer
regardless of what the majority said.
At a finer level, prior work has also identified several factors that moderate influence:
Group size. In general, increasing group size creates additional social pressure for
individuals to conform. The Asch line experiments found that conformity peaked
with four or five in a group [14]. Similarly, in the street corner experiment, the
percent of passers-by that stopped to look up peaked with crowd sizes of about five
[214].
Culture. Culture is a strong moderator of conformity and obedience. One study reported participants from Norway, a collectivistic society, exhibited greater conformity
than participants from France, a more individualistic culture [213]. A meta-analysis
of studies based on the Asch line experiments found that collectivist countries such
as Japan showed higher levels of conformity than individualist countries such as the
United States [48].
Other Factors. Beyond group size and culture, other studies have also identified
several other predictors of influence. For instance, conformity tends to decreases with
age [295]. Gender differences in social influence have also been identified, but these
effects tend to be confounded by status and the effects of existing social structures
[102].

Large-scale Experiments of Social Influence
Against the backdrop of these earlier experiments, a line of work has aimed to measure
effects of social influence at large scale.
These include the MusicLab study [257] mentioned in the previous section, which
demonstrated how social influence led to different songs becoming popular in different
experimental “universes”.
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Another study on a Reddit-like platform where users could up-vote and down-vote
content found that the initial vote on a post can strongly influence the type of votes
that it receives in the future [220].
Facebook has also been a testbed for several experiments. One demonstrated how
messages encouraging users to vote in the 2010 US congressional elections influenced
the real-world voting behavior of not only the users that saw these messages, but
their friends as well [47]. Another studying emotional contagion [176] demonstrated
evidence that emotional states can be transferred from person to person by manipulating the amount of positive and negative content shown on the Facebook newsfeed,
albeit with relatively small effect sizes (e.g., when positive posts were reduced, the
percentage of positive words in people’s status updates decreased by 0.1%).
All of these studies demonstrate the effects of social proof, where seeing the number
of times others had downloaded a song, existing votes from other users, or messages
about how others have already voted induced users to act in a similar fashion.

2.3.2

Antisocial Behavior

Thus far, we have described how people can be influenced to act in specific ways, and
sometimes in ways that lead to negative behavior. In this subsection, we examine
how such behavior manifests online.
Online antisocial behavior, which encompasses a broad range of negative activity (e.g.,
harassment [101], trolling [140], flaming [22], and (cyber)bullying [272]) is especially
important to study because of its prevalence. It comprises a substantial fraction of
user activity on many web sites [94, 112], with a large proportion of online users are
victims of harassment [101]. This negative behavior increases anger and sadness [200]
and threatens social and emotional development in adolescents [244].
In this subsection, after surveying the different types of antisocial behavior in online
(and offline) contexts, we then examine their possible causes and mechanisms for their
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spread.

Types of Antisocial Behavior
Negative or antisocial behavior as covering a broad spectrum of behavior that involve
an individual inflicting some form of unpleasantness on other individuals.
Aggression. Aggression, or hostile behavior towards others, is one commonly studied
form of negative behavior, and has been examined along several axes. It can be verbal
(i.e., an insult), physical (i.e., a punch), or relational (i.e., manipulating a victim’s
social standing) [89]. It can also be reactive (i.e., in response to provocation) or
proactive (i.e., used to achieve a goal) [88].
Bullying and Cyberbullying. One type of aggression is bullying, or the use of strength
or influence to intimidate. Like aggression, bullying can be physical, verbal, or relational. Bullying tends to be caused by feelings of envy or resentment [103], with
depression being a significant risk factor in adolescents for both bullies and victims
[172].
Some research has also focused on how adolescents are bullied online, typically through
the use of mobile phones [273]. One study found that one in four junior high students
had been a victim of cyberbullying [199]. Suggesting that cyberbullying is not any
less harmful than offline bullying, another has also linked cyberbullying to suicide
ideation [146].
Trolling. But perhaps the most widespread and most widely studied of the many
forms of online antisocial behavior is trolling, in part because definitions of trolling
have varied widely across different work in terms of scope and intent.
Some on the earliest work on trolling started with analyses of Usenet newsgroups and
discussion forums, and emphasized intent and deception as essential to what constituted trolling. Trolls were defined as those who “disrupt[ed] a group while remaining
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undercover” [98], “lur[ed] others into pointless and time-consuming discussions” [143],
or “[took] pleasure in upsetting others”.
Examples of such trolls include “Ultimatego”, who trolled other users in a weddingrelated Usenet newsgroup by being condescending [98], “Macho Joe”, a troll that attacked the Melrose Place newsgroup by posting homophobic content [22], and “Kent”,
a hostile male participant who attacked members of a feminist forum [143]. More recently, one study examined the activity of a small group of trolls on Twitter [284].
At the same time, other work examined the motivations that trolls had in trolling
conversations. For instance, boredom (or mischief), attention-seeking, and revenge
have been suggested as motivations for trolling [262], while coping mechanisms for
trolling (e.g., to ignore the troll) have also been described [22].
More recently, definitions of trolling have substantially broadened, perhaps owing to
increased interest, awareness, and broader mainstream use. Trolling has been defined
as “engaging in negatively marked online behavior” [140], “not following the rules”
[169], or where one “makes trouble” for a discussion forums’ stakeholders [42].
Overall, trolling has been characterized through such unusual instances of negative
behavior, suggesting that it is a primarily innate characteristic, a narrative that has
also been common in the popular media [259]. In this thesis, by taking a broader view
of trolling and drawing on work in influence and cascading behavior, we demonstrate
how trolling can also be situational.
Cyberstalking. Closely related to cyberbullying is cyberstalking, which is generally
differentiated by the repeated, directed harassment of one individual by another [275].
Studies have found how cyberstalking, like stalking, tends to be perpetrated by former
intimate partners [6].
Griefing. Yet another line of work has focused on how online harassment happens
in online games [75]. A study of Second Life, an online virtual world, found that
95% of its residents were the victims of griefing [86]. Another compared how different
affordances of different video games affected opportunities for griefing [298].
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Vandalism. In contrast to many of the other types of antisocial behavior, there has
been a significant line of work developing computational models for identifying when
vandalism happens, for example, on Wikipedia [242, 3] or on OpenStreetMap [229]).

Causes of Antisocial Behavior
Having identified several classes of antisocial behavior, we now turn to possible factors
that lead to the appearance and propagation of such behavior.
Biology and Personality. Early work has linked aggression, bullying, and antisocial
behavior to individual biological and personality traits. For instance, men tend to be
quicker to aggression than females and more likely to express aggression physically
[43]. Further, antisocial individuals tend to have lower arousal, and purposefully
seek excessive stimulation [243]. Bullying has been linked to genetic influences [27].
One study has even demonstrated how several measures of psychopathic behavior are
correlated with trolling [51].
Influence. However, influence and norms may have a role to play in the spread of
antisocial behavior. As noted previously, negative social norms such as littering can
propagate [80] (even despite their undesirability [305]), with negative emotions and
behavior transferable from person to person [116, 176].
Environment. Prior literature on aggression suggests that the physical environment
a person is in can also increase aggressive behavior.
Being exposed to pain or discomfort can also increase aggression: violence increases on
days with higher temperatures [254], as does car honking [164]. Violent objects such
as weapons can also elicit aggression. In an experiment where participants were made
angry and left with either a gun or badminton racket, and then told to administer
electric shocks to a peer, those left in the presence of a gun delivered more electric
shocks [39].
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The findings on influence and environment together generally point toward a “Broken Windows” hypothesis, which postulates that untended behavior can lead to the
breakdown of a community [306].
Anonymity. Anonymity has also been identified as an important factor that contributes to a greater occurrence of antisocial behavior in online contexts. The relative
anonymity of online interactions can result in a disinhibition effect [282], reducing accountability and resulting in people more likely to act antisocially (e.g., on 4chan
[41]).
Negativity Bias. Last, negativity in general tends to persist longer because of negativity bias – negative events have a greater impact on individuals than positive events
of the same intensity [35]. In other words, negative incidents are more likely to be
remembered and likely to have an impact on one’s future behavior.
Overall, while innate and situational factors can contribute to the spread of antisocial
behavior, whether one type of factor dominates remains an open question. Experimental studies have been conducted in offline settings but their ecological validity in
online settings remains unclear. On the other hand, as analysis of online antisocial behavior has been largely qualitative and survey-based, evidence for causal mechanisms
remains sparse.
To conclude this section, work on cascades spans a wide range of disciplines and
methods, from physics to psychology, and from mathematical models to laboratory
experiments. While rich datasets of cascades have since become feasible to analyze,
little work has attempted to synthesize observations in these datasets with existing
theoretical work. This thesis contributes to this rich literature on cascading behavior
by first addressing the predictability of cascades, even over long periods of time.
Drawing both on theories of influence and cascading behavior, it contributes to the
literature on online antisocial behavior by proposing causal mechanisms that lead to
the propagation of such behavior.

Chapter 3
Cascade Growth
On many social networking web sites such as Facebook and Twitter, “re-sharing” or
“re-posting” functionality allows users to share others’ content with their own friends
or followers. For example, on Facebook, users can “reshare” text, photos, videos, and
links with one another; on Twitter, users can similarly “retweet” tweets. As content
is reshared from user to user, large cascades of reshares can form.
As such, a growing body of research has focused on analyzing and characterizing such
online cascades [136], including predicting their future behavior. By better predicting
the future behavior of such cascades, one can then better forecast these cascades, for
example, to estimate the reach of a social media campaign or to follow the spread
of collective action. Nonetheless, a recent, parallel line of work has argued that the
future trajectory of a cascade may be inherently unpredictable. For example, the same
content can achieve very differing levels of popularity in separate independent settings
[257], and small changes in the initial conditions can significantly influence a cascade’s
future trajectory [220]. And while several features suggestive of popularity have been
found, the identification of cascades that eventually become large has typically been
unreliable [23].
In this chapter, we develop a framework for addressing cascade prediction problems.
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On a large sample of photo reshare cascades on Facebook, we find strong performance
in predicting whether a cascade will continue to grow in the future. We find that the
relative growth of a cascade becomes more predictable as we observe more of its
reshares, that temporal and structural features are key predictors of cascade size, and
that initially, breadth, rather than depth in a cascade is a better indicator of larger
cascades. This prediction performance is robust in the sense that multiple distinct
classes of features all achieve similar performance. We also discover that temporal
features are predictive of a cascade’s eventual shape. Observing independent cascades
of the same content, we find that while these cascades differ greatly in size, we are
still able to predict which ends up the largest.
This framework for cascade prediction takes a fundamentally different approach to
predicting a cascade’s future growth. Instead of asking if a cascade will eventually
grow very large, we instead track a cascade over time, and ask, at successive stages
of its growth, if it will continue growing. More generally, this framework also allows
us to predict other aspects of a cascade’s trajectory, such as its future “shape” in
terms of its network structure. This chapter, together with the next, explores several
open questions around the predictability of these cascades through several largescale, longitudinal analyses of reshares on Facebook, which involve cascades that, in
aggregate, comprise hundreds of millions of users and billions of reshares. Under what
conditions do they grow large? Do they recur, or resurface again in the future? And
perhaps, most importantly, can the future trajectory of a cascade be predicted?

3.1

Introduction

The sharing of content through social networks has become an important mechanism
by which people discover and consume information online. In certain instances, a
photo, link, or other piece of information may get reshared multiple times: a user
shares the content with her set of friends, several of these friends share it with their
respective sets of friends, and a cascade of resharing can develop, potentially reaching
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a large number of people. Such cascades have been identified in settings including
blogging [2, 132, 196], e-mail [122, 201], product recommendation [192], and social
sites such as Facebook and Twitter [100, 179]. A growing body of research has focused
on characterizing cascades in these domains, including their structural properties and
their content.
In parallel to these investigations, there has been a recent line of work adding notes
of caution to the study of cascades. These cautionary notes fall into two main genres:
first, that large cascades are rare [119]; and second, that the eventual scope of a
cascade may be an inherently unpredictable property [257, 299]. The first concern
— that large cascades are rare — is a widespread property that has been observed
quantitatively in many systems where information is shared. The second concern is
arguably more striking, but also much harder to verify quantitatively: to what extent
is the future trajectory of a cascade predictable; and which features, if any, are most
useful for this prediction task?
Part of the challenge in approaching this prediction question is that the most direct
ways of formulating it do not fully address the two concerns above. Specifically, if we
are presented with a short initial portion of a cascade and asked to estimate its final
size, then we are faced with a pathological prediction task, since almost all cascades
are small. Alternately, if we radically overrepresent large cascades in our sample,
we end up studying an artificial setting that does not resemble how cascades are
encountered in practice. A set of recent initial studies have undertaken versions of
cascade prediction despite these difficulties [182, 207, 241, 285], but to some extent
they are inherent in these problem formulations.
These challenges reinforce the fact that finding a robust way to formulate the problem
of cascade prediction remains an open problem. And because it is open, we are missing
a way to obtain a deeper, more fundamental understanding of the predictability of
cascades. How should we set up the question so that it becomes possible to address
these issues directly, and engage more deeply with arguments about whether cascades
might, in the end, be inherently unpredictable?
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The present work: cascade growth prediction

In this work, we propose a new approach to the prediction of cascades, and show
that it leads to strong and robust prediction results. We are motivated by a view
of cascades as complex dynamic objects that pass through successive stages as they
grow. Rather than thinking of a cascade as something whose final endpoint should
be predicted from its initial conditions, we think of it as something that should be
tracked over time, via a sequence of prediction problems in which we are constantly
seeking to estimate the cascade’s next stage from its current one.
What would it mean to predict the “next stage” of a cascade? If we think about all
cascades that reach size k, there is a distribution of eventual sizes that these cascades
will reach. Then the distribution of cascade sizes has a median value f (k) ≥ k. This
number f (k) is thus the “typical” final size for cascades that reached size at least k.
Hence, the most basic way to ask about a cascade’s next stage of growth, given that
it currently has size k, is to ask whether it reaches size f (k).
We therefore propose the following cascade growth prediction problem: given a cascade
that currently has size k, predict whether it grow beyond the median size f (k). (As
we show later, the prediction problem is equivalent to asking: given a cascade of
size k, will the cascade double its size and reach at least 2k nodes?) This implicitly
defines a family of prediction problems, one for each k. We can thus ask how cascade
predictability behaves as we sweep over larger and larger values of k. (There are
natural variants and generalizations in which we ask about reaching target sizes other
than the median f (k).) This problem formulation has a number of strong advantages
over standard ways of trying to define cascade prediction. First, it leads to a prediction
problem in which the classes are balanced, rather than highly unbalanced. Second, it
allows us to ask for the first time how the predictability of a cascade varies over the
range of its growth from small to large. Finally, it more closely approximates the real
tasks that need to be solved in applications for managing viral content, where many
evolving cascades are being monitored, and the question is which are likely to grow
significantly as time moves forward.
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For studying cascade growth prediction, it is important to work with a system in which
the sharing and resharing of information is widespread, the complete trajectories of
many cascades—both large and small—are observable, and the same piece of content
shared separately by many people, so that we can begin to control for variation in
content. For this purpose, we use a month of complete photo-resharing data from
Facebook, which provides a rich ecosystem of shared content exhibiting all of these
properties.
In this setting, we focus on several categories of questions:
(a) How high an accuracy can we achieve for cascade growth prediction? If we cannot improve on baseline guessing, then this would be evidence for the inherent
unpredictably of cascades. But if we can significantly improve on this baseline,
then there is a basis for non-trivial prediction. In the latter case, it also becomes
important to understand the features that make prediction possible.
(b) Is growth prediction more tractable on small cascades or large ones? In other
words, does the future behavior of a cascade become more or less predictable
as the cascade unfolds?
(c) Beyond just the growth of a cascade, can we predict its “shape” — that is, its
network structure?

3.1.2

Summary of results

Given the challenges in predicting cascades, we find surprisingly strong performance
for the growth prediction problem. Moreover, the performance is robust in the sense
that multiple distinct classes of features, including those based on time, graph structure, and properties of the individuals resharing, can achieve accuracies well above
the baseline. Cascades whose initial reshares come quickly are more likely to grow
significantly; and from a structural point of view, breadth rather than depth in the
resharing tree is a better predictor of significant growth.
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We investigate the performance of growth prediction as a function of the size of the
cascade so far — when we want to predict the growth of a cascade of size k, how does
our accuracy depend on k? It is not a priori clear whether accuracy should increase
or decrease as a function of k, since for any value of k the challenge is to determine
what the cascade will do in the future. Seeing more of the cascade (larger k) does
not make the problem easier, as it also involves predicting “farther” into the future
(i.e., whether the cascade will reach size at least 2k). We find that accuracy increases
with k, so that it is possible to achieve better performance on large cascades than
small ones. The features that are most significant for prediction change with k as
well, with properties of the content and the original author becoming less important,
and temporal features remaining relatively stable.
We also consider a related question: how much of a cascade do we need to see in order
to obtain good performance? Specifically, suppose we want to predict the growth of
a cascade of size at least R, but we are only able to see the first k < R nodes in the
cascade. How does prediction performance depend on k, and in particular, is there
a “sweet spot” where a relatively small value of k gives most of the performance
benefits? We find in fact that there is no sweet spot: performance essentially climbs
linearly in k, all the way up to k = R. Perhaps surprisingly, more information about
the cascade continues to be useful even up to the full snapshot of size R.
In addition to growth, we also study how well we can predict the eventual “shape” of
the cascade, using metrics for evaluating tree structures as a numerical measure of the
shape. We obtain performance significantly above baseline for this task as well; and
perhaps surprisingly, multiple classes of features including temporal ones perform well
for this task, despite the fact that the quantity being predicted is a purely structural
one.
One of the compelling arguments that originally brought the issue of inherent unpredictability onto the research agenda was a striking experiment by Salganik, Dodds,
and Watts, in which they showed that the same piece of content could achieve very
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different levels of popularity in separate independent settings [257]. Given the richness of our data, we can study a version of this issue here in which we can control
for the content being shared by analyzing many cascades all arising from the sharing
of the same photo. As in the experiment of Salganik et al., we find that independent
resharings of the same photo can generate cascades of very different sizes. But we
also show that this observation can be compatible with prediction: after observing
small initial portions of these distinct cascades for the same photo, we are able to
predict with strong performance which of the cascades will end up being the largest.
In other words, our data shows wide variation in cascades for the same content, but
also predictability despite this variation.
Overall, our goal is to set up a framework in which prediction questions for cascades
can be carefully analyzed, and our results indicate that there is in fact a rich set
of questions here, pointing to important distinctions between different types of features characterizing cascades, and between the essential properties of large and small
cascades.

3.2

Related Work

Significant work has analyzed and cataloged properties of empirically observed information cascades, while others have considered theoretical models of cascade formation
in networks; Most relevant to our analysis is work that focuses on predicting the future popularity of a given piece of content. These studies have proposed rich sets of
features for prediction, which we discuss in section 3.3.3.
Much prior work aims to predict the volume of aggregate activity — the total number
of up-votes on Digg stories [285], total hourly volume of news phrases [311], or total
daily hashtag use [207]. At the other end of the spectrum, research has focused on
individual user-level prediction tasks: whether a user will retweet a specific tweet [241]
or share a specific URL [111]. Rather than attempt to predict aggregate popularity or
individual behavior in the next time step, we instead look at whether an information
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cascade grows over the median size (or doubles in size, as we later show).
Research on communities defined by user interests [18] or hashtag content [249] has
also looked at a notion of growth, predicting whether a group will increase in size
by a given amount. Nevertheless, these focused on groups of already non-trivial size,
and their growth predicted without an explicit internal cascade topology, and without
tracking predictability over different size classes.
Several papers focus on predictions after having observed a cascade for a given fixed
time frame [182, 207, 290]. In contrast, rather than studying specific time slices, we
continuously observe the cascade over its entire lifetime and attempt to understand
how predictive performance varies as the cascade develops. Moreover, our methodology does not penalize slowly but persistently growing cascades. Thus, we predict the
size and the structure after having observed a certain number of initial reshares.
Many studies consider the cascade prediction task as a regression problem [24, 182,
285, 290] or a binary classification problem with large bucket sizes [150, 154, 182].
The danger with these approaches is that they are biased towards studying extremely
large but also extremely rare cascades, bypassing the whole issue about the general
predictability of cascades. For example, research has specifically focused on content
and users that create extremely large cascades, such as popular hashtags [148, 314]
and very popular users [100, 134], which has led to criticism that cascades may only be
predictable after they have already grown large [299]. While it is useful to understand
the dynamics of extremely popular content, such content is also very rare. Thus, we
rather seek to understand predictability along cascade’s entire lifetime. We consider
cascades that have as few as five reshares, and introduce a classification task which
is not skewed towards very large cascades.
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Predicting Cascade Growth

To examine the cascade growth prediction problem, we first define and motivate our
experimental setup and the feature sets used, then report our prediction results with
respect to different k.

3.3.1

Experimental setup

Mechanics of information passing on Facebook. We focus on content consisting of
posts the author has designated as public, meaning that anyone on Facebook is eligible
to view it, and we further restrict our attention to content in the form of photos,
which comprise the majority of reshare cascades on Facebook [100]. Such posts are
then distributed by Facebook’s News Feed, typically at first to users who are either
friends of the poster or who subscribe to their content, e.g. as followers. Each post
is accompanied by a “share” link that allows friends and followers to “reshare” the
post with her own friends and followers, thus expanding the set of users exposed to
the content. This explicit sharing mechanism creates information cascades, starting
with the root node (user or page) that originally created the content, and consisting
of all subsequent reshares of that content.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the process with an example: a node v0 posts a public photo,
seen by v0 ’s friends and followers in their News Feeds. Friends v1 and v3 then share
the photo with their own friends. This way the photo propagates over the edges of
the Facebook network and creates an information cascade. We represent the cascade
graph as Ĝ, and the induced subgraph of all photo sharers, including all friendship
or follow links between them as G0 . Notice that some users (ex. v5 ) are exposed via
multiple sources (v0 , v1 , v3 , v4 ).
An important issue for our understanding of reshare cascades is the following distinction: content can be produced by users — individual Facebook accounts whose
primary audience consists of friends and any subscribers the individual has — and it
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Figure 3.1: An information cascade represented by solid edges on a graph G, starting
at v0 (Ĝ). Dashed lines indicate friendship edges; the edges between resharers make
up the friend subgraph G0 .
can also be produced by pages, which correspond to the Facebook accounts of companies, brands, celebrities, and other highly visible public entities. In the common
parlance around cascades, reshared content originally produced by a user is often informally viewed as more “organic,” developing a following in a more bottom-up way.
In contrast, reshared content from pages is seen as more top-down, and generally
broadcast via News Feed to a larger set of initial followers. A natural question, and a
theme that will run through several analyses in the work, is to understand if these distinctions carry over to the properties we study here: do user-initiated cascades differ
in their predictability and their underlying structure from page-initiated cascades?
Dataset description. We sampled our anonymized dataset from photos uploaded to
Facebook in June 2013 and observed any reshares occurring within 28 days of initial
upload. The dataset only includes photos posted publicly (viewable by anyone), and
not deleted during the observation period. Further, we exclude photos with fewer than
five reshares as is required by the prediction tasks described below. We constructed
diffusion trees first by taking the explicit cascade, e.g. C clicking “share” on B’s
“share” of A’s photo forms the cascade A → B → C. However, it is possible that
user C clicked on user B’s share, and then directly reshared from A. Since we want
to know how the information actually flowed in the network, we reconstruct the path
A → B → C based on click, impression, and friend/follower data [100].
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Figure 3.2: The complementary cumulative distribution (CCDF) of cascade size (left)
and structural virality measured by using the Wiener index (right).

(a) d = 1.98

(b) d = 2.47

(c) d = 14.4

Figure 3.3: Cascades with a low Wiener index d resemble star graphs, while those
with a high index appear more viral (the root is red).
Figure 3.2 begins to show how photos uploaded by pages generate cascades that
differ from those uploaded by users. In our dataset, 81% of cascades are initiated
by pages. Figure 3.2 shows the cascade size distribution for pages, users, and the
two combined. Page cascades are typically larger than user cascades, e.g., 11% of
page cascades reach at least 100 reshares, while only 2% of user cascades do, though
both follow heavy tailed distributions. Fitting power-law curves to their tails, we
observe power-law exponents of α equal to 2.2, 2.1, and 2.1 for user, page, and both,
respectively (xmin = 10, 2000, 2000).
In addition to cascade growth, we quantify the shape of a cascade using the Wiener
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index, defined as the average distance between all pairs of nodes in a cascade. Recent work has proposed the Wiener index as a measure of the structural virality of
a cascade [118]. Figure 3.3 shows examples of cascades with varying Wiener index
values. Intuitively, a cascade with low structural virality has most of its distribution following from a small number of hub nodes, while a cascade with high virality
will have many long paths. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of cascade virality (as
measured by Wiener index) in our dataset, which, as we saw with cascade size, follows a heavy-tailed distribution. While user cascades are typically smaller than page
cascades in our dataset, they tend to have greater structural virality, supporting the
intuition that the structure of user-initiated cascades is richer and deeper than that
of page-initiated cascades.

3.3.2

Defining the cascade growth prediction problem

Our aim in this work is to study how well cascades can be predicted. Moreover, we
are interested in understanding how various aspects of the prediction task affect the
predictive performance.
There are several formulations of the task. If we were to define the task as a regression problem, predictions may be skewed towards large cascades, as cascade size
follows a heavy-tailed distribution (Figure 3.2(right)). Similarly, if we define it as a
classification problem of predicting whether a cascade reaches a specific size, we may
end up with unbalanced classes, and an overrepresentation of large cascades. Also,
if we simply observed a small initial portion of a cascade, and predict its future size,
the problem is pathological as almost all cascades are small. And, if we only varied
the initial period of observation, the task of predicting whether a cascade reaches a
certain size gets easier as we observe more of it.
To remedy these issues, we define a classification task that does not suffer from these
deficiencies. We consider a binary classification problem where we observe the first k
reshares of a cascade and predict whether the eventual size of a cascade reaches the
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median size of all the cascades with at least k reshares, f (k). This allows us to study
how cascade predictability varies with k. As exactly half the cascades reach a size
greater than the median by definition, random guessing achieves accuracy of 50%.
Interestingly, the question of whether the cascade will reach f (k) is equivalent to
that of whether a cascade will double in size. This follows directly from the fact
that cascade size distribution follows a power-law with exponent α ≈ 2. Consider a
power-law distribution on the interval (xmin , ∞) with a power-law exponent α ≈ 2.
Then the median f (x) of this distribution is 2·xmin , as demonstrated by the following
calculation:
Z

f (x)

xmin

α−1
xmin



x
xmin

−α
dx =

1
1
⇒ f (x) = 2 α−1 xmin = 2xmin
2

As we examine cascades of size greater than k = xmin , the median size of these
cascades is thus 2 · k from this derivation. In each of our prediction tasks, we observe
that this is indeed true.
Methods used for learning. Our general methodology for the cascade prediction problem will be to represent a cascade by a set of features and then use machine learning
classifiers to predict its future size. We used a variety of learning methods, including
linear regression, naive Bayes, SVM, decision trees and random forests. However,
we primarily report performance of the logistic regression classifier for ease of comparison. In many cases, the performance of most classifiers was similar, although
non-linear classifiers such as random forests usually performed slightly better than
linear classifiers such as logistic regression. In all cases, we performed 10-fold cross
validation and report the classification accuracy, F1 score, and area under the ROC
curve (AUC).
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Factors driving cascade growth

We proceed by describing factors that contribute to the growth and spreading of
cascades. We group these factors into five classes: properties of the content that is
spreading, features of the original poster, features of the resharer, structural features
of the cascade, and temporal characteristics of the cascade. Table 3.1 contains a
detailed list of features.
Content features. The first natural factor contributing to the ability of the cascade to
spread is the content itself [37]. On Twitter, tweet content and in particular, hashtags,
are used to generate content features [207, 290], and identify topics affecting retweet
likelihood [241]. LDA topic models have also been incorporated into these prediction
tasks [150], and human raters employed to infer the interestingness of content [23, 241].
In our work, we relied on a linear SVM model, trained using image GIST descriptors
and color histogram features, to assign likelihood scores of a photo being a closeup
shot, taken indoors or outdoors, synthetically generated (e.g., screenshots or pure text
vs. photographs), or contained food, a landmark, person, nature, water, or overlaid
text (e.g., a meme). We also analyzed words in the caption accompanying an image
for positive sentiment, negative sentiment, and sociality [154, 240].
Nevertheless, while content features affected the performance of structural and temporal features, we find that they are weak predictors of how widely disseminated a
piece of content would become.
Original poster/resharer features. Some prior work focused on features of the root
note in a cascade to predicting the cascade’s evolution, finding that content from
highly-connected individuals reaches larger audiences, and thus spreads further. Users
with large follower counts on Twitter generated the largest retweet cascades [23].
Separately, features of an author of a tweet were shown to be more important than
features of the tweet itself [241]. In many Twitter studies predicting cascade size
or popularity, a user’s number of followers ranks among the top, if not the most,
important predictor of popularity [23, 207].
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Other features of the root node have also been studied, such as the number of prior
retweets of a user’s posts [23, 150], and how many Twitter lists a user was included
in [241]. The number of @-mentions of a Twitter user was used to predict whether,
and how soon a tweet would be retweeted, how many users would directly retweet,
and the depth a cascade would reach [314]. Still, [60] found that various measures of
a user’s popularity are not very correlated with his or her influence.
We capture the intuition behind these factors by defining demographic as well as
network features of the original poster as well as the features of the users who reshared the content so far. We use Facebook’s distinction of users (individuals) and
pages (entities representing an interest) to further distinguish different origin types,
in addition to the influence features mentioned above.
Structural features of the cascade. Networks provide the substrate through which
information spreads, and thus their structure influences the path and reach of the
cascade. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, we generate features from both the graph of
the first k reshares (Ĝ), as well as the induced friend subgraph of the first k resharers
(G0 ). Whereas the reshare graph Ĝ describes the actual spread of a cascade, the friend
subgraph G0 provides information about the social ties between these initial resharers.
The social graph G allows us to compute the potential reach of these reshares.
Previous work considered the network structure of the underlying graph in inferring
the virality of content [300], with highly viral items spreading across communities.
We use the density of the initial reshare cascade (subgraph 0k ) and the proximity to the
root node (orig connections k , did leave) as proxies for whether an item is spreading
primarily within a community or across many. One can also look outside the network
between resharers, and count the number of users reachable via all friendship and
follow edges of the first k users (border nodes k ). This relates to total number of
exposed users, and has been demonstrated to be an important feature in predicting
Twitter hashtag popularity [207].
As we can trace information flow on Facebook exactly, we need not worry about
independent entry points influencing a cascade [24, 226]; external influence instead
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allows us to investigate multiple independent cascades arising from the same content
(see Section 3.4.1).
Temporal features. Properties related to the “speed” of the cascade (e.g., time k ) were
shown to be the most important features in predicting thread length on Facebook [19],
and are a primary mechanism in predicting online content popularity [285]. Moreover,
as the speed of diffusion changes over time, this may have a strong effect on the ability
of the cascade to continue spreading through the network [314].
We characterize a number of temporal properties of cascade diffusion (see Table 3.1).
In particular, we measure the change in the speed of reshares (time 001..k ), compare the
differences between the speed in the first and second half of the measurement period
(time 01..k/2 , time 0k/2..k ), and quantify the number of users who were exposed to the
cascade per time unit (views 01..k−1, k ).
Content Features
score food/nature/...

The probability of the photo having a specific feature (food, overlaid
text, landmark, nature, etc.)

is en

Whether the photo was posted by an English-speaking user or page

has caption

Whether the photo was posted with a caption

liwc pos/neg/soc

Proportion of words in the caption that expressed positive or negative emotion, or sociality, if English
Root (Original Poster) Features

views 0,

k

Number of users who saw the original photo until the kth reshare
was posted

orig is page

Whether the original poster is a page

outdeg(v0 )

Friend, subscriber or fan count of the original poster

age 0

Age of the original poster, if a user

gender 0

Gender of the original poster, if a user

fb age 0

Time since the original poster registered on Facebook, if a user
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Average number of days the original poster was active in the past
month, if a user
Resharer Features

views 1..k−1,

k

Number of users who saw the first k−1 reshares until the kth reshare
was posted

pages k

Number of pages responsible for the first k reshares, including the
P
root, or ki=0 1{vi is a page}
avg/90p

friends k

avg/90p

fans k

Average or 90th percentile fan count of the first k resharers, or
Pk
1
i=1 outdeg(vi )1{vi is a page}
k
avg/90p

subscribers k

avg/90p

fb ages k

avg/90p

activities k

avg/90p

ages k

female k

Average or 90th percentile friend count of the first k resharers, or
Pk
1
i=1 outdeg friends (vi )1{vi is a user}
k

Average or 90th percentile subscriber count of the first k resharers,
P
or k1 ki=1 outdeg subscriber (vi )1{vi is a user}
Average or 90th percentile time since the first k resharers registered
P
on Facebook, or k1 ki=1 fb age i
Average number of days the first k resharers were active in July, or
Pk
1
i=1 activity i
k
P
Average age of the first k resharers, or k1 ki=1 age i
Number of female users among the first k resharers,
Pk
i=1 1{gender i is female}

or

Structural Features
outdeg(vi )

Connection count (sum of friend, subscriber and fan counts) of the
ith resharer (or out-degree of vi on G = (V, E))

outdeg(vi0 )

Out-degree of the ith reshare on the induced subgraph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 )
of the first k resharers and the root

outdeg(v̂i )

Out-degree of the ith reshare on the reshare graph Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) of
the first k reshares

orig connections k Number of first k resharers who are friends with, or fans of the root,
or |{vi | (v0 , vi ) ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}|
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Total number of users or pages reachable from the first k resharers
and the root, or |{vi | (vi , vj ) ∈ E, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k}|

border edges k

Total number of first-degree connections of the first k resharers and
the root, or |{(vi , vj ) | (vi , vj ) ∈ E, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k}|

subgraph 0k

Number of edges on the induced subgraph of the first k resharers

depth 0k

and the root, or |{(vi , vj ) | (vi , vj ) ∈ E 0 , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k}|
P
Change in tree depth of the first k reshares, or minβ ki=1 (depth i −
βi)2
avg/90p

depths k

Average or 90th percentile tree depth of the first k reshares, or
Pk
1
i=1 depth i
k

did leave

Whether any of the first k reshares are not first-degree connections
of the root
Temporal Features

time i

Time elapsed between the original post and the ith reshare

time 01..k/2

Average time between reshares, for the first k/2 reshares, or
Pk/2−1
1
i=1 (time i+1 − time i )
k/2−1

time 0k/2..k

Average time between reshares, for the last k/2 reshares, or
Pk−1
1
i=k/2 (time i+1 − time i )
k/2−1

time 001..k

Change in the time between reshares of the first k reshares, or
P
2
minβ k−1
i=1 (time i+1 − time i ) − βi)

views 00,k

Number of users who saw the original photo, until the kth reshare
was posted, per unit time, or

views 01..k−1,

k

views 0,
time k

k

Number of users who saw the first k − 1 reshares, until the kth
reshare was posted, per unit time, or

views 1..k−1,k
time k

Table 3.1: List of features used for learning. We compute these features given the
cascade until the kth reshare.
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Accuracy

F1 Score

AUC

All

0.795

0.795

0.877

Temporal

0.780

0.770

0.870

Resharer

0.730

0.744

0.797

All \ Temporal

0.722

0.730

0.794

Structural

0.671

0.679

0.735

Root

0.637

0.564

0.707

Content

0.558

0.547

0.582

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75

Figure 3.4: Using logistic regression, we are able to predict with near 80% accuracy
whether the size of a cascade will reach the median (10) after observing the first k =5
reshares.

3.3.4

Predicting cascade growth

To illustrate the general performance of the features described in the previous section
we consider a simple prediction task, where we observe the first 5 reshares of the
cascade and want to predict whether it will reach the median cascade size (or equivalently, whether it will double and be reshared at least 10 times). For the experiment
we use a set of Nc = 150,572 photos, where each photo was shared at least 5 times.
The total number of reshares of these photos was Nr = 9,233,300.
Figure 3.4 shows logistic regression performance using all features from Table 3.1.
For this task, random guessing would obtain a performance of 0.5, while our method
achieves surprisingly strong performance: classification accuracy of 0.795 and AUC
of 0.877. If we relax the task and instead of predicting above vs. below median size,
we predict top vs. bottom quartile (top 25% vs. bottom 25%) the accuracy rises even
further to 0.926, and the AUC to 0.976.
Overall, while each feature set is individually significantly better than predicting
at random, it is the set of temporal features that outperforms all other individual
feature sets, obtaining performance scores within 0.025 of those obtained when using
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●

Mean Accuracy

●

●

0.81
●
●
●

0.80

0.79

●

Total Reshares
● k or more

●

25

50

75

100

Number of reshares observed (k)

Figure 3.5: If we observe the first k reshares of a cascade, and want to predict whether
the cascade will double in size, our prediction improves as we observe more of it.
all features. To understand if we could do well without temporal features, we trained
a classifier which excluded them and were still able to obtain reasonable performance
even without these features. This is especially useful when one knows through whom
information was passed, but not when it was passed. The lack of reliance on any
individual set of features demonstrates that the predictions are robust.
Studied individually, we also find that temporal features generally performed best,
followed by structural features. The reshare rate in the second half (time 0k/2..k ) was
most predictive, attaining accuracy of 0.73. This was followed by the rate of user
views of the original photo, views 00,k , and the time elapsed between the original post
and fifth reshare, time 5 (both 0.72). In fact, time k+1 is always more accurate than
time k . The most accurate structural features were did leave and outdeg(v0 ) (both
0.65). We examine individual feature importance in more detail later.

3.3.5

Predictability and the observation window of size k

It is also natural to ask whether cascades get more or less predictable as we observe
more of the initial growth of a cascade. One may think that observing more of the
cascade may allow us to extrapolate its future growth better; on the other hand,
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Figure 3.6: Knowing that a cascade obtains at least R reshares, prediction performance increases linearly with k, k ≤ R. However, differentiating among cascades
with large R also becomes more difficult.
additional observed reshares may also introduce noise and uncertainty in the future
growth of the cascade. Note that the task does not get easier as we observe more of the
cascade, as we are predicting whether the cascade will reach size 2k (or equivalently,
the median) given that we have seen k reshares so far.
Figure 3.5 shows that the predictive performance of whether a cascade doubles in
size increases as a function of the number of observed reshares k. In other words, it
is easier to predict whether a cascade that has reached 25 reshares will get another
25, than to predict whether a cascade that has reached 5 reshares will obtain an
additional 5. Thus, the prediction accuracy for larger cascades is above the already
high accuracy for smaller values of k. The change in the F1 score and AUC also
follow a very similar trend.
Overall, these results demonstrate that observing more of the cascade, while also
predicting “farther” into the future, is easier than observing a cascade early in its life
and predicting what it will do next (i.e., k = 5 vs. k = 25).
Fixing the minimum cascade size R. In the previous version of the task, cascades are
required only to have at least k reshares. Thus, the set of cascades changes with k.
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Figure 3.7: The importance of each feature varies as we observe more of a cascade,
as shown by the change in correlation coefficients. This figure depicts these changes
for content features.
Here, we examine a variation of this task, where we compose a dataset of cascades that
have at least R reshares. We observe the first k (k ≤ R) reshares of the cascade and
aim to predict whether the cascade will grow over the median size (over all cascades
of size ≥ R). As we increase k, the task gets easier as we observe more of the cascade
and the predicted quantity does not change.
With the task, we find that performance increases linearly with k up to R, or that
there is no “sweet spot” or region of diminishing returns (p < 0.05 using a HarveyCollier test). For example, the top-most line in Figure 3.6 shows that when each
observed cascade has obtained 100 or more reshares, performance increases linearly
as more of the cascade is observed. This demonstrates that more information is always
better: the greater the number of observed reshares, the better the prediction.
However, Figure 3.6 also shows that larger cascades are less predictable than smaller
cascades. For example, predicting whether cascades with 1,000 to 2,000 reshares grow
large is significantly more difficult than predicting cascades of 100 to 200 reshares.
This shows that once one knows that a cascade will grow to be large, knowing the
characteristics of the very beginning of its spread is less useful for prediction.

Corr. Coef.
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Figure 3.8: This figure depicts these changes in importance for root features.
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Figure 3.9: This figure depicts these changes in importance for resharer features.

3.3.6

Changes in feature importance

We now examine how feature importance changes as more and more of the cascade
is observed. In this experiment, we compute the value of the feature after observing
first k reshares and measure the correlation coefficient of the feature value with the
log-transformed number of reshares (or cascade size).
Figures 3.7 to 3.11 show the results for the five feature types. We summarize the
results by the following observations:
• Correlations of averages increase with the number of observations. As we obtain
more examples, naturally averages get less noisy, and more predictive (e.g.,
ages avg and friends avg ).
• The original post gets less important with increasing k. After observing 100
reshares, it becomes less important that the original post was made by a page
(orig is page), or that the original poster had many connections to other users
(outdeg(v0 )).

Correlation Coefficient
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Figure 3.10: This figure depicts these changes in importance for structural features.
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Figure 3.11: This figure depicts these changes in importance for temporal features.
• Similarly, the actual content being reshared gets less important with increasing k.
Almost all content features tend to zero as k increases, except for has caption
and is en. This can be explained by the fact that cascades of photos with
captions have a unimodal distribution, and cascades started by English speakers
have a bimodal distribution. Thus, these features become correlated in opposite
directions.
• Successful cascades get many views in a short amount of time, and achieve
high conversion rates. The number of users who have viewed reshares of a
cascade is more negatively correlated with increasing k (views 1..k−1,k ), suggesting
that requiring “fewer tries” to achieve a given number of reshares is a positive
indicator of its future success. On the other hand, while requiring fewer views
is good, rapid exposure, or reaching many users within a short amount of time
is also a positive predictor (views 01..k−1,k ).
• Structural connectedness is important, but gets less important over time. Nevertheless, reshare depth remains highly correlated: the deeper a cascade goes, the
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more likely it is to be long-lasting, as even users “far away” from the original
poster still find the content interesting.
• The importance of timing features remains relatively stable. While highly correlated, timing features remain remarkably stable in importance as k increases.
We note individual features’ logistic regression coefficients empirically follow similar
shapes, but have the downside of having interactions with one another. Using either
the slope of the best-fit line of the cascade size against the normalized feature value,
or individual feature performance also reveals similar trends. Further LIWC text
content features (positive, negative, and social categories) consistently performed
poorly, attaining performance no better than chance, with accuracy between 0.49
and 0.52.

3.3.7

Predicting Cascade Structure

Similar to predicting cascade size we can also attempt to predict the structure of the
cascade. We now turn to examining how structural features of the cascade determine
its evolution and spread.

3.3.8

User-started and page-started cascades

Earlier we discussed the notion of structural virality as a measure of how much the
structure of a cascade is dominated by a few hub nodes, and we saw that user-initiated
cascades have significantly higher structural virality than page-initiated cascades,
reflecting their richer graph structure. It is natural to ask how these distinctions
vary with the size of the cascade — are large user-initiated cascades more similar to
page-initiated ones, e.g. are they driven by popular hub nodes?
Figure 3.12 shows that the opposite is the case — user and page-initiated cascades
remain structurally distinct, with this distinction even increasing with cascade size.
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Figure 3.12: The mean structural virality (Wiener index) increases with cascade size,
but is significantly higher for user cascades.
Moreover, this difference continues to hold even when controlling for the number of
first-degree reshares (directly from the root), suggesting a certain robustness to their
richer structure. Because of these structural differences, we handle user and page
cascades separately in the analyses that follow.
These distinctions may also help explain a large difference in the predictability of
user-initiated vs. page-initiated cascades. We observe that for page cascades accuracy
exceeds 80%, while that for user cascades is slightly under 70%. (These results also
hold for the F1 score and AUC, with a difference of about 0.1.) The fact that much
more of the structure of a page-initiated cascade is typically carried by a small number
of hub nodes may suggest why the prediction task is more tractable in this case.

3.3.9

The initial structure of a cascade influences its eventual
size

To understand how structure bears on the future growth of the cascade, we examine
how the configuration of the first three reshares (and the root) correlates with the
cascade size. In particular, we measure the proportion of cascades starting from each
configuration that reach the median size. We do this separately for two different
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Figure 3.13: Shallow initial cascade structures are indicative of larger cascades. In
contrast to page-started cascades, where the mean time to the 3rd reshare decreases
with decreasing depth of the initial cascade, shallow cascades take a much longer
time to form for user-started cascades. For these, the connections of the 1st resharer
also significantly impacts the time to the 3rd resharer, especially when it receives two
reshares before the original receives a second.
initial poster types: a user, and a page. We discard “celebrity” users who may large
followings like the most popular pages. Figure 3.13a shows that as the initial cascade
structure becomes shallower, the proportion of cascades that double in size increases.
To examine why this would be the case, we also examined the time needed for the
3rd reshare to happen (Figure 3.13c). For pages, shallower cascades tend to happen
more rapidly, consistent with being initiated by a popular page and achieving a large
number of reshares directly from its fans. Interestingly, the configuration having the
second and third reshares stemming from the first reshare correspond to having a first
resharer with many connections, and indicating that the initial poster is less popular,
be it a page or user (Figure 3.13d).
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Curiously, for user-started cascades, the star configuration tends to grow into the
largest cascades, but is also the slowest. It also tends to correspond to the first
resharer having a low degree, both for page and user roots. One might speculate that
this pattern is indicative of the item’s appeal to less well-connected users, who also
happen to be more likely to reshare. In fact, a median resharer has 35 fewer friends
than someone who is active on the site nearly every day. Thus, an item’s appeal,
rather than the initial network structure, may drive the eventual cascade size in the
long run.

3.3.10

Predicting cascade structure

The observations above naturally lead to the question of whether it is possible to
predict future cascade structure. In particular, we aim to distinguish cascades that
spread like a virus in a shallow forest fire-like pattern (Figure 3.3a) and cascades
which spread in long, narrow string-like pattern (Figure 3.3c). As discussed earlier,
this difference is related to the structural virality of a cascade and is quantified by
the Wiener index. Here, we observe k = 5 reshares of a cascade and aim to predict
whether the final cascade will have a Wiener index above or below the median. We
obtain accuracy of 0.725 (F1 = 0.715, AUC = 0.796), while random guessing would,
by construction, achieve accuracy of 0.5.
Temporal and structural features are most predictive of structure. For this task we
expect structural features to be most important, while we expect temporal features
not to be indicative of the cascade structure. However, when we train the model on
individual classes of features we surprisingly find that both temporal and structural
features are almost equally useful in predicting cascade structure: 0.622 vs. 0.620.
Nevertheless, structural features remain individually more accurate (≈ 0.58) and
highly correlated (0.161 ≤ |r| ≤ 0.255) with the Wiener index. Individually, one
temporal feature, views 01..k−1,k , is slightly more accurate (0.602) compared to the bestperforming structural feature, outdeg(v̂0 ) (0.600), but is significantly less correlated
(0.041 vs. −0.255). The two classes of features nicely complement each other, since
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when combined, accuracy increases to 0.72.
Cascade structure also becomes more predictable with increasing k. Like for cascade
growth prediction, our prediction performance improves as we observe more of the
cascade, with accuracy linearly increasing from 0.724 when k is 5 to 0.808 when k
is 100. A linear relation also exists in the alternate task where we set the minimum
cascade size R to be 100, varying k between 5 and 100.
Changes in feature importance. As we increase k, we find that the structural features
become highly correlated with the Wiener index, suggesting that the initial shape of
a cascade is a good indicator of its final structure. Rapidly growing cascades also
result in final structures that are shallower—temporal features become more strongly
correlated with the Wiener index as k increases. Unlike with cascade size, views
were generally weakly correlated with structure, while content features had a weak,
near-constant effect. Nonetheless, some of these features still provided reasonable
performance in the prediction task.
User vs. page-started cascades. In predicting the shape of a cascade, we find that our
overall prediction accuracy for pages is slightly higher (0.724) than for users (0.700).
While using only structural features alone results in a higher prediction accuracy for
users (0.643) than for pages (0.601), user and content features are significantly more
predictive of cascade structure in the case of pages.
To sum up, we find that predicting the shape of a cascade is not as hard as one might
fear. Nevertheless, predicting cascade size is still much easier than predicting cascade
shape, though classifiers for either achieve non-trivial performance.
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Figure 3.14: In predicting the largest cascade in clusters of 10 or more cascades of
identical photos, we perform significantly above the baseline of 0.1.

3.4

Predictability and Content

3.4.1

Controlling for cascade content

In our analyses thus far, we examined cascades of uploads of different photos, and tried
to account for content differences by including photo and caption features. However,
temporal and structural features may still capture some of the difference in content.
Thus, we now study how well we can predict cascade size if we control for the content
of the photo itself. We consider identical photos uploaded to Facebook by different
users and pages, which is not a rare occurrence. We used an image matching algorithm
to identify copies of the same image and place their corresponding cascades into
clusters (983 clusters, Nc = 38,073, Nr = 12,755,621). As one might expect, even
the same photo uploaded at different times by different users can fare dramatically
differently; a cluster typically consists of a few or even a single cascade with a large
number of reshares, and many smaller cascades with few reshares. The average Gini
coefficient, a measure of inequality, is 0.787 (σ = 0.104) within clusters. Thus, a
natural task is to try to predict the largest cascade within a cluster. For every cluster
we select 10 random cascades, placing the accuracy of random guessing at 10%.
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As shown in Figure 3.14, in all cases we significantly outperform the baseline. Using
a random forest model, we can identify the most popular cascade nearly half the time
(accuracy 0.497); a mean reciprocal rank of 0.662 indicates that this cascade also
appears in the top two predicted cascades almost all the time.
In terms of feature importance we notice that best results are obtained using temporal
features, followed by resharer, root node, and structural features. Essentially, if one
upload of the photo is initially spreading more rapidly than other uploads of the
same photo, that cascade is also likely to grow to be the largest. This points to the
importance of landing in the right part of the network at the right time, as the same
photo tends to have widely and predictably varying outcomes when uploaded multiple
times.

3.4.2

Feature importance in context

Some features may be more or less important for our prediction tasks in different
contexts. Figure 3.15 shows how several features correlate with log-transformed cascade size when conditioned on one of four different variables, including a) source node
type—user vs page, b) language—English versus Portuguese, the two most common
languages of cascade root nodes in our dataset, c) whether text is overlaid on a
photo—a common feature of recent Internet memes, and d) content category. We
determine content category by matching entities in photo captions to Wikipedia articles, and in turn articles to seven higher-level categories: animal, entertainment,
politics, religion, famous people (excluding religious and political figures), food, and
health.
Figure 3.15 shows that the initial rate of exposure of the uploaded photo is generally
more important for page cascades than for user cascades (views 00,5 ). This is likely
due to the higher variance in the distribution of the number of followers for a user
versus a page. For page cascades in our sample, the median number of followers is
73,855 with a standard deviation of 675,203, while for users at the root of cascades
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Figure 3.15: The initial exposure of the uploaded photo and initial reshares serve to
differentiate datasets from one another, as can be seen by comparing the correlation
coefficients of each feature with the log cascade size. Solid circles indicate significance
at p < 10–3 , and lines through each circle indicate the 95% confidence interval.
the median number of friends and subscribers is 1,042 with a standard deviation of
26,482. Though rate of exposure to the original photo is more important for pages, we
see that rate of exposure to the initial reshares (views 01..4,5 ) is much more important
for user cascades.
The number and rate of views also act to differentiate topical categories, with religion
having the highest correlation between views and cascade size. Correlation for the
rate of views of the uploaded photo is also higher for those with a Portuguese-speaking
root node as opposed to an English one. The feature outdeg(v0 ) indicates the ability
of the root to broadcast content, and we see this playing an important role for page
cascades, Portuguese content, photos with text, and religious photos. This indicates
that much of the success of these cascades is related to the root nodes being directly
connected to large audiences.
In addition to the analysis of Figure 3.15, we also examined how the features correlate
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with the structural virality of the final cascades. (Each of the reported correlation
coefficient comparisons that follow are significant at p < 10–3 using a Fisher transformation.) Photos relating to food differ significantly from all other categories in
that features of the root, such as outdeg(v0 ), are less negatively correlated (>–0.18
vs. –0.11), and depth features, such as depth avg
k , are less positively correlated (>0.18
vs. 0.11). This relationship also holds for English compared to Portuguese photos.
While users with many friends or followers are more likely to generate cascades of
larger size and greater structural virality, pages with many fans create cascades of
larger size, although not necessarily greater virality (0.05 vs. –0.01). However, if the
initial structure of a cascade is already deep, the final structure of the cascade is likely
to have greater structural virality for both user and page-started cascades (>0.16).
A user-started cascade whose initial reshares are viewed more quickly is also more
likely to become viral than that for a page-started cascade (0.23 vs. 0.06).

3.5

Discussion and Conclusion

This work examines the problem of predicting the growth of cascades over social
networks. Although predictive tasks of similar spirit have been considered in the
past, we contribute a novel formulation of the problem which does not suffer from
skew biases. Our formulation allows us to study predictability throughout the life of
a cascade. We examine not only how the predictability changes as more and more
of the cascade is observed (it improves), but also how predictable large cascades
are if we only observe them initially (larger cascades are more difficult to predict).
While some features, e.g., the average connection count of the first k resharers, have
increasing predictive ability with increasing k, others weaken in importance, e.g.,
the connectivity of the root node. We find that the importance of features depends
on properties of the original upload as well: the topics present in the caption, the
language of the root node, as well as the content of the photo.
Despite the rich set of results we were able to obtain, there are some limitations
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to this study. Most importantly, the study was conducted entirely with Facebook
data and only with photos. Still, one advantage of this is the scale of the medium;
hundreds of millions of photos are uploaded to Facebook every day, and photos,
more than other content types, tend to dominate reshares. This also gives us highfidelity traces of how the photo moves within Facebook’s ecosystem, which allows
us to precisely overlay the spreading cascade over the social network. Moreover,
we are able to identify uploads of the same photo and track them individually. This
eliminates the concern of shares being driven by an external entity and only appearing
to be spreading over the network. Instead, external drivers benefit our study by
creating independent ‘experiments’ where the same photo gets multiple chances to
spread, helping us control for the role of content in some of our experiments. Another
disadvantage of our setup is that diffusion within Facebook is driven by the mechanics
of the site. The distinction between pages and users is specific to Facebook, as are the
mechanisms by which users interact with content, e.g., liking and resharing. Despite
these limitations, we believe the results give general insights which will be useful in
other settings.
The present work only examines each cascade independently from others. Future
work should examine interactions between cascades, both between different content
competing for the same attention, and between the same content surfacing at different
times and in different parts of the network. We found that when the same photo is
uploaded at least 10 times, the largest cascade was twice as likely to be among the first
20% of uploads than the last 20%. Similarly, for photos uploaded 20 times, the largest
cascade was 2.3 times as likely to be among the first 20% than the last. Figure 3.16
shows the friendship edges between users participating in different cascades of a single,
specific photo. The high connectivity between different cascades demonstrates that
users are likely being exposed to the same photo via different cascades, which could
be a contributing factor in why earlier uploads of the same photo tend to generate
larger cascade than later ones. Between-cascade dynamics like this should provide
ample opportunities for further research.
Addressing questions like these will lead to a richer understanding of how information
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Figure 3.16: There is considerable overlap in friendship edges (blue) between four
independent cascades of the same photo.
spreads online and pave the way towards better management of socially shared content
and applications that can identify trending content in its early stages.

Chapter 4
Cascade Recurrence
In this chapter, we extend the line of work on cascade prediction that we embarked on
in the previous chapter, where we asked how a cascade will behave in the future. Here,
we focus on the long-term temporal dynamics of cascades, and in so doing, identify
recurrence as a major phenomenon that can only be studied over long periods of time.
Existing work studying the temporal patterns of cascades has typically focused on the
basic rising-and-falling pattern that characterizes the initial onset of a cascade [4, 34,
208, 312]. In this chapter, we perform a large-scale analysis of cascades on Facebook
over significantly longer time scales, and find that a more complex picture emerges, in
which many large cascades recur, exhibiting multiple bursts of popularity with periods
of quiescence in between. Rather than cascades slowly decaying in activity over time,
that they instead common exhibit more complex behavior in which they recur, or
experience renewed bursts of popularity. We characterize recurrence by measuring
the time elapsed between bursts, their overlap and proximity in the social network,
and the diversity in the demographics of individuals participating in each peak. We
discover that content virality, as revealed by its initial popularity, is a main driver of
recurrence, with the availability of multiple copies of that content helping to spark
new bursts. Still, beyond a certain popularity of content, the rate of recurrence drops
as cascades start exhausting the population of interested individuals. We reproduce
63
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Figure 4.1: An example of a image meme that has recurred, or resurfaced in popularity
multiple times, sometimes as a continuation of the same copy, and sometimes as a new
copy of the same meme (example copies are shown as thumbnails). This recurrence
appears as multiple peaks in the plot of reshares as a function of time.
these observed patterns in a simple model of content recurrence simulated on a real
social network. Building on our work in the previous chapter on predicting a cascade’s
future growth, we also demonstrate strong performance in predicting whether it will
recur in the future, by using only characteristics of that cascade’s initial burst.

4.1

Introduction

In many online social networks, people share content in the form of photos, videos,
and links with one another. As others reshare this content with their friends or
followers in turn, cascades of resharing can develop [69]. Substantial previous work
has studied the formation of such information cascades with the aim of characterizing
and predicting their growth [25, 132, 314]. Cascades tend to be bursty, with a spike
of activity occurring within a few days of the content’s introduction into the network
[196, 225]. This property forms the backdrop to a line of temporal analyses that focus
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2: (a) The diffusion cascade of the example meme from Figure 4.1 as it
spreads over time, colored from red (early) to blue (late). Only reshares that prompted
subsequent reshares are shown. (b) The cascade is made up of separately introduced
copies of the same content; in this drawing of the cascade from (a), each copy is represented in a different color. (c) Sometimes, individual copies experience a resurgence
in popularity; again we draw the cascade from (a), but now highlight a single resurgent copy in red with the spread of all other copies depicted in black. (d) A different
network on the same set of users who took part in the cascade, showing friendship
edges rather than reshare edges. These edges span reshares across copies and time,
showing that multiple copies of the meme are not well-separated in the friendship
network.
on the basic rising-and-falling pattern that characterizes the initial onset of a cascade
[4, 34, 208, 312].
However, the temporal patterns exhibited by cascades over significantly longer time
scales is largely unexplored. Do successful cascades display a long monotonic decline
after their initial peak, or do they exhibit more complex behavior in which they can
recur, experiencing renewed bursts of popularity long after their initial introduction?
Anecdotally, many of us have experienced déjà vu when a friend shared content we had
seen weeks or months ago, but it is not clear whether these are isolated occurrences
or glimpses into a robust phenomenon. Resolving these basic distinctions in the longtime-scale behavior of cascades is crucial to understanding the longevity of content
beyond its initial popularity, and points toward a more holistic view of how content
spreads in a network.
The present work: Cascade recurrence. We perform a year-long large-scale analysis
of cascades of public content on Facebook, measuring them over significantly longer
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time scales than previously investigated. Our first main finding is that recurrence
is widespread in the temporal dynamics of large cascades. Among large cascades
appearing in 2014, over half come back in one or more subsequent bursts. While
reshare activity does peak and then drop to very low or even zero levels relatively
soon after introduction, the same content can recur after a short or extended lull.
The prevalence of recurrence prompts several questions about how and why content
recurs. Is more broadly or narrowly appealing content more likely to recur? Does
a larger initial burst indicate a greater likelihood of recurrence, or does it inhibit
subsequent bursts by exposing and thus satiating many people in the initial wave?
Do different bursts of the same content spread in different parts of the network? Is
the second burst a continuation of the initial cascade, or a fresh re-introduction of the
content into the network? Does the media type of the reshared content matter — for
example, whether it is a photo or a video? Finally, how well can one combine such
features to predict whether a piece of widely reshared content is likely to experience
additional bursts in popularity later on?
We motivate our discussion with an example of content recurrence. Figure 4.1 shows
an image meme that first became popular on Facebook at the end of February 2014,
and it depicts how the number of reshares of that meme changed over time. Here,
while an initial burst in resharing activity is followed by a gradual decrease, this meme
recurred, experiencing multiple resurgences in popularity — first in mid-March, then
several times over the next few months. Perhaps surprisingly, there is little to no
resharing between consecutive bursts. Additionally, multiple near-identical copies of
this image meme, represented in different colors, are shared in the network. This
distinction between different copies of the same content will prove important in our
later analyses: when a user reshares content through the reshare mechanism provided
by the site, the content continues onward as the same copy; in contrast, when a user
reposts or re-uploads the same content and thus shares it afresh, this is a new copy.
Figure 4.2 sketches the diffusion cascade of this meme, or its propagation over edges
in the social network. As shown in (a), bursts in activity are connected through the
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same large long-lived cascade and can be traced through the network, from the initial
bursts in March (shown in red), to the smaller bursts nearer the end of 2014 (shown
in blue). In (b), where the same network is now colored according to the copy of the
image being reshared, different copies of the same content appear at different times,
sometimes corresponding to when bursts occur, suggesting that recurrence sometimes
occurs from the introduction of new copies. However, recurrence may also occur as
a continuation of a previous copy: the copy highlighted in red in (c) experiences an
initial burst in March, but then resurfaces in popularity later in the year. Further,
we see in (d) that friendship ties exist between even the earliest and latest reshares
— the meme appears to be diffusing rapidly, but also revisits parts of the network
through which it had earlier diffused.
While the meme in our example recurred several times, are such memes the exception
or the norm? And if such memes are in fact typical, what are the bases for such robust
patterns of recurrence? To answer these questions, we use a dataset of reshare activity
of publicly viewable photos and videos on Facebook in 2014.
Characterizing recurrence. First, we develop a simple definition of a burst, corresponding informally to a spike in the number of reshares over time, that we can use
to quantify when recurrence occurs (via multiple observed bursts), and when it does
not (a single burst). We show that a significant volume of popularly reshared content
recurs (59% of image memes and 33% of videos), and that recurring bursts tend to
take place over a month apart from each other. Recurrence is itself relatively bursty
— rarely do we observe long sustained periods of resharing.
Studying the temporal patterns of recurrence, user characteristics of the resharing
population, and the network structure of cascades, we find that the recurrence of
a piece of content is moderated to a large extent by its virality, or broadness of
appeal: cascades with initial bursts of activity that are larger, last longer, and have
a more diverse population of resharers are more likely to recur. Nonetheless, it is not
the cascades that start out the largest or most viral that recur, but those that are
moderately appealing. Specifically, a moderate number of initial reshares, as well as
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a moderate amount of homophily (or diversity) in the initial resharing population is
correlated with higher rates of recurrence. This lies in contrast to more appealing
(or popular) content, where one is likely to see a single large outbreak which results
in a large single burst, as well as less appealing content, where one is likely to only
see a single small outbreak and thus a smaller single burst. In the former case, we
show evidence that a large initial burst inhibits subsequent recurrence by effectively
“immunizing” a large proportion of the susceptible population.
While individual copies of content already recur in the network (18% for image memes
and 30% for videos), the presence of multiple copies catalyzes recurrence, allowing
that content to spread rapidly to different parts of the network, significantly boosting
the rate of recurrence. To a smaller extent, the principle of homophily, suggesting
that people are more likely to share content received from users similar to themselves,
also plays a role in recurrence, with user similarity positively correlated with the rate
of spreading.
Modeling recurrence. Motivated by the above picture of recurrence, and inspired by
classic epidemiological models of diffusion [230] and disease recurrence [7, 155, 233],
we present a simple model of cascading behavior that is primarily driven by content
virality and the availability of multiple copies, and is able to reproduce the observed
recurrence features. A simulation of this model, which introduces multiple copies
of the same content into the network, can cause independent cascades that peak at
different times and in aggregate are observed as recurring. As the virality of the
content increases, the shape of a plot of overall reshares in the network over time
transforms from a shorter independent single burst, to multiple bursts of differing
sizes, to a single large burst of a longer duration. Replicating our previous findings,
increasing virality increases recurrence, up to a point: once a meme has exposed a
large part of the network, further recurrence is inhibited.
Predicting recurrence. Finally, we show how temporal, network, demographic, and
multiple-copy features may be used to predict whether a cascade will recur, if the
recurrence will be smaller or larger than the original burst, and when the recurrence
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occurs. We demonstrate strong performance in predicting whether the same content
will recur after observing its initial burst of popularity (ROC AUC=0.89 for image
memes), as well as in predicting the relative size of the resulting burst (0.78). The time
of recurrence, on the other hand, appears to be more unpredictable (0.58). Features
relating to content virality and multiple copies perform best. Though multiple-copy
features account for significant performance in predicting the recurrence of content,
we obtain similarly strong performance (0.88) when predicting the recurrence of an
individual copy of a piece of content.
Together, these results not only provide the first large-scale study of content recurrence in social media, but also begin to suggest some of the factors that underpin the
process of recurrence.

4.2

Related Work

Significant prior work has studied information diffusion in online social media [25, 69,
225] — with respect to memes, work has demonstrated the effect of meme similarity
[85] and competition for limited attention on subsequent popularity [302]. Most
relevant is previous work that looked at the temporal dynamics of diffusion and
developed epidemiological models of recurrence.
Among work that aims to predict the future popularity of online content [50, 185, 277],
one relevant line of research has involved modeling the temporal patterns of the
diffusion of information in social media [4, 208, 313] or using these patterns to predict
future popularity or forecast trends [15, 33, 34, 69, 77, 135]. Beyond the initial burst
of activity, we studied the long-term temporal dynamics of content on Facebook over
a year.
In prior work, when multiple bursts are observed in a time series, they tend to be
of a topic or hashtag rather than an individual piece of content, and are commonly
attributed to external stimuli [132, 180, 193, 226] (e.g., news related to that topic).
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While knowing about external events can help forecast the temporal pattern of the
resulting spike [208], there has been little work in predicting if new spikes will appear
in the future lacking such knowledge. In particular, rumor recurrence is bursty, with
or without external stimuli, and sometimes with embellishments and other mutations
[1, 184, 110], but there is little understanding of this phenomenon. Patterns of human
activity can also explain periodicity in popularity [16, 131, 196], but the vast majority
of recurrence we observe in this work is aperiodic. While external stimuli explains
some instances of recurrence, we discover other factors that influence recurrence.
In contrast to most work that has observed multiple bursts in topics, we observed
recurrence even at the level of an individual copy.
Finally, substantial work has studied how bursts in streams or time series can be
detected [166, 171, 236]. In this work, we adopted a simple definition of burstiness,
parameterizing peaks and bursts relative to the mean activity observed.
Recurrence has also been studied in the context of epidemiology, though primarily
from a modeling perspective. Many base their analysis on SIR models [230], simulating recurrence through introducing dormant periods [155], seasonality effects [7], or
changes in contagion fitness [117], which may be periodic [233]. More recently, some
work studied content popularity using these models, while accounting for user login
dynamics and content aging [59]. The structure of the network can also cause periodicity in epidemics [183, 294]. Many focus on modeling specific types of recurrence
(e.g., historical disease epidemics [7]). In contrast, many recurrences we observe are
aperiodic, and findings on synthetic networks may not easily generalize. Inspired by
this line of work, we adapted an SIR model assuming multiple points of infection on
a real social network, and show that key characteristics of recurrence we observed can
be reproduced.
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Technical Preliminaries

Studying cascade recurrence requires both sufficiently rich data that accurately measures activity throughout a network over long periods of time, as well as a robust
definition of what recurrence is.

4.3.1

Dataset Description

In this work, we use over a year of sharing data from Facebook. All data was deidentified and analyzed in aggregate. Facebook presents a particularly rich ecosystem
of users and pages (entities that can represent organizations or brands) sharing a
large amount of content over long periods of time.
Reliably measuring the spread of content in a network over time is challenging because
multiple copies of the same content may exist at any time. As we will later show,
the presence of multiple copies in a cascade is an important catalyst for recurrence.
On Facebook, users and pages may introduce a new copy of the same content by reposting or re-uploading it; resharing an existing copy instead creates an attribution
back to that same copy. Content may be reintroduced, instead of reshared, for various
reasons — multiple users may have independently discovered the same content, or
downloaded and then re-uploaded an image.
To construct a dataset of popularly shared content, we initially selected a seed set of
reshared content uploaded to Facebook in March 2014. We selected the top 200,000
most reshared images, which were publicly viewable, counting only reshares within
the 180 days since the image was uploaded,
Next, we tried to identify other copies of content that exist in this seed set. Beyond
exact copies of the same image, many near-identical images, which have slightly
different dimensions or introduce compression artifacts or borders, also exist (as seen
in Figure 4.1). As such, a binary k -means algorithm [125] was used to identify clusters
of near-identical images to which each of these candidates belonged, including images
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beyond the original set. For each cluster, we then obtained all reshares of images
in that cluster that were made in 2014. To verify the quality of the clustering,
we manually examined the top 100 most-reshared copies in each of 100 randomly
sampled clusters. In 94 clusters, all 100 copies were near-identical. The remaining
clusters mainly comprised the same image overlaid with different text.
This sample of resharing activity in 2014 that we use consists of 395,240,736 users
and pages that made 5,167,835,292 reshares of 105,198,380 images. These images
were aggregated into 76,301 clusters. Repeating the process above for videos shared
on Facebook, we obtain a sample comprising 323,361,625 users and pages that made
2,187,047,135 reshares of 6,748,622 videos, aggregated into 156,145 clusters. Images,
videos, users, and pages that were deleted were excluded from analysis. On average,
each image cluster is made up of 1379 copies of the same content. Video clusters were
smaller, with 43 copies in each cluster on average.
As we only measured reshares for a year, we may only be observing part of a cascade’s spread if it began prior to 2014. Thus, we also considered subsets of each
dataset containing only clusters that began in 2014. We identified these subsets by
additionally measuring reshares of content in the three months prior to 2014 (October
to December 2013) and excluding clusters where activity was observed during this
period.
Though we mainly analyze recurrence at the cluster level, we also investigate the
recurrence of individual copies by studying the top 100,000 individually most reshared
copies in each dataset.
# Clusters

Copies/Cluster

Prop.

Recur-

rence
Image Memes

51,415 (76,793)

523 (1378)

0.40 (0.59)

Videos

149,253 (156,145)

13 (43)

0.30 (0.33)

# Peaks

Days Observed

Days

betw.

1st/2nd Burst
Image Memes

2.3 (4.6)

202 (280)

31 (32)
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Videos

1.6 (2.0)

170 (182)
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47 (44)

Table 4.1: Recurrence occurs in a large proportion of popular image memes and videos
shared on Facebook. We note in parentheses statistics computed on all cascades, as
opposed to the cascades that began in 2014 whose initial spread we can observe.

4.3.2

Defining Recurrence

In this work, we define recurrence relative to peaks and bursts in popularity over time.
In practice, almost all popular content on Facebook experiences at least one peak in
popularity. If content peaks in popularity more than once, we say that it recurs.
To identify these peaks, and thus whether a cascade recurs, we measure the number of
reshares of content over time. Figure 4.4 shows several examples of recurring memes.
Empirically, reshare activity is varied across different content but is generally bursty,
with long periods of inactivity between peaks. As recurrence occurs over a long
amount of time, we discretize time into days.
Intuitively, a recurrence occurs when a peak is observed in the time series. Not only
should these peaks be relative outliers on a timeline, but they should also last for a
significant amount of time. Further, we should be able to tell these peaks apart from
each other. Motivated by this intuition, suppose we observe a meme for t days. Let
ri , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} be the number of reshares observed on day i. We parameterize
recurrence using four variables — h0 , m, and w place constraints on identified peaks,
and v places a constraint on the “valley” between peaks. Specifically, the height h
of each peak must be at least h0 and at least m times the mean reshares per day r̄
(Figure 4.3). Additionally, a peak day must be a local maximum within ±w days.
Finally, between any two adjacent peaks pi and pi+1 , the number of reshares must drop
below v · min{rpi , rpi+1 }. We call the area around the peak a burst (b0 , b1 respectively
for p0 , p1 in Figure 4.3), whose duration or width w, is defined as the sum of the
number of days the number of reshares is increasing before pi and falling after pi ,
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Figure 4.3: Recurrence occurs when we observe multiple peaks (p0 , p1 , red crosses)
in the number of reshares over time. Bursts (b0 , b1 ) capture the activity around each
peak.
while remaining above r̄. There is a one-to-one correspondence between peaks and
bursts.
In practice, we set h0 =10, m=2, w=7, and v=0.5 so that each burst is relatively welldefined. The red crosses in Figure 4.4 show the identified peaks under this regime.
While this definition does not strictly minimize activity between bursts, empirically,
activity does drop significantly (and in many cases, falls to zero) in between bursts.
Stricter definitions that reduce the number of identified peaks (e.g., requiring a welldefined “valley floor” between two peaks, or increasing h0 or m) also resulted in
qualitatively similar findings. The approach we take is fairly rudimentary; future
work may involve developing more specific definitions of recurrence which take into
account the shape of resulting bursts.

4.4

Characterizing Recurrence

We first introduce recurrence at a high level, showing that it is both common and
bursty, with the same content sometimes resurfacing multiple times. We then discuss
four important classes of observations that we later draw on to model and predict
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Recurring Cascades

Figure 4.4: Examples of time series of recurring and non-recurring cascades over a
year, colored by copy. Identified peaks are marked with red crosses; the number of
reshares is normalized per cascade.
recurrence:
• Temporal patterns: cascades with longer initial bursts, but a moderate number
of reshares, are more likely to recur.
• Sharer characteristics: recurring and non-recurring cascades differ in demographic makeup, and moderate diversity in the initial sharing population encourages recurrence. Further, changes in homophily in the network affect the
speed at which content spreads, and hence burstiness.
• Network structure: bursts in a cascade occur in different, but nonetheless connected parts of the network. Also, large initial bursts tend to exhaust the
supply of susceptible users, potentially accounting for why moderate, but not
high cascade volume or diversity results in greater recurrence.
• Catalysts of recurrence: the availability of multiple copies in the network may
catalyze recurrence. Still, neither does the presence of multiple copies suggest
that recurrence is entirely an externally-driven phenomenon, nor is it a necessary
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Figure 4.5: (a) 40% of cascades that began in 2014 came back, and (b) over 30%
of recurring cascades only resurfaced after a month or more. (c) Further, the initial
burst of a recurring cascade tends to last longer than that of a non-recurring cascade.
condition for recurrence.
In the remainder of this work, we report results primarily on image memes, and
note any salient differences with videos. All differences reported are significant at
p<10-10 using a t-test unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 4.6: (a) The probability of subsequent recurrences increases after the initial
recurrence. (b) Cascades that recur less tend to have bursts that diminish in size over
time, while those that recur more tend to have a stable burst size.

4.4.1

Recurrence is common

Once introduced on Facebook, popular content continues spreading for a long time.
On average, the maximum time between reshares of the same content is 280 days.
But rather than being shared at a constant rate (among popularly reshared content,
less than 1% of memes have no discernible peak), resharing tends to be bursty, with
bursts typically separated by substantial periods of relative inactivity. A mean of 32
days separates the initial and subsequent bursts for image memes (Figure 4.5b).
Previously, we defined recurrence as observing multiple peaks in the number of reshares observed over time, and non-recurrence as observing only a single peak. Over
these long periods of time, 59% of popular image memes recur. In fact, a significant
proportion of these cascades experience resurgences in popularity (Figure 4.5a), and
may even have experienced bursts prior to our observation window. If we limit the
sample to the set of image memes which began spreading in 2014, 40% of these memes
recur (Table 4.1).
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Temporal patterns

Cascades with larger initial bursts of activity that last longer are more likely to recur,
suggesting that more viral, or appealing cascades are more likely to recur. However,
it is not the most popular cascades that recur the most, but those that are only
moderately popular — while recurrence initially increases with the size of the initial
peak, it subsequently decreases.
Recurring cascades have larger, longer-lived initial bursts. The initial burst of a cascade is already indicative of recurrence. Recurring cascades start out larger (15,547)
and initially last longer (9.3 days) than non-recurring cascades (6128 reshares, 6.9
days), spending more time “building up” (Figure 4.5c) and “winding down”. The
greater initial popularity of recurring cascades suggests that more viral cascades are
more likely to recur, but is this the case?
Recurring content is moderately popular. Plotting the total number of reshares in
the initial burst against the subsequent number of bursts observed, rather than the
number of reshares monotonically increasing or decreasing the rate of recurrence, we
observe a striking interior maximum at approximately 105 reshares for both image
memes and videos (Figure 4.7a). Neither the initially best-performing (or most viral),
nor poorest-performing (or least viral) cascades tend to resurface. In the former case,
a single large burst tends to dominate with smaller bursts after; in the latter case, a
small number of small bursts is typically observed.
They keep coming back! While most of our analyses focus on the initial burst and
subsequent recurrence, several general trends arise as more recurrence is observed:
• Once a cascade has recurred, it is more likely to resurface again. The probability of recurrence jumps from 0.40 initially, to 0.60 for subsequent recurrences
before gradually decreasing (Figure 4.6a). This observation parallels prior work
showing that the prior popularity of Youtube videos predicts their future popularity [49]. In fact, for 26% of all image meme cascades, we observe resharing
activity on the first and last day of our observation period. These image memes
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may be “evergreen”, tending to continuously recur.
• For cascades that recur less, subsequent bursts tend to be smaller; for cascades that recur more, subsequent bursts are more similar in size (Figure 4.6b),
suggesting that they depend less on external factors (e.g., breaking news) to
spread.
• Subsequent recurrences are briefer than their predecessors. Burst duration
monotonically decreases from a mean of 7.6 days for the first burst to 6.3 for
the tenth.
• On average, the lull between recurrences is substantial, with bursts happening
an 28 to 32 days apart for image memes, and 30 to 44 days apart for videos.
Again, these long periods between bursts suggest that recurrence can only be
observed over substantial periods of time.

4.4.3

Sharer characteristics

People who participate in recurring cascades differ significantly from those who participate in non-recurring cascades. While a diverse user population encourages recurrence, moderately diverse cascades recur the most. Homophily, the concept that
similar people are likely to share the same content, also affects how quickly content
spreads, suggesting that it modulates recurrence.
Demographics vary with recurrence. For recurring cascades, the average age of people
participating in the initial burst is lower (40 vs. 42), but the proportion of women
is higher (65% vs. 58%). The latter observation corroborates previous work that
showed a correlation with eventual cascade size [69].
Demographics also change across bursts. In the case of image meme cascades, the
mean age changes by 2.7 years, and the proportion of women by 6.1 percentage points
(in absolute terms). The same content may become popular in different parts of the
world at different times, resulting in recurrence: 13% of the time, the majority of
people in the initial two bursts come from different countries.
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Figure 4.7: (a) A moderate number of reshares results in more recurrence. (b), (c)
Similarly, recurrence is more likely when the entropy of the distribution of users across
countries, as well as gender, is moderate.
Diversity encourages recurrence. We now turn our attention to the diversity (or
homophily) of people who take part in a cascade. We quantify homophily in the
network by measuring the entropy of the distribution of demographic characteristics.
A low entropy in the distribution of countries users are from (or country-entropy)
corresponds to high homophily, suggesting that a majority of sharers belong to a
small number of countries. On the other hand, a high country-entropy suggests that
the countries sharers belong to are more diverse and distributed more evenly.
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It is not a priori clear whether homophily encourages or inhibits recurrence. Homophily within a community, meaning that connected users are receptive to sharing
the same content, may help a cascade gain the initial traction it needs to spread,
but may also result in the content getting “trapped” in a local part of the network.
In contrast, diversity in the users sharing that content suggests it has wider appeal
and might come back, but may also result in only a single burst if the initial spread
overwhelms the network.
We find that diversity in the country distribution is predictive of recurrence. Controlling for the duration (w), peak height (h), and the number of reshares in the
initial bursts of recurring and non-recurring cascades [252], a Wilcoxon Signed-rank
test shows that a higher country-entropy is indicative of recurrence (W >108 , p<10-10 ,
effect size r =0.19). Thus, if the initial burst of a cascade occurs in more countries,
it is more likely to recur. Higher gender-entropy (i.e., greater gender-balance) also
predicts recurrence, but its effect is weaker (W >108 , p<10-2 , r =0.02). The effect of
age is inconsistent across image memes and videos.
Recurring content is moderately diverse. Again, it is not the most diverse populations
that bring about recurrence: a moderate country-entropy of approximately 3.0 in the
initial burst of a cascade results in the most recurrence (Figure 4.7b). An interior
maximum can also be observed with respect to the gender-entropy of the initial burst
(Figure 4.7c). These results, combined with the previous observation of a similar
interior maximum with respect to the initial number of reshares, suggests that the
virality of content plays a significant role in recurrence.
Cascades spread quickly in pockets of homophily. The virality of a cascade and homophily in the network are closely related, and perhaps represent two perspectives on
the spread of content. Greater virality enables content to appeal to a larger population; more homophily suggests that receptive users are closer in the network. In fact,
homophily in the network modulates the speed of resharing (and thus bursts in a cascade). If we measure the average country-entropy of a sliding window of 100 reshares
ordered in time and the time elapsed, and then compute the average correlation, we
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find a slight positive correlation between the two (0.08), suggesting that homophily
among those sharing results in faster resharing, and hence burstiness. Gender-entropy
and age-entropy are also positively, but more weakly correlated with burstiness (0.06
and 0.04 respectively). One potential cause of this is that pages, with their substantial and homophilous followings, are driving resharing. The more pages that share
content, the more homophilous the set of potentially reachable people, and thus the
quicker content is reshared. However, as the proportion of reshares attributable to
pages increases, the entropy in these demographic characteristics instead increases,
an effect opposite to what we observe.

4.4.4

Network structure

The initial bursts of recurring cascades tend to be better connected. Further, successful recurrence tends to occur in different, but not disconnected parts of the network.
Considering the people potentially exposed in each burst beyond the resharers, large
initial cascades may exhaust the population of susceptible people in the network, a
fact that will subsequently become important in explaining the mechanism of recurrence.
Bursts of recurring cascades are internally more connected. More people and pages
share in the initial burst of recurring cascades than non-recurring cascades (15,050
users and 59 pages, and 5855 users and 24 pages respectively). To measure connectivity within a burst, we used the induced subgraph G0 of the Facebook network made
up of the people and pages resharing in the initial burst. The subgraph includes two
kinds of edges: friend edges between people, and follow edges between people and the
pages they like. On this subgraph, people in the initial burst of recurring cascades
have an average of 3.4 connections to other people and pages in the same burst, relative to 3.1 connections in non-recurring cascades, suggesting that the initial bursts
of recurring cascades are slightly more connected.
Subsequent bursts happen in different parts of the network. Bursts of a cascade are
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separate in time, but may overlap in terms of sharers, or be connected via friend and
follow edges.
To start, the sharer overlap between bursts is small. For recurring cascades, an
average of 15,050 people and 59 pages make up the initial burst, and 8892 people
and 28 pages the subsequent burst. Comparing people and pages across these bursts,
Jaccard similarities of 0.02 (i.e., 2% of people share the same content in both bursts)
and 0.03 mean that bursts have very little direct overlap.
We also find evidence of community structure within bursts by considering whether
the second burst is proximate in the network to the first. Even if individuals in the
second burst do not repost content a second time, they may not be far removed in the
social network from someone in the first burst. Here, we instead consider the induced
subgraph G0+1 of the individuals and pages who reshared in the initial two bursts for
each cascade. If these bursts correspond to communities within the network, we would
expect more edges within bursts than between them. An average of 17,457 friend and
17,242 follower edges exist in the first burst; 10,094 friend and 6,310 follower edges
exist in the second. Note that these communities are very sparse. A person within a
burst has a connection to an average of 3.2 friends or pages within the same burst,
indicating that memes tend to diffuse out through the network rather than stay within
a narrow community. Still, across bursts, we observe an average of 8,273 friend and
4,755 follower edges, resulting in an average of 1.4 connections to friends and pages
in a different burst, indicating that these bursts are somewhat separated.
Large initial bursts exhaust the supply of susceptible people. As noted above, the
second burst in a cascade has fewer sharers. Intuitively, people may tire of content
they have seen before, but is this the case? Studying overlap a third way, we look
at the susceptible populations of the initial and subsequent bursts of a cascade. We
approximate these populations by considering people who could have been exposed
through their connections (friend and follow edges) to those who shared content in
these two bursts.
On average, 6.4 million unique individuals are potentially exposed in the initial burst,
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with recurring cascades, having a greater number of initial resharers, having greater
reach (8.2 million vs. 4.0 million for non-recurring cascades). For recurring cascades,
the potential reach of the second burst is smaller, but still sizable at 6.8 million.
Comparing the sets of individuals exposed in the first two bursts of recurring cascades,
we obtain a Jaccard similarity of 0.15, indicating this second burst is mostly reaching
a different set of people, but where some people will have seen the same content twice,
creating a sense of déjà vu for many.
In particular, 28% of people who are potentially exposed in the second peak would
have also been exposed in the first. This high overlap could be a contributing factor
to the second peak being smaller. Further, the proportion of exposed individuals
in the second peak is positively correlated (ρ=0.39) with the size of the first peak,
meaning that the larger the initial peak, the more likely that those exposed in the
second peak have previously seen the content. In other words, in the case of large
initial bursts, subsequent bursts are likely reaching a similar part of the network.

4.4.5

Catalyzing recurrence

As shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, cascades are made up of reshares of multiple copies
of the same content, and the presence of these copies can help catalyze recurrence.
Still, neither are copies the only cause of recurrence (recurrence is substantial even
with a single copy), nor must they be independently or externally introduced (many
later copies are attributable to previously seen copies).
Cascades whose reshares are divided across multiple copies tend to recur. Recurring
cascades are made up of more copies than non-recurring cascades (2277 vs. 93).
Reshares are also more spread out across multiple copies in the former case (841
and 3445 reshares per copy for recurring and non-recurring cascades respectively),
suggesting recurrence may be characterized by multiple smaller outbreaks. The most
reshared copy accounts for 72% of reshares in the initial burst for recurring cascades,
and 93% for non-recurring cascades. Altogether, the substantial differences here
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suggest the strong predictive power of these characteristics.
The appearance of new copies correlates with recurrence. Further, the introduction
of new copies and the number of reshares over time is significantly correlated (Pearson’s r =0.66), suggesting that the appearance of new copies causes bursts, and thus
recurrence. On a related note, prior work showed that reposting content helps make
it popular [277].
Copies are not the only cause of recurrence. Nonetheless, not all copies burst (only
6% are reshared at least 10 times on any single day), and not all bursts are caused
by new copies, as we will later show. And while correlations between the number
of copies and other characteristics such as duration and country-entropy also exist,
when we control for the number of copies in the initial bursts of recurring and nonrecurring cascades [252], all previously observed differences in the temporal, sharer,
and network characteristics of these cascades still hold (W >108 , p<10-10 , mean effect
size r =0.08). Comparing recurring and non-recurring cascades with similar numbers
of copies in their initial bursts, the initial bursts of recurring cascades are still larger,
longer-lived, and more diverse. In all, this suggests that recurrence is not simply
caused by distinct copies of the same content spreading through the network, but is
a result of a more complex phenomenon which we explain in Section 4.5.
A majority of copies are internal to the network. Still, where do these copies come
from, and are they internal or external to the network? By using the network to
identify friends and pages who may have previously shared a different copy of some
content, we can attribute 75% of newly uploaded copies to previously seen copies
in the network (this approach roughly estimates content-copying that occurs within
Facebook, as users who share a new copy may not have seen a friend’s shared copy).
This suggests a nuanced approach to studying recurrence — external sources may
drive some of the introduction of new copies to a social system, but a large proportion
of activity, which we can study, occurs within the network.
Pages may also catalyze recurrence. Pages are responsible for a large proportion of
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highly-reshared copies (over 70% of reshares are attributable to page-created copies
in the second burst of recurring cascades). In recurring cascades, pages tend to reupload, rather than reshare content, doing so 50% of the time, as opposed to 2%
for users. Further, the most popular copy in the second burst is likely to have been
created by a page (70%). Given the relatively higher degree of pages, which tend
to have tens of thousands of followers, as opposed to users who typically only have
hundreds of friends, pages may spark recurrence by posting a new copy of the same
content, rapidly exposing a number of followers to it.
Individual copies recur too! Recurrence of the individually most popular copies in
our datasets, while lower than when copies are studied in clusters, is still substantial (18%). These individual copies last a significant amount of time (261 days),
with bursts further apart (41 days). Like cascades of multiple copies, the initial
bursts of recurring individual-copy cascades are larger and longer-lived than those of
non-recurring cascades, with later bursts occurring in different parts of the network.
Recurrence of the same copy can also be observed within clusters — 22% of the time,
the most reshared copy in a burst was also most reshared in a previous burst.

4.5

Modeling Recurrence

Tying our observations together, we present an overall picture of the mechanisms of
recurrence, then suggest a model of recurrence which we evaluate through simulations
on a real social network.

4.5.1

Why do cascades recur?

Our findings as a whole suggest a model of recurrence where virality is a primary
factor, and where the availability of multiple copies can help spark recurrence.
Virality plays a primary role in recurrence. Virality, or broadness of appeal, affects
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recurrence: cascades with initial bursts that are larger, last longer, and are more
demographically diverse are more likely to recur. Specifically, moderately popular
and diverse cascades are most likely to recur. While recurrence typically occurs in
different parts of the network, the larger the initial burst of a cascade, the larger
the proportion of the potentially exposed population in the subsequent burst that
was already previously exposed. This observation, coupled with the fact that users
tend not to reshare the same content multiple times, suggests that large initial bursts
inactivate a significant portion of the network, inhibiting a cascade’s future spread.
Our subsequent simulations show more clearly that this may indeed happen as the
initial burst grows large.
Multiple copies in the network help spark recurrence. Bursts in a cascade are separated
by relatively long periods of inactivity. By studying the availability of multiple copies
of the same content, we find that these copies can act as catalysts for recurrence
in different parts of the network. Indeed, multiple introductions of the same content
correlate with recurrence. However, while more copies initially increases the chance of
recurrence, they are not the only cause of it; recurring and non-recurring cascades with
similar numbers of copies differ significantly in virality. Moreover, multiple copies do
not explain the substantial recurrence of individual copies. To a lesser extent, we also
discover that homophily in the network affects the speed of the spread of a cascade
in a network.
Together, moderate content virality and the presence of multiple copies results in
recurrence. While the likelihood of recurrence does increase with the number of copies
(or potential “sparks”), we can still observe an interior maximum in how recurrence
varies with the number of reshares after fixing the number of copies, where a moderate
number of reshares results in the most recurrence.
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Figure 4.8: When virality is low, only a small number of attempts at infection succeed.
When virality is moderate, more attempts succeed, which aggregate into observable
recurrence. When virality is high, rather than a large number of bursts aggregating
to form a single large peak, the first successful burst infects a large portion of the
network, making it difficult for other copies to spread.

4.5.2

A simple model of recurrence

Motivated by these findings, we suggest a simple model of cascading behavior where
recurrence depends on content virality:
• If the virality of a cascade is low, it may only appeal to a small group of people,
and is thus unable to spread far in the network. Thus, a single, small peak
results, with many attempts to propagate in the network failing (Figure 4.8a).
• As virality increases, the cascade is able to spread substantially further in the
network, and may occasionally even jump to other local communities in the
network, spreading faster within them. As several bursts occur in the network,
they may be observed as recurring in aggregate (Figure 4.8b).
• However, as virality increases beyond some threshold, any individual burst is
likely to spread through a large portion of the susceptible population, inhibiting
the transmission of subsequent copies (Figure 4.8c). This last point lies in
contrast to the trivial hypothesis that more independent copies leads to more
independent bursts that aggregate to form a single large burst, which does not
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appear to be the case, as most reshares in initial bursts can be attributed to a
single copy.

4.5.3

Simulating recurrence

To see if such a model of recurrence can reproduce characteristics of recurrence observed in the data, we now simulate recurrence on a real social network. Our observations and model suggest the use of an SIR model, where nodes in a network
are initially susceptible (S) to a contagion, and then may become infected (I) when
exposed. Infected nodes subsequently recover (R) and become resistant to the contagion. These models have been used to study the spread of disease [20] and information
[33, 59, 230] in a network.
Setup. Our simulation thus consists of an SIR model with multiple outbreaks introduced at different times, and with resistant nodes reinfectable at a lower rate. We
parameterize our model as follows: For a given contagion c, its virality, or equivalently, the susceptibility of every node in the network, is pc0 . In other words, if exposed
to the contagion, the probability that the node will be infected is pc0 . Infected nodes
attempt to infect all neighbors in the subsequent time step, and then become resistant. As users sometimes share the same content multiple times, resistant nodes have
a constant lower probability pc1 < pc0 of being re-infected. The introduction of each
copy of a contagion is normally distributed in time (N (µ, σ)).
Here, we make a simplifying assumption that independent copies of the same content
are introduced into the network at different points in time. Following the intuition
that more connected entities (e.g., pages) are likely to start outbreaks, the target
nodes to infect are sampled, with replacement, proportional to the node’s degree. m
copies are introduced in total.
We simulate this model for 1000 discrete time steps with µ=500, σ=250, and m=50,
varying pc0 between 5×10-4 and 10-3 and where pc1 =0.5 · pc1 . We run our simulation
on the network of a country with approximately 1.4 million nodes and 160 million
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Figure 4.9: (a) By varying content virality, a model of recurrence that assumes independent introductions of copies of the same content can simulate recurrence. (b)
It also replicates the observation that a moderate number of reshares results in more
recurrence.
friendship edges, repeating the simulation 5000 times. We measure the total number
of infections (or reshares) in each time step, and identify bursts as defined in Section
4.3.2.
Results. Within certain ranges of virality (6×10-4 ≤ pc0 <8×10-4 ), we can consistently
reproduce recurring cascades. Figure 4.9a shows several examples of the time series
of these simulations. In aggregate, we can obtain a distribution of number of peaks
similar in shape to Figure 4.5. Plotting the number of peaks against number of
reshares in the initial burst (or alternatively, pc0 ), we observe an interior maximum —
a moderate amount of virality results in the most recurrence (Figure 4.9b), replicating
our previous findings.
When the virality of the contagion is high (pc0 ≥8×10-4 ), a large fraction of the highly
connected portion of the graph becomes infected by a single copy in the initial burst,
suppressing subsequent bursts as many nodes are now resistant. To show this happening, we consider for each simulation, in addition to our original model, an alternateuniverse setting where the resistances of nodes are reset following the initial burst.
We can then measure how much the initial burst inhibited the second by observing
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the likelihood of a second burst in the alternate case, as well as the overlap of nodes
infected in the second burst with nodes in the initial burst. A significant difference in
the total number of peaks when virality is high (1.0 vs. 2.0, t=92, p<10-10 ), but not
when virality is low (pc0 ≤7×10-4 , n.s.) suggests that the supply of susceptible nodes
is indeed being used up in the former case, but not the latter. A significant positive
correlation of initial peak size with the size of the overlap of the second peak in the
alternate setting (0.76) further supports this hypothesis and our prior observations.
Likewise, the connectivity of graph deteriorates significantly after a large initial burst
(pc0 ≥8×10-4 ). Here, we measure the algebraic connectivity [107] of the graph if all the
nodes involved in the initial burst are removed, and compare this to a baseline that
removes the same number of nodes at random. Connectivity is significantly lower in
the former case (579 vs. 1065, t>17, p<10-10 ), especially in comparison to the graph’s
initial connectivity (1105).
These results together suggest that under such a model of recurrence, a large initial
burst does indeed inhibit subsequent bursts, as we previously hypothesized (Figure
4.8c). Also in support of our prior observations, increasing the number of introduced
copies m monotonically increases recurrence.
Limitations and alternatives. Importantly, our model assumes that recurrence is
sparked primarily by independent copies introduced to the network. However, the
reality of recurrence is subtler: individual copies recur significantly in the network,
and homophily may also moderate recurrence. Allowing virality to vary with time
[135] or having nodes wait according to a power-law distribution [87, 201] may also
reproduce recurrence with only a single copy. Decision-based queuing processes [29]
may also help model the long periods of inactivity between bursts.
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Predicting Recurrence

Is it possible to predict if a cascade will resurface in the future? Observing just
the initial burst of a cascade, we use features related to the temporality, network
structure, user demographics, and presence of multiple copies to determine a) whether
recurrence occurs, b) if the recurrence will be relatively smaller or larger, and c) when
the recurrence occurs. Overall, we find that cascades with longer initial bursts that
consist of multiple small outbreaks tend to recur, supporting the hypothesis that
content virality and multiple copies play a significant role in recurrence. Nonetheless,
we obtain similarly strong performance predicting recurrence for individual copies of
content. Predicting recurrence may enable us to better forecast content longevity in
a network.

4.6.1

Factors driving recurrence

Based on our observations, we develop several features that help predict recurrence,
and group them into four categories:
Temporal features (7). Initially longer-lived bursts are suggestive of recurrence, motivating the importance of the number of days before and after the peak is reached, as
well as the number of reshares before and after, and the height of the initial peak. The
average gradient of the initial burst before and after the peak further characterize the
shape of the initial burst.
Demographic features (5). The differences in user characteristics and diversity we
previously observed suggest the importance of age, gender, as well as the entropy in
the distribution of age, gender and country of the initial burst.
Network features (6). Recurring cascades appear to be more connected in their initial
bursts, having more friendship and follower edges, in addition to having a larger
potentially exposed population. The number of users, pages, and proportion of pages
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in the initial burst also vary.
Multiple-copy features (8). The availability of multiple copies plays a significant role
in recurrence, motivating the use of the number of copies observed in the initial peak,
the entropy in the distribution of reshares of each copy, the mean reshares per copy,
and the proportion of reshares attributable to the most popular copy. Pages also play
a role in recurrence, suggesting that the proportion of copies created by pages, the
proportion of all reshares made by pages or attributable to page-created copies, and
whether the most popular copy was created by a page are useful features.
AUC on Feature Sets
Temporal

0.74

0.76

0.55

+ Demographic

0.78 (0.63)

0.76 (0.58)

0.56 (0.52)

+ Network

0.81 (0.72)

0.77 (0.66)

0.57 (0.53)

+ Multiple-Copy

0.89 (0.82)

0.78 (0.70)

0.58 (0.54)

Table 4.2: We obtain strong performance in predicting whether recurrence occurs
and if the subsequent burst will be smaller or larger, but not in predicting when
recurrence occurs. Individual feature set performance is in parentheses. The column
headers correspond to these three prediction tasks, and are described subsequently in
this section.

4.6.2

Does it recur?

Prediction task. We formulate our prediction task as a binary classification problem:
given only the initial burst of a cascade, we aim to predict if a second burst will
be observed (i.e., if the cascade will recur). We use a balanced dataset of recurring
and non-recurring cascades (N =40,912 for image memes, 89,368 for videos) so that
guessing results in a baseline accuracy of 0.5. Given the non-linear relation of several
features to recurrence (e.g., that a moderate number of reshares results in the most
recurrence), we use a random forest classifier. In all cases, we perform 10-fold crossvalidation and report the classification accuracy, F1 score, and area under the ROC
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curve (AUC).
Results. Overall, we find strong performance in predicting recurrence (Accuracy=0.82,
F1=0.81, AUC=0.89). A logistic regression classifier results in slightly worse performance (AUC=0.78). Table 4.2 shows how performance improves as features are
added to the model, as well as individual feature set performance. While multiplecopy features perform best, temporal and network features, and to a lesser extent
demographic features, also individually exhibit robust performance, suggesting that
each significantly contributes to recurrence. In the absence of strong multiple-copy
features (fewer copies of any one video exist), we obtain worse performance in predicting the recurrence of videos (Acc=0.69, F1=0.66, AUC=0.76), with temporal features
instead performing best.
For image meme cascades, the most predictive features of recurrence relate to cascades having multiple small outbreaks (fewer reshares per copy (0.78) and a higher
entropy in the distribution of reshares across copies (0.72)), and longer initial bursts
(more days before (0.63) and after (0.63) the peak). These features remain important
for video cascades. Mirroring the dual importance of multiple-copy and temporal
features, just the number of reshares per copy and the average gradient of the initial burst after its peak alone achieve strong performance (0.81). Though the initial
burst of a recurring cascade is on average significantly larger, size-related features are
weaker signals of recurrence (≤0.59).

4.6.3

Will the recurrence be smaller/larger?

Prediction task. Assuming that we know that a cascade will recur, how much smaller
or larger will the second burst be? Knowing the relative size of the next recurrence
can differentiate bursty cascades that are rising or falling in popularity. Given the
initial burst of a cascade, we aim to predict if the relative size of the second burst,
or the ratio of the size of the second burst to that of the first, is above or below the
median (0.28). As the median evenly divides the dataset, we again have a balanced
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binary classification task with a random guessing baseline accuracy of 0.5.
Results. We also find strong performance in predicting the relative size of the subsequent burst (Acc=0.72, F1=0.69, AUC=0.78 for image memes, AUC=0.85 for videos).
Temporal features here outperform all other feature sets, with the most predictive
features relating to the cascade having a long initial burst.

4.6.4

When does it recur?

Prediction task. If a cascade will recur, when will we observe the next burst? With a
cascade’s initial burst, can we predict if the duration between bursts will be greater
than the median (14 days)?
Results. We find that the timing of recurrence is far less predictable (Acc=0.56,
F1=0.51, AUC=0.58 for image memes, AUC=0.60 for videos). Nevertheless, longer
initial bursts are most indicative of recurrence happening earlier.

4.6.5

Predicting recurrence for individual copies

Given the correlation of the appearance of multiple copies with bursts, multiple-copy
features perform strongest in predicting recurrence. But what if we want to predict
recurrence of a single instance of some content, where multiple copies do not exist
by definition? Surprisingly, we obtain similarly strong performance in predicting the
recurrence of individual copies (N =28,454, Acc=0.80, F1=0.79, AUC=0.88 for image
memes, AUC=0.82 for videos). Network features are strongest (AUC=0.84), with
fewer edges between users and pages (0.68) in the initial peak the most predictive of
recurrence. As individual copies have a single point of origin, fewer edges between
pages and users and more edges between users (0.61) suggests that the burst may
have resulted more from users sharing content from other users than high-degree
pages sharing that content with their followers. This observation, together with the
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fact that longer initial bursts continue to be strongly predictive of recurrence (>0.65),
suggests the continued significance of virality with respect to individual copies.
The relative size of the subsequent burst is similarly predictable for individual copies
(0.83 for image memes, 0.84 for videos), but interestingly, the time of recurrence is
more predictable (0.68 and 0.63 respectively), which may be because any recurrence
must be a continuation of the initial copy, as opposed to possibly being sparked by a
new, less related copy.

4.7

Discussion and Conclusion

Our results start to shed light on the mechanism of content recurrence — studying a
large dataset of popularly reshared content, we find that recurrence is common, and
that content can come back not just once, but several times. Strikingly, content may
nearly cease to circulate for days, weeks or even months, prior to experiencing another
surge in popularity. Such a phenomenon may seem highly unpredictable, but we find
trends in how recurring cascades behave, and can predict whether content will come
back. The virality, or appeal of a cascade plays a role in recurrence: cascades whose
initial bursts are long-lasting, moderately popular, and moderately diverse are most
likely to recur. The presence of multiple copies of the same content sparks recurrence,
though homophily in the network may also influence recurrence.
One limitation of our work is that we only analyze content within a single network.
Though most copies of the same content were made within the network, a minority
appeared without a prior path. Analyzing the transfer of content between different
social networks may reveal different mechanisms of recurrence. Separately, while the
appearance of multiple copies correlates with recurrence, this does not hold in the case
of individual-copy recurrence. Understanding recurrence in the absence of multiple
copies (e.g., through studying homophily in more detail) remains future work.
Based on our observations, we presented a simple model that exhibits some features
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of recurrence (e.g., pronounced bursts with little activity in-between, and an internal
maximum in the number of bursts as a function of the number of reshares). Future
work could extend such models to account for homophily and community structure
in the network.
While the temporal shape, network structure, and user attributes are already highly
predictive of resharing behavior, other factors may improve prediction accuracy further: sentimentality or humor may make content evergreen, while content tied to
current events may have an expiration date. Seasonality effects may also cause periodic recurrence: we did observe an instance of a daylight-savings image meme which
appeared, as expected, exactly at the two points during the year when people needed
to adjust their clocks. Also, other types of content may exhibit different properties
of recurrence (e.g., link sharing may be more externally driven); the interactions of
users with shared content (e.g., comments) may also reveal the reasons why some
content came back; the societal context of memes, as well as their interactions (or
competition) with other content, may also reveal more insight into their popularity
[274]. Perhaps most suggestive that much remains to be studied is that while we can
predict if recurrence will happens, it remains a significant challenge to predict when
recurrence will happen.

Chapter 5
The Causes of Antisocial Behavior
In the previous two chapters on cascade growth and recurrence, we focused primarily
on macro-level characteristics of a cascade (e.g., its overall size and network structure).
In this chapter and the next, we now turn to studying the micro-level characteristics
of cascades, and focus on understanding the behavior of the individuals that make up
cascades. Motivated by the prevalence of antisocial behavior online [101], we focus
our analyses on understanding its spread. We examine how such negative behavior
is transmitted from person to person, and in particular, focus on trolling in online
discussions.
In this chapter, we identify the primary causes of trolling behavior in online discussions, and thus the underlying factors that enable cascades of such behavior to spread
in online discussion communities. In contrast to prior work which suggests that trolls
are a vocal and antisocial minority, we demonstrate that ordinary people can engage
in trolling behavior as well. We propose two primary trigger mechanisms: the individual’s mood, and the surrounding context of a discussion (e.g., exposure to prior
trolling behavior). Through an experiment simulating an online discussion, we find
that both negative mood and seeing troll posts by others significantly increases the
probability of a user trolling, and together double this probability. To support and
extend these results, we study how these same mechanisms play out in the wild via a
98
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data-driven, longitudinal analysis of a large online news discussion community. This
analysis reveals temporal mood effects, and explores long range patterns of repeated
exposure to trolling. A predictive model of trolling behavior shows that mood and
discussion context together can explain trolling behavior better than an individual’s
history of trolling. These results combine to suggest that ordinary people can, under
the right circumstances, behave like trolls.

A Brief Note on Definitions
In this thesis, we take a relatively broad view of antisocial behavior, and define trolling
as behavior that occurs outside of community norms. Given that our analysis takes
place primarily on discussion platforms, this definition is also based on the community
guidelines present on several online discussion forums [83, 133, 97], where undesirable
behavior includes no name-calling, personal attacks, profanity, threat, hate speech,
and offensive material. Under this definition, regardless of intent, trolling happens
as long as people are seen to behave like trolls. Nonetheless, we see future work in
identifying particular types of trolling, which we explore in Chapter 7.
We operationalize these definitions in two ways depending on the study design. In
our controlled experiments, posts are labeled as trolling or not by humans (either
expert raters or multiple crowd workers) based on these community guidelines; In
our observational studies, we use moderator labels to identify instances of trolling.
In the online communities we study, moderators can either delete posts or ban users
for violating community guidelines, and we use these as proxies for trolling behavior.

5.1

Introduction

As online discussions become increasingly part of our daily interactions [94], antisocial
behavior such as trolling [140, 159], harassment, and bullying [272] is a growing
concern. Not only does antisocial behavior result in significant emotional distress
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[5, 200, 244], but it can also lead to offline harassment and threats of violence [304].
Further, such behavior comprises a substantial fraction of user activity on many web
sites [73, 94, 112] – 40% of internet users were victims of online harassment [101];
on CNN.com, over one in five comments are removed by moderators for violating
community guidelines. What causes this prevalence of antisocial behavior online?
In this work, we focus on the causes of trolling behavior in discussion communities,
defined in the literature as behavior that falls outside acceptable bounds defined by
those communities [42, 83, 140]. Prior work argues that trolls are born and not made:
those engaging in trolling behavior have unique personality traits [51] and motivations
[22, 143, 262]. However, other research suggests that people can be influenced by their
environment to act aggressively [79, 156]. As such, is trolling caused by particularly
antisocial individuals or by ordinary people? Is trolling behavior innate, or is it
situational? Likewise, what are the conditions that affect a person’s likelihood of
engaging in such behavior? And if people can be influenced to troll, can trolling
spread from person to person in a community? By understanding what causes trolling
and how it spreads in communities, we can design more robust social systems that
can guard against such undesirable behavior.
This work reports a field experiment and observational analysis of trolling behavior
in a popular news discussion community. The former allows us to tease apart the
causal mechanisms that affect a user’s likelihood of engaging in such behavior. The
latter lets us replicate and explore finer grained aspects of these mechanisms as they
occur in the wild. Specifically, we focus on two possible causes of trolling behavior: a
user’s mood, and the surrounding discussion context (e.g., seeing others’ troll posts
before posting).
Online experiment. We studied the effects of participants’ prior mood and the context of a discussion on their likelihood to leave troll-like comments. Negative mood
increased the probability of a user subsequently trolling in an online news comment
section, as did the presence of prior troll posts written by other users. These factors
combined to double participants’ baseline rates of engaging in trolling behavior.
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Large-scale data analysis. We augment these results with an analysis of over 16 million
posts on CNN.com, a large online news site where users can discuss published news
articles. One out of four posts flagged for abuse are authored by users with no prior
record of such posts, suggesting that many undesirable posts can be attributed to ordinary users. Supporting our experimental findings, we show that a user’s propensity
to troll rises and falls in parallel with known population-level mood shifts throughout
the day [121], and exhibits cross-discussion persistence and temporal decay patterns,
suggesting that negative mood from bad events linger [156, 163]. Our data analysis
also recovers the effect of exposure to prior troll posts in the discussion, and further
reveals how the strength of this effect depends on the volume and ordering of these
posts.
Drawing on this evidence, we develop a logistic regression model that accurately
(AUC=0.78) predicts whether an individual will troll in a given post. This model also
lets us evaluate the relative importance of mood and discussion context, and contrast
it with prior literature’s assumption of trolling being innate. The model reinforces
our experimental findings – rather than trolling behavior being mostly intrinsic, such
behavior can be mainly explained by the discussion’s context (i.e., if prior posts in the
discussion were flagged), as well as the user’s mood as revealed through their recent
posting history (i.e., if their last posts in other discussions were flagged).
Thus, not only can negative mood and the surrounding discussion context prompt
ordinary users to engage in trolling behavior, but such behavior can also spread from
person to person in discussions and persist across them to spread further in the
community. Our findings suggest that trolling, like laughter, can be contagious, and
that ordinary people, given the right conditions, can act like trolls. In summary, we:
• present an experiment that shows that both negative mood and discussion context increases the likelihood of trolling,
• validate these findings with a large-scale analysis of a large online discussion
community, and
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• use these insights to develop a predictive model that suggests that trolling may
be more situational than innate.

5.2

Related Work

To begin, we review literature on antisocial behavior (e.g., aggression and trolling)
and influence (e.g., contagion and cascading behavior), and identify open questions
about how trolling spreads in a community.

5.2.1

Antisocial behavior in online discussions

Antisocial behavior online can be seen as an extension of similar behavior offline,
and includes acts of aggression, harassment, and bullying [5, 159]. Online antisocial
behavior increases anger and sadness [200], and threatens social and emotional development in adolescents [244]. In fact, the pain of verbal or social aggression may also
linger longer than that of physical aggression [67].
Antisocial behavior can be commonly observed in online public discussions, whether
on news websites or on social media. Methods of combating such behavior include
comment ranking [151], moderation [187, 237], early troll identification [62, 73], and
interface redesigns that encourage civility [177, 178]. Several sites have even resorted
to completely disabling comments [108]. Nonetheless, on the majority of popular web
sites which continue to allow discussions, antisocial behavior continues to be prevalent
[73, 94, 112]. In particular, a rich vein of work has focused on understanding trolling
on these discussion platforms [98, 140], for example discussing the possible causes of
malicious comments [189].
A troll has been defined in multiple ways in previous literature – as a person who
initially pretends to be a legitimate participant but later attempts to disrupt the
community [98], as someone who “intentionally disrupts online communities” [259],
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or “takes pleasure in upsetting others” [169], or more broadly as a person engaging
in “negatively marked online behavior” [140] or that “makes trouble” for a discussion
forums’ stakeholders [42]. In this work, similar to the latter studies, we adopt a definition of trolling that includes flaming, griefing, swearing, or personal attacks, including
behavior outside the acceptable bounds defined by several community guidelines for
discussion forums [83, 97, 133].1 In our experiment, we code posts manually for
trolling behavior. In our longitudinal data analysis, we use posts that were flagged
for unacceptable behavior as a proxy for trolling behavior.
Who engages in trolling behavior? One popular recurring narrative in the media
suggests that trolling behavior comes from trolls: a small number of particularly sociopathic individuals [246, 259]. Several studies on trolling have focused on a small
number of individuals [22, 42, 143, 262]; other work shows that there may be predisposing personality (e.g., sadism [51]) and biological traits (e.g., low baseline arousal
[243]) to aggression and trolling. That is, trolls are born, not made.
Even so, the prevalence of antisocial behavior online suggests that these trolls, being
relatively uncommon, are not responsible for all instances of trolling. Could ordinary
individuals also engage in trolling behavior, even if temporarily? People are less
inhibited in their online interactions [282]. The relative anonymity afforded by many
platforms also deindividualizes and reduces accountability [319], decreasing comment
quality [167]. This disinhibition effect suggests that people, in online settings, can
be more easily influenced to act antisocially. Thus, rather than assume that only
trolls engage in trolling behavior, we ask: RQ: Can situational factors trigger trolling
behavior?
1

In contrast to cyberbullying, defined as behavior that is repeated, intended to harm, and targeted
at specific individuals [272], this definition of trolling encompasses a broader set of behaviors that
may be one-off, unintentional, or untargeted.
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Causes of antisocial behavior

Previous work has suggested several motivations for engaging in antisocial behavior:
out of boredom [292], for fun [262], or to vent [189]. Still, this work has been largely
qualitative and non-causal, and whether these motivations apply to the general population remains largely unknown. Out of this broad literature, we identify two possible
trigger mechanisms of trolling – mood and discussion context – and try to establish
their effects using both a controlled experiment and a large-scale longitudinal analysis.
Mood. Bad moods may play a role in how a person later acts. Negative mood correlates with reduced satisfaction with life [261], impairs self-regulation [190], and leads
to less favorable impressions of others [109]. Similarly, exposure to unrelated aversive
events (e.g., higher temperatures [254] or secondhand smoke [156]) increases aggression towards others. An interview study found that people thought that malicious
comments by others resulted from “anger and feelings of inferiority” [189].
Nonetheless, negative moods elicit greater attention to detail and higher logical consistency [260], which suggests that people in a bad mood may provide more thoughtful
commentary. Prior work is also mixed on how affect influences prejudice and stereotyping. Both positive [45] and negative affect [130] can increase stereotyping, and
thus trigger trolling [143]. Still, we expect the negative effects of negative mood in
social contexts to outweigh these other factors.
Circumstances that influence mood may also modify the rate of trolling. For instance,
mood changes with the time of day or day of week [121]. As negative mood rises at
the start of the week, and late at night, trolling may vary similarly. “Time-outs” or
allowing for a period of calming down [163] can also reduce aggression – users who
wait longer to post after a bout of trolling may also be less susceptible to future
trolling. Thus, we may be able to observe how mood affects trolling, directly through
experimentation, and indirectly through observing factors that influence mood:
H1: Negative mood increases a user’s likelihood of trolling.
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Discussion context. A discussion’s context may also affect what people contribute.
The discussion starter influences the direction of the rest of the discussion [139]. Qualitative analyses suggest that people think online commenters follow suit in posting
positive (or negative) comments [189]. More generally, standards of behavior (i.e.,
social norms) are inferred from the immediate environment [64, 79, 215]. Closer to
our work is an experiment that demonstrated that less thoughtful posts led to less
thoughtful responses [281]. We extend this work by studying amplified states of
antisocial behavior (i.e., trolling) in both experimental and observational settings.
On the other hand, users may not necessarily react to trolling with more trolling. An
experiment that manipulated the initial votes an article received found that initial
downvotes tended to be corrected by the community [220]. Some users respond to
trolling with sympathy or understanding [22], or apologies or joking [188]. Still, such
responses are rarer [22].
Another aspect of a discussion’s context is the subject of discussion. In the case of
discussions on news sites, the topic of an article can affect the amount of abusive
comments posted [112]. Overall, we expect that previous troll posts, regardless of
who wrote them, are likely to result in more subsequent trolling, and that the topic
of discussion also plays a role:
H2: The discussion context (e.g., prior troll posts by other users) affects a user’s
likelihood of trolling.

5.2.3

Influence and antisocial behavior

That people can be influenced by environmental factors suggests that trolling could
be contagious – a single user’s outburst might lead to multiple users participating in a
flame war. Prior work on social influence [28] has demonstrated multiple examples of
herding behavior, or that people are likely to take similar actions to previous others
[80, 214, 319]. Similarly, emotions and behavior can be transferred from person to
person [31, 57, 116, 176, 303]. More relevant is work showing that getting downvoted
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leads people to downvote others more and post content that gets further downvoted
in the future [72].
These studies generally point toward a “Broken Windows” hypothesis, which postulates that untended behavior can lead to the breakdown of a community [306]. As
an unfixed broken window may create a perception of unruliness, comments made in
poor taste may invite worse comments. If antisocial behavior becomes the norm, this
can lead a community to further perpetuate it despite its undesirability [305].
Further evidence for the impact of antisocial behavior stems from research on negativity bias – that negative traits or events tend to dominate positive ones. Negative
entities are more contagious than positive ones [255], and bad impressions are quicker
to form and more resistant to disconfirmation [35]. Thus, we expect antisocial behavior is particularly likely to be influential, and likely to persist. Altogether, we
hypothesize:
H3: Trolling behavior can spread from user to user.
We test H1 and H2 using a controlled experiment, then verify and extend our results
with an analysis of discussions on CNN.com. We test H3 by studying the evolution of
discussions on CNN.com, finally developing an overall model for how trolling might
spread from person to person.

5.3

Experiment: Mood and Discussion Context

To establish the effects of mood and discussion context, we deployed an experiment
designed to replicate a typical online discussion of a news article.
Specifically, we measured the effect of mood and discussion context on the quality of
the resulting discussion across two factors: a) PosMood or NegMood: participants
were either exposed to an unrelated positive or negative prior stimulus (which in turn
affected their prevailing mood), and b) PosContext or NegContext: the initial
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(b)

Figure 5.1: To understand how a person’s mood and discussion’s context (i.e., prior
troll posts) affected the quality of a discussion, we conducted an experiment that
varied (a) how difficult a quiz, given prior to participation in the discussion, was, as
well as (b) whether the initial posts in a discussion were troll posts or not.
posts in the discussion thread were either benign (or not troll-like), or troll-like. Thus,
this was a two-by-two between-subjects design, with participants assigned in a round
robin to each of the four conditions.
We evaluated discussion quality using two measures: a) trolling behavior, or whether
participants wrote more troll-like posts, and b) affect, or how positive or negative the
resulting discussion was, as measured using sentiment analysis.
If negative mood (NegMood) or troll posts (NegContext) affects the probability
of trolling, we would expect these conditions to reduce discussion quality.

5.3.1

Experimental Setup

The experiment consisted of two main parts – a quiz, followed by a discussion – and
was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Past work has also recruited
workers to participate in experiments with online discussions [210]. Participants were
restricted to residing in the US, only allowed to complete the experiment once, and
compensated $2.00, for an hourly rate of $8.00. To avoid demand characteristics, participants were not told of the experiment’s purpose prior, and were only instructed
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to complete a quiz, and then participate in an online discussion. After the experiment, participants were debriefed and told of its purpose (i.e., to measure the impact
of mood and trolling in discussions). The experimental protocol was reviewed and
conducted under IRB Protocol #32738.
Quiz ( PosMood or NegMood). The goal of the quiz was to see if participants’
mood prior to participating in a discussion had an effect on subsequent trolling. Research on mood commonly involves giving people negative feedback on tasks that
they perform in laboratory experiments regardless of their actual performance [173,
310, 127]. Adapting this to the context of AMT, where workers care about their performance on tasks and qualifications (which are necessary to perform many higherpaying tasks), participants were instructed to complete an experimental test qualification that was being considered for future use on AMT. They were told that their
performance on the quiz would have no bearing on their payment at the end of the
experiment.
The quiz consisted of 15 open-ended questions, and included logic, math, and word
problems (e.g., word scrambles) (Figure 5.1a). In both conditions, participants were
given five minutes to complete the quiz, after which all input fields were disabled and
participants forced to move on. In both the PosMood and NegMood conditions,
the composition and order of the types of questions remained the same. However,
the NegMood condition was made up of questions that were substantially harder to
answer within the time limit: for example, unscramble “DEANYON” (NegMood)
vs. “PAPHY” (PosMood). At the end of the quiz, participants’ answers were automatically scored, and their final score displayed to them. They were told whether
they performed better, at, or worse than the “average”, which was fixed at eight correct questions. Thus, participants were expected to perform well in the PosMood
condition and receive positive feedback, and expected to perform poorly in the NegMood condition and receive negative feedback, being told that they were performing
poorly, both absolutely and relatively to other users. While users in the PosMood
condition can still perform poorly, and users in the NegMood condition perform
well, this only reduces the differences later observed.
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To measure participants’ mood following the quiz, and acting as a manipulation check,
participants then completed 65 Likert-scale questions on how they were feeling based
on the Profile of Mood States (POMS) questionnaire [211], which quantifies mood on
six axes such as anger and fatigue.
Discussion ( PosContext or NegContext). Participants were then instructed to
take part in an online discussion, and told that we were testing a comment ranking
algorithm. Here, we showed participants an interface similar to what they might see
on a news site — a short article, followed by a comments section. Users could leave
comments, reply to others’ comments, or upvote and downvote comments (Figure
5.1b). Participants were required to leave at least one comment, and told that their
comments may be seen by other participants. Each participant was randomly assigned
a username (e.g., User1234) when they commented. In this experiment, we showed
participants an abridged version of an article arguing that women should vote for
Hillary Clinton instead of Bernie Sanders in the Democratic primaries leading up to
the 2016 US presidential election [157]. In the NegContext condition, the first
three comments were troll posts, e.g.,:
Oh yes. By all means, vote for a Wall Street sellout – a lying, abuseenabling, soon-to-be felon as our next President. And do it for your daughter. You’re quite the role model.
In the PosContext, they were more innocuous:
I’m a woman, and I don’t think you should vote for a woman just because
she is a woman. Vote for her because you believe she deserves it.
These comments were abridged from real comments posted by users in comments in
the original article, as well as other online discussion forums discussing the issue (e.g.,
Reddit).
To ensure that the effects we observed were not path-dependent (i.e., if a discussion
breaks down by chance because of a single user), we created eight separate “universes”
for each condition [257], for a total of 32 universes. Each universe was seeded with
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the same comments, but were otherwise entirely independent. Participants were
randomized between universes within each condition. Participants assigned to the
same universe could see and respond to other participants who had commented prior,
but not interact with participants from other universes.
Measuring discussion quality. We evaluated discussion quality in two ways: if subsequent posts written exhibited trolling behavior, or if they contained more negative
affect. To evaluate whether a post was a troll post or not, two experts (including one
of the authors) independently labeled posts as being troll or non-troll posts, blind to
the experimental conditions, with disagreements resolved through discussion. Both
experts reviewed CNN.com’s community guidelines [83] for commenting – posts that
were offensive, irrelevant, or designed to elicit an angry response, whether intentional
or not, were labeled as trolling. To measure the negative affect of a post, we used
LIWC [240] (Vader [152] gives similar results).

5.3.2

Results

667 participants (40% female, mean age 34.2, 54% Democrat, 25% Moderate, 21%
Republican) completed the experiment, with an average of 21 participants in each
universe. In aggregate, these workers contributed 791 posts (with an average of 37.8
words written per post) and 1392 votes.
Manipulation checks. First we sought to verify that the quiz did affect participants’
mood. On average, participants in the PosMood condition obtained 11.2 out of
15 questions correct, performing above the stated “average” score of 8. In contrast,
participants in the NegMood condition answered only an average of 1.9 questions
correctly, performing significantly worse (t(594)=63.2, p<0.001 using an unequal variances t-test), and below the stated “average”. Correspondingly, the post-quiz POMS
questionnaire confirmed that participants in the NegMood condition experienced
higher mood disturbance on all axes, with higher anger, confusion, depression, fatigue, and tension scores, and a lower vigor score (t(534)>7.0, p<0.001). Total mood
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Negative Affect (LIWC)

PosMood

NegMood

PosMood

NegMood

PosContext

35%

49%

1.1%

1.4%

NegContext

47%

68%

2.3%

2.9%

Table 5.1: The proportion of user-written posts that were labeled as trolling (and proportion of words with negative affect) was lowest in the (PosMood, PosContext)
condition, and highest, and almost double, in the (NegMood, NegContext) condition (highlighted in bold).
disturbance, where higher scores correspond to more negative mood, was 12.2 for participants in the PosMood condition (comparable to a baseline level of disturbance
measured among athletes [286]), and 40.8 in the NegMood condition. Thus, the
quiz put participants into a more negative mood.
Verifying that the initial posts in the NegContext condition were perceived as
being more troll-like than those in the PosContext condition, we found that the
initial posts in the NegContext condition were less likely to be upvoted (36% vs.
90% upvoted for PosContext, t(507)=15.7, p<0.001).
Negative mood and negative context increase trolling behavior. Table 5.1 shows how
the proportion of troll posts and negative affect (measured as the proportion of negative words) differ in each condition. The proportion of troll posts was highest in
the (NegMood, NegContext) condition with 68% troll posts, drops in both the
(NegMood, PosContext) and (PosMood, NegContext) conditions with 47%
and 49% each, and is lowest in the (PosMood, PosContext) condition with 35%.
For negative affect, we observe similar differences.
Fitting a mixed effects logistic regression model, with the two conditions as fixed effects, an interaction between the two conditions, user as a random effect, and whether
a contributed post was trolling or not as the outcome variable, we do observe a significant effect of both NegMood and NegContext (p<0.05) (Table 5.2). These
results confirm both H1 and H2, that negative mood and the discussion context (i.e.,
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Coef.

SE
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z

(Intercept)

−0.70∗∗∗

0.17

−4.23

NegMood

0.64∗∗

0.24

2.66

NegContext

0.52∗

0.23

2.38

NegMood × NegContext

0.41

0.33

1.23

Random Effects
User

Var.
0.41

SE
0.64

Table 5.2: A mixed effects logistic regression reveals a significant effect of both NegMood and NegContext on troll posts (∗ : p<0.05, ∗∗ : p<0.01, ∗∗∗ : p<0.001). In
other words, both negative mood and the presence of initial troll posts increases the
probability of trolling.
prior troll posts) increase a user’s likelihood of trolling. Negative mood increases the
odds of trolling by 89%, and the presence of prior troll posts increases the odds by
68%. A mixed model using MCMC revealed similar effects (p<0.05), and controlling
for universe, gender, age, or political affiliation also gave similar results. Further, the
effect of a post’s position in the discussion on trolling was not significant, suggesting
that trolling tends to persist in the discussion.
With the proportion of words with negative affect as the outcome variable, we observed a significant effect of NegContext (p<0.05), but not of NegMood – such
measures may not accurately capture types of trolling such as sarcasm or off-topic
posting. There was no significant effect of either factor on positive affect.
Examples of troll posts. Contributed troll posts comprised a relatively wide range
of antisocial behavior: from outright swearing (“What a dumb c***”) and personal
attacks (“You’re and idiot and one of the things that’s wrong with this country.”) to
veiled insults (“Hillary isn’t half the man Bernie is!!! lol”), sarcasm (“You sound very
white, and very male. Must be nice.”), and off-topic statements (“I think Ted Cruz
has a very good chance of becoming president.”). In contrast, non-troll posts tended
to be more measured, regardless of whether they agreed with the article (“Honestly
I agree too. I think too many people vote for someone who they identify with rather
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than someone who would be most qualified.”).
Other results. We observed trends in the data. Both conditions reduced the number of
words written relative to the control condition: 44 words written in the (PosMood,
PosContext) vs. 29 words written in the (NegMood, NegContext) condition.
Also, the percentage of upvotes on posts written by other users (i.e., excluding the
initial seed posts) was lower: 79% in the (PosMood, PosContext) condition vs.
75% in the (NegMood, NegContext) condition. While suggestive, neither effect
was significant.
Discussion. Why did NegContext and NegMood increase the rate of trolling?
Drawing on prior research explaining the mechanism of contagion [303], participants
may have an initial negative reaction to reading the article, but are unlikely to bluntly
externalize them because of self-control or environmental cues. NegContext provides evidence that others had similar reactions, making it more acceptable to also
express them. NegMood further accentuates any perceived negativity from reading
the article and reduces self-inhibition [190], making participants more likely to act
out.
Limitations. In this experiment, like prior work [210, 281], we recruited participants
to participate in an online discussion, and required each to post at least one comment. While this enables us isolate both mood and discussion context (which is
difficult to control for in a live Reddit discussion for example) and further allows us
to debrief participants afterwards, payment may alter the incentives to participate in
the discussion. Users also were commenting pseudonymously via randomly generated
usernames, which may reduce overall comment quality [167]. Different initial posts
may also elicit different subsequent posts. While our analyses did not reveal significant effects of demographic factors, future work could further examine their impact
on trolling. For example, men may be more susceptible to trolling as they tend to be
more aggressive [38]. Anecdotally, several users who identified as Republican trolled
the discussion with irrelevant mentions of Donald Trump (e.g., “I’m a White man and
I’m definitely voting for Donald Trump!!!”). Understanding the effects of different
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types of trolling (e.g., swearing vs. sarcasm) and user motivations for such trolling
(e.g., just to rile others up) also remains future work. Last, different articles may
be trolled to different extents [112], so we examine the effect of article topic in our
subsequent analyses.
Overall, we find that both mood and discussion context significantly affect a user’s
likelihood of engaging in trolling behavior. For such effects to be observable, a substantial proportion of the population must have been susceptible to trolling, rather
than only a small fraction of atypical users – suggesting that trolling can be generally induced. But do these results generalize to real-world online discussions? In the
subsequent sections, we verify and extend our results with an analysis of CNN.com, a
large online news discussion community. After describing this dataset, we study how
trolling behavior tracks known daily mood patterns, and how mood persists across
multiple discussions. We again find that the initial posts of discussions have a significant effect on subsequent posts, and study the impact of the volume and ordering of
multiple troll posts on subsequent trolling. Extending our analysis of discussion context to include the accompanying article’s topic, we find that it too mediates trolling
behavior.

5.4

Data: Introduction

CNN.com is a popular American news website where editors and journalists write
articles on a variety of topics (e.g., politics and technology), which users can then
discuss. In addition to writing and replying to posts, users can up- and down-vote, as
well as flag posts (typically for abuse or violations of the community guidelines [83]).
Moderators can also delete posts or even ban users, in keeping with these guidelines.
Disqus, a commenting platform that hosted these discussions on CNN.com, provided
us with a complete trace of user activity from December 2012 to August 2013, consisting of 865,248 users (20,197 banned), 16,470 discussions, and 16,500,603 posts,
of which 571,662 (3.5%) were flagged and 3,801,774 (23%) were deleted. Out of all
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flagged posts, 26% were made by users with no prior record of flagging in previous
discussions; also, out of all users with flagged posts who authored at least ten posts,
40% had less than 3.5% of their posts flagged (the baseline probability of a random
post being flagged on CNN). These observations suggest that ordinary users are responsible for a significant amount of trolling behavior, and that many may have just
been having a bad day.
In studying behavior on CNN.com, we consider two main units of analysis: a) a
discussion, or all the posts that follow a given news article, and b) a sub-discussion,
or a top-level post and any replies to that post. We make this distinction as discussions
may reach thousands of posts, making it likely that users may post in a discussion
without reading any previous responses. In contrast, a sub-discussion necessarily
involves replying to a previous post, and would allow us to better study the effects of
people reading and responding to each other.
In our subsequent analyses, we filter banned users (of which many tend to be clearly
identifiable trolls [73]), as well as any users who had all of their posts deleted, as we
are primarily interested in studying the effects of mood and discussion context on the
general population.
We use flagged posts (posts that CNN.com users marked for violating community
guidelines) as our primary measure of trolling behavior. In contrast, moderator deletions are typically incomplete: moderators miss some legitimate troll behavior and
tend to delete entire discussions as opposed to individual posts. Likewise, written negative affect misses sarcasm and other trolling behaviors that do not involve common
negative words, and downvoting may simply indicate disagreement. To validate this
approach, two experts (including one of the authors) labeled 500 posts (250 flagged)
sampled at random, blind to whether each post was flagged, using the same criteria
for trolling as for the experiment. Comparing the expert labels with post flags from
the dataset, we obtained a precision of 0.66 and recall of 0.94, suggesting that while
some troll posts remain unflagged, almost all flagged posts are troll posts. In other
words, while instances of trolling behavior go unnoticed (or are ignored), when a post
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is flagged, it is highly likely that trolling behavior did occur. So, we use flagged posts
as a primary estimate of trolling behavior in our analyses, complementing our analysis
with other signals such as negative affect and downvotes. These signals are correlated:
flagged posts are more likely than non-flagged posts to have greater negative affect
(3.7% vs. 3.4% of words, Cohen’s d =0.06, t=40, p<0.001), be downvoted (58% vs.
30% of votes, d =0.76, t=531, p<0.001), or be deleted by a moderator (79% vs. 21%
of posts, d =1.4, t=1050, p<0.001).

5.5

Data: Understanding Mood

In the earlier experiment, we showed that bad mood increases the probability of
trolling. In this work, using large-scale and longitudinal observational data, we verify
and expand on this result. While we cannot measure mood directly, we can study
its known correlates. Seasonality influences mood [121], so we study how trolling
behavior also changes with the time of day or day of week. Aggression can linger
beyond an initial unpleasant event [156], thus we also study how trolling behavior
persists as a user participates in multiple discussions.

5.5.1

Happy in the day, sad at night

Prior work that studied changes in linguistic affect on Twitter demonstrated that
mood changes with the time of the day, and with the day of the week – positive affect
peaks in the morning, and during weekends [121]. If mood changes with time, could
trolling be similarly affected? Are people more likely to troll later in the day, and
on weekdays? To evaluate the impact of the time of day or day of week on mood
and trolling behavior, we track several measures that may indicate troll-like behavior:
a) the proportion of flagged posts (or posts reported by other users as being abusive),
b) negative affect, and c) the proportion of downvotes on posts (or the average fraction
of downvotes on posts that received at least one vote).
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Figure 5.2: Like negative mood, indicators of trolling peak (a) late at night, and (b)
early in the work week, supporting a relation between mood and trolling. Further, (c)
the shorter the time between a user’s subsequent posts in unrelated discussions, where
the first post is flagged, the more likely the second will also be flagged, suggesting
that negative mood may persist for some time.
Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show how each of these measures changes with the time of day
and day of week, respectively, across all posts. Our findings corroborate prior work
– the proportion of flagged posts, negative affect, and the proportion of downvotes
are all lowest in the morning, and highest in the evening, aligning with when mood
is worst [121]. These measures also peak on Monday (the start of the work week in
the US).
Still, trolls may simply wake up later than normal users, or post on different days.
To understand how the time of day and day of week affect the same user, we compare
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these measures for the same user in two different time periods: from 6 am to 12 pm
and from 11 pm to 5 am, and on two different days: Monday and Friday (i.e., early
or late in the work week). A paired t-test reveals a small, but significant increase in
negative behavior between 11 pm and 5 am (flagged posts: 4.1% vs. 4.3%, d =0.01,
t(106300)=2.79, p<0.01; negative affect: 3.3% vs. 3.4%, t(106220)=3.44, d =0.01,
p<0.01; downvotes: 20.6% vs. 21.4%, d =0.02, t(26390)=2.46, p<0.05). Posts made
on Monday also show more negative behavior than posts made on Friday (d ≥0.02,
t>2.5, p<0.05). While these effects may also be influenced by the type of news
that gets posted at specific times or days, limiting our analysis to just news articles
categorized as “US” or “World”, the two largest sections, we continue to observe
similar results.
Thus, even without direct user mood measurements, patterns of trolling behavior
correspond predictably with mood.

5.5.2

Anger begets more anger

Negative mood can persist beyond the events that brought about those feelings [161].
If trolling is dependent on mood, we may be able to observe the aftermath of user outbursts, where negative mood might spill over from prior discussions into subsequent,
unrelated ones, just as our experiment showed that negative mood that resulted from
doing poorly on a quiz affected later commenting in a discussion. Further, we may
also differentiate the effects that stem from actively engaging in negative behavior
in the past, versus simply being exposed to negative behavior. Correspondingly, we
ask two questions, and answer them in turn. First, a) if a user wrote a troll post in
a prior discussion, how does that affect their probability of trolling in a subsequent,
unrelated discussion? At the same time, we might also observe indirect effects of
trolling: b) if a user participated in a discussion where trolling occurred, but did
not engage in trolling behavior themselves, how does that affect their probability of
trolling in a subsequent, unrelated discussion?
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To answer the former, for a given discussion, we sample two users at random, where
one had a post which was flagged, and where one had a post which was not flagged.
We ensure that these two users made at least one post prior to participating in the
discussion, and match users on the total number of posts they wrote prior to the
discussion. As we are interested in these effects on ordinary users, we also ensure
that neither of these users have had any of their posts flagged in the past. We then
compare the likelihood of each user’s next post in a new discussion also being flagged.
We find that users who had a post flagged in a prior discussion were twice as likely to
troll in their next post in a different discussion (4.6% vs. 2.1%, d =0.14, t(4641)=6.8,
p<0.001) (Figure 5.3a). We obtain similar results even when requiring these users to
also have no prior deleted posts or longer histories (e.g., if they have written at least
five posts prior to the discussion).
Next, we examine the indirect effect of participating in a “bad” discussion, even
when the user does not directly engage in trolling behavior. We again sample two
users from the same discussion, but where each user participated in a different subdiscussion: one sub-discussion had at least one other post by another user flagged,
and the other sub-discussion had no flagged posts. Again, we match users on the
number of posts they wrote in the past, and ensure that these users have no prior
flagged posts (including in the sampled discussions). We then compare the likelihood
of each user’s next post in a new discussion being flagged. Here, we also find that users
who participated in a prior discussion with at least one flagged post were significantly
more likely to subsequently author a post in an new discussion that would be flagged
(Figure 5.3b). However, this effect is significantly weaker (2.2% vs. 1.7%, d =0.04,
t(7321)=2.7, p<0.01).
Thus, both trolling in a past discussion, as well as participating in a discussion where
trolling occurred, can affect whether a user trolls in the future discussion. These
results suggest that negative mood can persist and transmit trolling norms and behavior across multiple discussions, where there is no similar context to draw on. As
none of the users we analyzed had prior flagged posts, this effect is unlikely to arise
simply because some users were just trolls in general.
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Time heals all wounds

One typical anger management strategy is to use a “time-out” to calm down [163].
Thus, could we minimize negative mood carrying over to new discussions by having
users wait longer before making new posts? Assuming that a user is in a negative
mood (as indicated by writing a post that is flagged), the time elapsed until the user’s
next post may correlate with the likelihood of subsequent trolling. In other words, we
might expect that the longer time the time between posts, the greater the temporal
distance from the origin of the negative mood, and hence the lower the likelihood of
trolling.
Figure 5.2c shows how the probability of a user’s next post being flagged changes with
the time since that user’s last post, assuming that the previous post was flagged. So
as not to confuse the effects of the initial post’s discussion context, we ensure that
the user’s next post is made in a new discussion with different other users. The
probability of being flagged is high when the time between these two subsequent
posts is short (five minutes or less), suggesting that a user might still be in a negative
mood persisting from the initial post. As more time passes, even just ten minutes,
the probability of being flagged gradually decreases. Nonetheless, users with better
impulse control may wait longer before posting again if they are angry, and isolating
this effect would be future work. Our findings here lend credence to the rate-limiting
of posts that some forums have introduced [17].

5.6

Data: Understanding Discussion Context

From our experiment, we identified mood and discussion context as influencing trolling.
The previous section verified and extended our results on mood; in this section, we do
the same for discussion context. In particular, we show that posts are more likely to
be flagged if others’ prior posts were also flagged. Further, the number and ordering
of flagged posts in a discussion affects the probability of subsequent trolling, as does

Pr(Later Post(s) Flagged)
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Figure 5.3: Suggesting that negative mood may persist across discussions, users with
no prior history of flagged posts, who either (a) make a post in a prior unrelated
discussion that is flagged, or (b) simply participates in a sub-discussion in a prior
discussion with at least one flagged post, without themselves being flagged, are more
likely to be subsequently flagged in the next discussion they participate in. Demonstrating the effect of discussion context, (c) discussions that begin with a flagged post
are more likely to have a greater proportion of flagged posts by other users later on,
as do (d) sub-discussions that begin with a flagged post.
the topic of the discussion.

5.6.1

“FirST!!1”

How strongly do the initial posts to a discussion affect the likelihood of subsequent
posts to troll? To measure the effect of the initial posts on subsequent discussions, we
first identified discussions of at least 20 posts, separating them into those with their
first post flagged and those without their first post flagged. We then used propensity
score matching to create matched pairs of discussions where the topic of the article,
the day of week the article was posted, and the total number of posts are controlled
for [252]. Thus, we end up with pairs of discussions on the same topic, started on the
same day of the week, and with similar popularity, but where one discussion had its
first post flagged, while the other did not. We then compare the probability of the
subsequent posts in the discussion being flagged. As we were interested in the impact
of the initial post on other ordinary users, we excluded any posts written by the user
who made the initial post, posts by users who replied (directly or indirectly) to that
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post, and posts by users with prior flagged or deleted posts in previous discussions.
After an initial flagged post, we find that subsequent posts by other users were more
likely to be flagged, than if the initial post was not flagged (3.1% vs. 1.7%, d =0.32,
t(1545)=9.1, p<0.001) (Figure 5.3c). This difference remains significant even when
only considering posts made in the second half of a discussion (2.1% vs. 1.3%, d =0.19,
t(1545)=5.4, p<0.001). Comparing discussions where the first three posts were all
flagged to those where none of these posts were flagged (similar to NegContext
vs. PosContext in our experiment), the gap widens (7.1% vs. 1.7%, d =0.61,
t(113)=4.6, p<0.001).
Nonetheless, as these different discussions were on different articles, some articles,
even within the same topic, may have been more inflammatory, increasing the overall
rate of flagging. To control for the article being discussed, we also look at subdiscussions (a top-level post and all of its replies) within the same discussion. Subdiscussions tend to be closer to actual conversations between users as each subsequent
post is an explicit reply to another post in the chain, as opposed to considering the
discussion as a whole where users can simply leave a comment without reading or
responding to anyone else. From each discussion we select two sub-discussions at
random, where one sub-discussion’s top-level post was flagged, and where the other’s
was not, and only considered posts not written by the users who started these subdiscussions. Again, we find that sub-discussions whose top-level posts were flagged
were significantly more likely to result in more flagging later in that sub-discussion
(9.6% vs. 5.9%, d =0.16, t(501)=3.9, p<0.001) (Figure 5.3d).
Altogether, these results suggest that the initial posts in a discussion set a strong,
lasting precedent for later trolling.

5.6.2

From bad to worse: sequences of trolling

By analyzing the volume and ordering of troll posts in a discussion, we can better
understand how discussion context and trolling behavior interact. Here, we study
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Figure 5.4: In discussions with at least five posts, (a) the probability that a post is
flagged monotonically increases with the number of prior flagged posts in the discussion. (b) If only one of the first four posts was flagged, the fifth post is more likely
to be flagged if that flagged post is closer in position. (c) The topic of a discussion
also influences the probability of a post being flagged.
sub-discussions at least five posts in length, and separately consider posts written by
users new to the sub-discussion and posts written by users who have posted before
in the sub-discussion to control for the impact of having already participated in the
discussion.
Do more troll posts increase the likelihood of future troll posts? Figure 5.4a shows that
as the number of flagged posts among the first four posts increases, the probability
that the fifth post is also flagged increases monotonically. With no prior flagged
posts, the chance of the fifth post by a new user to the sub-discussion being flagged
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is just 2%; with one other flagged post, this jumps to 7%; with four flagged posts,
the odds of the fifth post also being flagged are almost one to one (49%). These
pairwise differences are all significant with a Holm correction (χ2 (1)>7.6, p<0.01).
We observe similar trends for users new to the sub-discussion, as well as users that
had posted previously, with the latter group of users more likely to be subsequently
flagged.
Further, does a troll post made later in a discussion, and closer to where a user’s
post will show up, have a greater impact than a troll post made earlier on? Here,
we look at discussions of at least five posts where there was exactly one flagged post
among the first four, and where that flagged post was not written by the fifth post’s
author. In Figure 5.4b, the closer in position the flagged post is to the fifth post, the
more likely that post is to be flagged. For both groups of users, the fifth post in a
discussion is more likely to be flagged if the fourth post was flagged, as opposed to
the first (χ2 (1)>6.9, p<0.01).
Beyond the presence of troll posts, their conspicuousness in discussions substantially
affects if new discussants troll as well. These findings, together with our previous
results showing how simply participating in a previous discussion having a flagged post
raises the likelihood of future trolling behavior, support H3: that trolling behavior
spreads from user to user.

5.6.3

Hot-button issues push users’ buttons?

How does the subject of a discussion affect the rate of trolling? Controversial topics
(e.g., gender, GMOs, race, religion, or war) may divide a community [197], and thus
lead to more trolling. Figure 5.4c shows the average rate of flagged posts of articles
belonging to different sections of CNN.com.
Post flagging is more frequent in the health, justice, showbiz, sport, US, and world
sections (near 4%), and less frequent in the opinion, politics, tech, and travel sections
(near 2%). Flagging may be more common in the health, justice, US, and world
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sections because these sections tend to cover controversial issues: a linear regression
unigram model using the titles of articles to predict the proportion of flagged posts
revealed that “Nidal” and “Hasan” (the perpetrator of the 2009 Fort Hood shooting)
were among the most predictive words in the justice section. For the showbiz and
sport sections, inter-group conflict may have a strong effect (e.g., fans of opposing
teams) [264]. Though political issues in the US may appear polarizing, the politics
section has one of the lowest rates of post flagging, similar to tech. Still, a deeper
analysis of the interplay of these factors (e.g., personal values, group membership,
and topic) with trolling remains future work.
The relatively large variation here suggests that the topic of a discussion influences
the baseline rate of trolling, where hot-button topics spark more troll posts.

5.6.4

Summary

Through experimentation and data analysis, we find that situational factors such
as mood and discussion context can induce trolling behavior, answering our main
research question (RQ). Bad mood induces trolling, and trolling, like mood, varies
with time of day and day of week; bad mood may also persist across discussions, but
its effect diminishes with time. Prior troll posts in a discussion increase the likelihood
of future troll posts (with an additive effect the more troll posts there are), as do more
controversial topics of discussion.

5.7

A Model of How Trolling Spreads

Thus far, our investigation sought to understand whether ordinary users engage in
trolling behavior. In contrast, prior work suggested that trolling is largely driven by
a small population of trolls (i.e., by intrinsic characteristics such as personality), and
our evidence suggests complementary hypotheses – that mood and discussion context
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also affect trolling behavior. In this section, we construct a combined predictive model
to understand the relative strengths of each explanation.
We model each explanation through features in the CNN.com dataset. First, the
impact of mood on trolling behavior can be modeled indirectly using seasonality, as
expressed through time of day and day of week; and a user’s recent posting history
(outside of the current discussion), in terms of the time elapsed since the last post
and whether the user’s previous post was flagged. Second, the effect of discussion
context can be modeled using the previous posts that precede a user’s in a discussion
(whether any of the previous five posts in the discussion were flagged, and if they
were written by the same user); and the topic of discussion (e.g., politics). Third, to
evaluate if trolling may be innate, we use a user’s User ID to learn each user’s base
propensity to troll, and the user’s overall history of prior trolling (the total number
and proportion of flagged posts accumulated).
Our prediction task is to guess whether a user will write a post that will get flagged,
given features relating to the discussion or user. We sampled posts from discussions at
random (N =116,026), and balance the set of users whose posts are later flagged and
users whose posts are not flagged, so that random guessing results in 50% accuracy.
To understand trolling behavior across all users, this analysis was not restricted to
users who did not have their posts previously flagged. We use a logistic regression
classifier, one-hot encoding features (e.g., time of day) as appropriate. A random
forest classifier gives empirically similar results.
Our results suggest that trolling is better explained as situational (i.e., a result of
the user’s environment) than as innate (i.e., an inherent trait). Table 5.3 describes
performance on this prediction task for different sets of features. Features relating to
discussion context perform best (AUC=0.74), hinting that context alone is sufficient
in predicting trolling behavior; the individually most predictive feature was whether
the previous post in the discussion was flagged. Discussion topic was somewhat informative (0.58), with the most predictive feature being if the post was in the opinion
section. In the experiment, mood produced a stronger effect than discussion context.
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AUC
Mood

Seasonality (31)

0.53

Recent User History (4)

0.60
Discussion Context

Previous Posts (15)

0.74

Article Topic (13)

0.58
User-specific

Overall User History (2)

0.66

User ID (45895)

0.66
Combined

Previous Posts + Recent User History (19)

0.77

All Features

0.78

Table 5.3: In predicting trolling in a discussion, features relating to the discussion’s
context are most informative, followed by user-specific and mood features. This
suggests that while some users are inherently more likely to troll, the context of a
discussion plays a greater role in whether trolling actually occurs. The number of
binary features is in parentheses.
However, here we cannot measure mood directly, so its feature sets (seasonality and
recent user history) were weaker (0.60 and 0.53 respectively). Most predictive was if
the user’s last post in a different discussion was flagged, and if the post was written on
Friday. Modeling each user’s probability of trolling individually, or by measuring all
flagged posts over their lifetime was moderately predictive (0.66 in either case). Further, user features do not improve performance beyond the using just the discussion
context and a user’s recent history. Combining previous posts with recent history
(0.77) resulted in performance nearly as good as including all features (0.78). We
continue to observe strong performance when restricting our analysis only to posts
by users new to a discussion (0.75), or to users with no prior record of reported
or deleted posts (0.70). In the latter case, it is difficult to detect trolling behavior
without discussion context features (<0.56).
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Figure 5.5: On CNN.com, the proportion of flagged posts, as well as users with
flagged posts, is increasing over time, suggesting that trolling behavior can spread
and be reinforced.
Overall, we find that the context in which a post is made is a strong predictor of a
user later trolling, beyond their intrinsic propensity to troll. A user’s recent posting
history is also predictive, suggesting that mood carries over from previous discussions,
and that past trolling predicts future trolling.

5.8

Discussion and Conclusion

While prior work suggests that some users may be born trolls and innately more likely
to troll others, our results show that ordinary users will also troll when mood and
discussion context prompt such behavior.

5.8.1

The spread of negativity

If trolling behavior can be induced, and can carry over from previous discussions,
could such behavior cascade and lead to the community worsening overall over time?
Figure 5.5 shows that on CNN.com, the proportion of flagged posts and proportion
of users with flagged posts are rising over time. These upward trends suggest that
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trolling behavior is becoming more common, and that a growing fraction of users
are engaging in such behavior. Comparing posts made in the first half and second
half of the CNN.com dataset, the proportion of flagged posts and proportion of users
with flagged posts increased (0.03 vs. 0.04 and 0.09 vs. 0.12, p<0.001). There may
be several explanations for this (e.g., that users joining later are more susceptible to
trolling), but our findings, together with prior work showing that negative norms can
be reinforced [305] and that downvoted users go on to downvote others [72], suggest
that negative behavior can persist in and permeate a community when left unchecked.

5.8.2

Designing better discussion platforms

The continuing endurance of the idea that trolling is innate may be explained using
the fundamental attribution error [253]: people tend to attribute a person’s behavior
to their internal characteristics rather than external factors – for example, interpreting
snarky remarks as resulting from general mean-spiritedness (i.e., their disposition),
rather than a bad day (i.e., the situation that may have led to such behavior). This
line of reasoning may lead communities to incorrectly conclude that trolling is caused
by people who are unquestionably trolls, and that trolling can be eradicated by banning these users. However, not only are some banned users likely to be ordinary users
just having a bad day, but such an approach also does little to curb such situational
trolling, which many ordinary users may be susceptible to. How might we design
discussion platforms that minimize the spread of trolling behavior?
Inferring mood through recent posting behavior (e.g., if a user just participated in
a heated debate) or other behavioral traces such as keystroke movements [174], and
selectively enforcing measures such as post rate-limiting [17] may discourage users
from posting in the heat of the moment. Allowing users to retract recently posted
comments may help minimize regret [297]. Alternatively, reducing other sources of
user frustration (e.g., poor interface design or slow loading times [56]) may further
temper aggression.
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Altering the context of a discussion (e.g., by hiding troll comments and prioritizing
constructive ones) may increase the perception of civility, making users less likely
to follow suit in trolling. To this end, one solution is to rank comments using user
feedback, typically by allowing users to up- and downvote content, which reduces the
likelihood of subsequent users encountering downvoted content. But though this approach is scalable, downvoting can cause users to post worse comments, perpetuating
a negative feedback loop [72]. Selectively exposing feedback, where positive signals
are public and negative signals are hidden, may enable context to be altered without
adversely affecting user behavior. Community norms can also influence a discussion’s
context: reminders of ethical standards or past moral actions (e.g., if users had to
sign a “no trolling” pledge before joining a community) can also increase future moral
behavior [209, 227].

5.8.3

Limitations and future work

Though our results do suggest the overall effect of mood on trolling behavior, a more
nuanced understanding of this relation should require improved signals of mood (e.g.,
by using behavioral traces as described earlier). Models of discussions that account
for the reply structure [19], changes in sentiment [296], and the flow of ideas [231, 318]
may provide deeper insight into the effect of context on trolling behavior.
Different trolling strategies may also vary in prevalence and severity (e.g., undirected
swearing vs. targeted harassment and bullying). Understanding the effects of specific
types of trolling may also allow us to design measures better targeted to the specific
behaviors that may be more pertinent to deal with. The presence of social cues
may also mediate the effect of these factors: while many online communities allow
their users to use pseudonyms, reducing anonymity (e.g., through the addition of
voice communication [91] or real name policies [76]) can reduce bad behavior such
as swearing, but may also reduce the overall likelihood of participation [76]. Finally,
differentiating the impact of a troll post and the intent of its author (e.g., did its writer
intend to hurt others, or were they just expressing a different viewpoint? [189]) may
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help separate undesirable individuals from those who just need help communicating
their ideas appropriately.
Future work could also distinguish different types of users who end up trolling. Prior
work that studied users banned from communities found two distinct groups – users
whose posts were consistently deleted by moderators, and those whose posts only
started to get deleted just before they were banned [73]. Our findings suggest that
the former type of trolling may have been innate (i.e., the user was constantly trolling),
while the latter type of trolling may have been situational (i.e., the user was involved
in a heated discussion).

5.8.4

Conclusion

Trolling stems from both innate and situational factors – where prior work has discussed the former, this work focuses on the latter, and reveals that both mood and
discussion context affect trolling behavior. This suggests the importance of different
design affordances to manage either type of trolling. Rather than banning all users
who troll and violate community norms, also considering measures that mitigate the
situational factors that lead to trolling may better reflect the reality of how trolling
occurs.

Chapter 6
The Spread of Antisocial Behavior
In Chapter 5, we showed how trolling is influenced by both a person’s mood and the
context of a discussion. In this chapter, we now analyze how social feedback mechanisms (e.g., voting) on many online platforms allow negative behavior to propagate,
potentially amplifying the effects of negative behavior. Many social media systems
rely on such feedback mechanisms for personalization, ranking, and content filtering. However, when users evaluate content contributed by fellow users (e.g., by liking
a post or voting on a comment), these evaluations create complex social feedback
effects.
Here, we investigate how votes on a piece of content affect its author’s future behavior. By studying four large comment-based news communities, we find that negative
feedback leads to significant behavioral changes that are detrimental to the community. Not only do authors of negatively-evaluated content contribute more, but also
their future posts are of lower quality, and are perceived by the community as such.
Moreover, these authors are more likely to subsequently evaluate their fellow users
negatively, percolating these effects through the community. In contrast, positive
feedback does not carry similar effects, and neither encourages rewarded authors to
write more, nor improves the quality of their posts. Interestingly, the authors that
receive no feedback are most likely to leave a community. Furthermore, a structural
132
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analysis of the voter network reveals that evaluations polarize the community the
most when positive and negative votes are equally split.
In summary, looking beyond trolling, we show, perhaps unfortunately, how the design
of online discussions can also propagate negative behavior and exacerbate its spread.
We find that downvoting, a common mechanism in many online communities, exacerbates negative behavior. People not only write worse after being downvoted, but
they are also perceived worse by the community-at-large independent of what they
write.
The studies covered in these two chapters suggest how negative behavior can lead to
other users also behaving negatively as well, and demonstrate how antisocial behavior
may spread through a network if left unchecked. They also show how multi-methods
analyses can reveal new insights about human behavior. In the previous chapter,
we combined a controlled online experiment with large data analysis of a real online
community, which enables us to establish causality, as well as demonstrate both the
replicability and ecological validity of these findings. In this chapter, we adopt quasiexperimental approach and develop a measure of post quality that is validated by
crowdsourced labels, and establish findings that generalize across multiple communities.

6.1

Introduction

The ability of users to rate content and provide feedback is a defining characteristic of
today’s social media systems. These ratings enable the discovery of high-quality and
trending content, as well as personalized content ranking, filtering, and recommendation. However, when these ratings apply to content generated by fellow users—
helpfulness ratings of product reviews, likes on Facebook posts, or up-votes on news
comments or forum posts—evaluations also become a mean of social interaction. This
can create social feedback loops that affect the behavior of the author whose content
was evaluated, as well as the entire community.
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Online rating and evaluation systems have been extensively researched in the past.
The focus has primarily been on predicting user-generated ratings [168, 114, 235, 9]
and on understanding their effects at the community-level [90, 8, 220, 270]. However,
little attention has been dedicated to studying the effects that ratings have on the
behavior of the author whose content is being evaluated.
Ideally, feedback would lead users to behave in ways that benefit the community. Indeed, if positive ratings act as “reward” stimuli and negative ratings act as “punishment” stimuli, the operant conditioning framework from behavioral psychology [271]
predicts that community feedback should guide authors to generate better content
in the future, and that punished authors will contribute less than rewarded authors.
However, despite being one of the fundamental frameworks in behavioral psychology,
there is limited empirical evidence of operant conditioning effects on humans1 [30].
Moreover, it remains unclear whether community feedback in complex online social
systems brings the intuitive beneficial effects predicted by this theory.
In this work we develop a methodology for quantifying and comparing the effects of
rewards and punishments on multiple facets of the author’s future behavior in the
community, and relate these effects to the broader theoretical framework of operant
conditioning. In particular, we seek to understand whether community feedback
regulates the quality and quantity of a user’s future contributions in a way that
benefits the community.
By applying our methodology to four large online news communities for which we
have complete article commenting and comment voting data (about 140 million votes
on 42 million comments), we discover that community feedback does not appear to
drive the behavior of users in a direction that is beneficial to the community, as
predicted by the operant conditioning framework. Instead, we find that community
feedback is likely to perpetuate undesired behavior. In particular, punished authors
1

The framework was developed and tested mainly through experiments on animal behavior (e.g.,
rats and pigeons); the lack of human experimentation can be attributed to methodological and
ethical issues, especially with regards to punishment stimuli (e.g. electric shocks).
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actually write worse2 in subsequent posts, while rewarded authors do not improve
significantly.
In spite of this detrimental effect on content quality, it is conceivable that community
feedback still helps regulate quantity by selectively discouraging contributions from
punished authors and encouraging rewarded authors to contribute more. Surprisingly,
we find that negative feedback actually leads to more (and more frequent) future
contributions than positive feedback does.3 Taken together, our findings suggest that
the content evaluation mechanisms currently implemented in social media systems
have effects contrary to the interest of the community.
To further understand differences in social mechanisms causing these behavior changes,
we conducted a structural analysis of the voter network around popular posts. We
discover that not only does positive and negative feedback tend to come from communities of users, but that the voting network is most polarized when votes are split
equally between up- and down-votes.
These observations underscore the asymmetry between the effects of positive and
negative feedback: the detrimental impact of punishments is much more noticeable
than the beneficial impact of rewards. This asymmetry echoes the negativity effect
studied extensively in social psychology literature: negative events have a greater
impact on individuals than positive events of the same intensity [158, 35].
To summarize our contributions, in this work we
• validate through a crowdsourcing experiment that the proportion of up-votes is
a robust metric for measuring and aggregating community feedback,
• introduce a framework based on propensity score matching for quantifying the
effects of community feedback on a user’s post quality,
2

One important subtlety here is that the observed quality of a post (i.e., the proportion of upvotes) is not entirely a direct consequence of the actual textual quality of the post, but is also
affected by community bias effects. We account for this through experiments specifically designed
to disentangle these two factors.
3
We note that these observations cannot simply be attributed to flame wars, as they spread over
a much larger time scale.
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• discover that effects of community evaluations are generally detrimental to the
community, contradicting the intuition brought up by the operant conditioning
theory, and
• reveal an important asymmetry between the mechanisms underlying negative
and positive feedback.
Our results lead to a better understanding of how users react to peer evaluations,
and point to ways in which online rating mechanisms can be improved to better serve
individuals, as well as entire communities.

6.2

Related Work

Our contributions come in the context of an extensive literature examining social
media voting systems. One major research direction is concerned with predicting the
helpfulness ratings of product reviews starting from textual and social factors [114,
203, 235, 289, 205, 221] and understanding the underlying social dynamics [65, 90, 307,
270]. The mechanisms driving user voting behavior and the related community effects
have been studied in other contexts, such as Q&A sites [8], Wikipedia [52, 194, 9],
YouTube [268], social news aggregation sites [187, 186, 220] and online multiplayer
games [267]. Our work adds an important dimension to this general line of research,
by providing a framework for analyzing the effects votes have on the author of the
evaluated content.
The setting considered in this work, that of comments on news sites and blogs, has
also been used to study other social phenomena such as controversy [68], political polarization [238, 26], and community formation [123, 126]. News commenting systems
have also been analyzed from a community design perspective [217, 115, 94], including
a particular focus on understanding what types of articles are likely to attract a large
volume of user comments [288, 315]. In contrast, our analysis focuses on the effects
of voting on the behavior of the author whose content is being evaluated.
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# Votes

Community

# Threads

# Posts

CNN

200,576

26,552,104

58,088,478 (0.82)

IGN

682,870

7,967,414

40,302,961 (0.84)

Breitbart

376,526

4,376,369

18,559,688 (0.94)

allkpop

35,620

3,901,487

20,306,076 (0.95)

(Prop. Upvotes)

Table 6.1: Summary statistics of the four communities analyzed in this study.
Our findings here reveal that negative feedback does not lead to a decrease of undesired user behavior, but rather attenuates it. Given the difficulty of moderating
undesired user behavior, it is worth pointing out that anti-social behavior in social
media systems is a growing concern [145], as emphasized by work on review spamming
[202, 222, 234], trolling [262], social deviance [267] and online harassment [316].

6.3

Data: Measuring Encouragement

We aim to develop a methodology for studying the subtle effects of communityprovided feedback on the behavior of content authors in realistic large-scale settings.
To this end, we start by describing a longitudinal dataset where millions of users
explicitly evaluate each others’ content. Following that, we discuss a crowdsourcing
experiment that helps establish a robust aggregate measure of community feedback.

6.3.1

Dataset description

We investigate four online news communities: CNN.com (general news), Breitbart.com
(political news), IGN.com (computer gaming), and Allkpop.com (Korean entertainment), selected based on diversity and their large size. Common to all these sites
is that community members post comments on (news) articles, where each comment
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# Registered

Prop. Up-votes

Users

Q1

Q3

CNN

1,111,755

0.73

1.00

IGN

289,576

0.69

1.00

Breitbart

214,129

0.96

1.00

allkpop

198,922

0.84

1.00

Community

Table 6.2: Additional summary statistics of these four communities. The lower (Q1 )
and upper (Q3 ) quartiles for the proportion of up-votes only takes into account posts
with at least ten votes.
can then be up- or down-voted by other users. We refer to a comment as a post and
to all posts relating to the same article as a thread.
From the commenting service provider, we obtained complete timestamped trace of
user activity from March 2012 to August 2013.4 We restrict our analysis to users
who joined a given community after March 2012, so that we are able to track users’
behavior from their “birth” onwards. As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the data
includes 1.2 million threads with 42 million comments, and 140 million votes from 1.8
million different users. In all communities around 50% of posts receive at least one
vote, and 10% receive at least 10 votes.

6.3.2

Measures of Community Feedback

Given a post with with some number of up- and down-votes we next require a measure
that aggregates the post’s votes into a single number, and that corresponds to the
magnitude of reward/punishment received by the author of the post. However, it is
not a priori clear how to design such a measure. For example, consider a post that
received P up-votes and N down-votes. How can we combine P and N into a single
number that best reflects the overall evaluation of the community? There are several
natural candidates for such a measure: the total number of up-votes (P ) received by
4

This is prior to an interface change that hides down-votes.
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Figure 6.1: People perceive votes received as proportions, rather than as absolute
numbers. Higher ratings correspond to more positive perceptions.
a post, the proportion of up-votes (P/(P + N )), or the difference in number of up/down-votes (P − N ). However, each of these measures has a particular drawback: P
does not consider the number of down-votes (e.g., 10+/0- vs. 10+/20-); P/(P + N )
does not differentiate between absolute numbers of votes received (e.g., 4+/1- vs.
40+/10-); and, P − N does not consider the effect relative to the total number of
posts (e.g., 5+/0- vs. 50+/45-).
To understand what a person’s “utility function” for votes is, we conducted an Amazon Mechanical Turk experiment that asked users how they would perceive receiving
a given number of up- and down-votes. On a seven-point Likert scale, workers rated
how they would feel about receiving a certain number of up- and down-votes on a
comment that they made. The number of up- and down-votes was varied between
0 and 20, and each worker responded to 10 randomly-selected pairs of up-votes and
down-votes. We then took the average response as the mean rating for each pair. 66
workers labeled 4,302 pairs in total, with each pair obtaining at least 9 independent
evaluations.
We find that the proportion of up-votes (P/(P + N )) is a very good measure of
how positively a user perceives a certain number of up-votes and down-votes. In
Figure 6.1, we notice a strong “diagonal” effect, suggesting that increasing the total
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number of votes received, while maintaining the proportion of up-votes constant,
does not significantly alter a user’s perception. In Table 6.3 we evaluate how different
measures correlate with human ratings, and find that P/(P + N ) explains almost all
the variance and achieves the highest R2 of 0.92. While other more complex measures
could result in slightly higher R2 , we subsequently use p = P/(P + N ) because it is
both intuitive and fairly robust.
Thus, for the rest of this section, we use the proportion of up-votes (denoted as p)
as the measure of the overall feedback of the community. We consider a post to be
positively evaluated if the proportion of up-votes received is in the upper quartile Q3
(75th percentile) of all posts, and negatively evaluated if the fraction is instead in the
lower quartile Q1 (25th percentile). This lets us account for differences in community
voting norms: in some communities, a post may be perceived as bad, even with a
high fraction of up-votes (e.g. Breitbart). As the proportion of up-votes is skewed
in most communities, at the 75th percentile all votes already tend to be up-votes
(i.e, feedback is 100% positive). Further, in order to obtain sufficient precision of
community feedback, we require that these posts have at least ten votes.
Unless specified otherwise, all reported observations are consistent across all four
communities we studied. For brevity, the figures that follow are reported only for
CNN, with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals.
Measure

R2

F-Statistic

p-value

P

0.410

F (439) = 306.1

< 10−16

P −N

0.879

F (438) = 1603

< 10−16

P/(P + N )

0.920

F (438) = 5012

< 10−16

Table 6.3: The proportion of up-votes p = P/(P + N ) best captures a person’s
perception of up-voting and down-voting, according to a crowdsourcing experiment.
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Figure 6.2: Proportion of up-votes before/after a user receives a positive (“Pos”),
negative (“Neg”) or neutral (“Avg”) evaluation. After a positive evaluation, future
evaluations of an author’s posts do not differ significantly from before. However, after
a negative evaluation, an author receives worse evaluations than before.

6.4

Post Quality

The operant conditioning framework posits that an individual’s behavior is guided by
the consequences of its past behavior [271]. In our setting, this would predict that
community feedback would lead users to produce better content. Specifically, we
expect that users punished via negative feedback would either improve the quality of
their posts, or contribute less. Similarly, users rewarded by receiving positive feedback
would write higher quality posts, and contribute more often.
In this section, we focus on understanding the effects of positive and negative feedback
on the the quality of one’s posts. We start by simply measuring the post quality as
the proportion of up-votes a given post received, denoted by p. Figure 6.2 plots
the proportion of up-votes p as a function of time for users who received a positive,
negative or neutral evaluation. We compare the proportion of up-votes of posts
written before receiving the positive/negative evaluation with that of posts written
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after the evaluation. Interestingly, there is no significant difference for positively
evaluated users (i.e., there is no significant difference between p before and after the
evaluation event).
In the case of a negative evaluation however, punishment leads to worse community
feedback in the future. More precisely, the difference in the proportion of up-votes
received by a user before/after the feedback event is statistically significant at p <
0.05. This means that negative feedback seems to have exactly the opposite effect
than predicted by the operant conditioning framework [271]. Rather than feedback
leading to better posts, Figure 6.2 suggests that punished users actually get worse,
not better, after receiving a negative evaluation.

6.4.1

Textual vs. Community Effects

One important subtlety is that the observed proportion of up-votes is not entirely a
direct consequence of the actual textual quality of the post, but could also be due to a
community’s biased perception of a user. In particular, the drop in the proportion of
up-votes received by users after negative evaluations observed in Figure 6.2 could be
explained by two non-mutually exclusive phenomena: (1) after negative evaluations,
the user writes posts that are of lower quality than before (textual quality), or (2) users
that are known to produce low quality posts automatically receive lower evaluations
in the future, regardless of the actual textual quality of the post (community bias).
We disentangle these two effects through a methodology inspired by propensity matching, a statistical technique used to support causality claims in observational studies
[252].
First, we build a machine learning model that predicts a post’s quality (q) by training
a binomial regression model using only textual features extracted from the post’s
content, i.e. q is the predicted proportion of a post’s up-votes. This way we are able
to model the relationship between the content of a post and the post’s quality. This
model was trained on half the posts in the community, and used to predict q for the
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other half (mean R = 0.22).
We validate this model using human-labeled text quality scores obtained for a sample
of posts (n = 171). Using Crowdflower, a crowdsourcing platform, workers were
asked to label posts as either “good” (defined as something that a user would want
to read, or that contributes to the discussion), or “bad” (the opposite). They were
only shown the text of individual posts, and no information about the post’s author.
Ten workers independently labeled each post, and these labels were aggregated into
a “quality score” q 0 , the proportion of “good” labels. We find that the correlation of
q 0 with q (R2 = 0.25) is more than double of that with p (R2 = 0.12), suggesting that
q is a reasonable approximation of text quality. The low correlation of q 0 with p also
suggests that a community effect influences the value of p.
Since the model was trained to predict the proportion of a post’s fraction of up-votes
p, but only encodes text features (bigrams), the predicted proportion of up-votes
q corresponds to the quality of the post’s text. In other words, when we compare
changes in q, these can be attributed to changes in the text, rather than to how
a community perceives the user.5 Thus, this model allows us to assess the textual
quality of the post q, while the difference between the predicted and true proportion
of up-votes (p − q) allows us to quantify community bias.
Using the textual regression model, we match pairs of users (A, B) that contributed
posts of similar quality, but that received very different evaluations: A’s post was
positively evaluated, while B’s post was negatively evaluated. This experimental
design can be interpreted as selecting pairs of users that appear indistinguishable
before the “treatment” (i.e., evaluation) event, but where one was punished while
the other rewarded. The goal then is to measure the effect of the treatment on the
users’ future behavior. As the two users “looked the same” before the treatment, any
change in their future behavior can be attributed to the effect of the treatment (i.e.,
the act of receiving a positive or a negative evaluation).
5

Even though the predicted proportion of up-votes q can be biased by user and community effects,
this bias affects all posts equally (since the model is only trained on textual features). In fact, we
find the model error, p − q, to be uniformly distributed across all values of p.
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Figure 6.3: To measure the effects of positive and negative evaluations on post quality,
we match pairs of posts of similar textual quality q(a0 ) ≈ q(b0 ) written by two users
A and B with similar post histories, where A’s post a0 received a positive evaluation,
and B’s post b0 received a negative evaluation. We then compute the change in
quality in the subsequent three posts: q(a[1,3] ) − q(a0 ) and q(b[1,3] ) − q(b0 ).
Before matching

After matching

Positive (A)

Negative (B)

Positive (A)

Negative (B)

n = 72463

n = 39788

n = 35640

n = 35640

Textual quality
q(a0 ) / q(b0 )

0.885

0.810

0.828

0.828

Number of words

42.1

34.5

29.8

30.0

Number of past posts

507

735

596

607

Prop. positive votes
on past posts

0.833

0.650

0.669

0.668

Table 6.4: To obtain pairs of positively and negatively evaluated users that were as
similar as possible, we matched these user pairs on post quality and the user’s past
behavior. On the CNN dataset, the mean values of these statistics were significantly
closer after matching. Similar results were also obtained for other communities.
Figure 6.3 summarizes our experimental setting. Here, A’s post a0 received a positive
evaluation and B’s post b0 received a negative evaluation, and we ensure that these
posts are of the same textual quality, |q(a0 )−q(b0 )| ≤ 10−4 . We further control for the
number of words written by the user, as well as for the user’s past behavior: both the
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number of posts written before the evaluation was received, and the mean proportion
of up-votes votes received on posts in the past (Table 6.4). To establish the effect of
reward and punishment we then examine the next three posts of A (a[1,3] ) and the
next three posts of B (b[1,3] ).
It is safe to assume that when a user contributes the first post a1 after being punished or rewarded, the feedback on her previous post a0 has already been received.
Depending on the community, in roughly 70 to 80% of the cases the feedback on post
a0 at time of a1 ’s posting is within 1% of a0 ’s final feedback p(a0 ).
How feedback affects a user’s post quality. To understand whether evaluations result
in a change of text quality, we compare the post quality for users A and B before
and after they receive a punishment or a reward. Importantly, we do not compare
the actual fraction p of up-votes received by the posts, but rather the fraction q as
predicted by the text-only regression model.
By design, both A and B write posts of similar quality q(a0 ) ≈ q(b0 ) at time t = 0. We
then compute the quality of the three posts following t = 0 as the average predicted
fraction of up-votes q(a[1,3] ) of posts a1 , a2 , a3 . Finally, we compare the post quality
before/after the treatment event, by computing the difference ∆a = q(a[1,3] ) − q(a0 )
for the rewarded user A. Similarly, we compute ∆b = q(b[1,3] ) − q(b0 ) for the punished
user B.
Now, if the positive (respectively negative) feedback has no effect and the post quality
does not change, then the difference ∆a (respectively ∆b ) should be close to zero.
However, if subsequent post quality changes, then this quantity should be different
from zero. Moreover, the sign of ∆a (respectively ∆b ) gives us the direction of change:
a positive value means that the post quality of positively (respectively negatively)
evaluated users improves, while a negative value means that post quality drops after
the evaluation.
Using a Mann-Whitney’s U test, we find that across all communities, the quality of
text significantly changes after the evaluation. In particular, we find that the post
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quality significantly drops after a negative evaluation (∆b < 0 at significance level
p < 0.05 and effect size r > 0.06). This effect is similar both within and across
threads (average r = 0.19, 0.18 respectively). While the effect of negative feedback is
consistent across all communities, the effect of positive feedback is inconsistent and
not significant.
These results are interesting as they establish the effect of reward and punishment on
the quality of a user’s future posts. Surprisingly, our findings are in a sense exactly
the opposite than what we would expect under the operant conditioning framework.
Rather than evaluations increasing the user’s post quality and steering the community
towards higher quality discussions, we find that negative evaluations actually decrease
post quality, with no clear trend for positive evaluations having an effect either way.
How feedback affects community perception. We also aim to quantify whether evaluations changes the community’s perception of the evaluated user (community bias).
That is, do users that generally contribute good posts “undeservedly” receive more
up-votes for posts that may actually not be that good? And similarly, do users that
tend to contribute bad posts receive more down-votes even for posts that are in fact
good?
To measure the community perception effect we use the experimental setup already
illustrated in Figure 6.3. As before, we first match users (A, B) on the predicted
fraction of up-votes q; we then measure the residual difference between the true
and the predicted fraction of up-votes p(a[1:3] ) − q(a[1:3] ) after user A’s treatment
(analogously for user B). Systematic non-zero residual differences are suggestive of
community bias effects, i.e., posts get evaluated differently from how they should be
based solely on their textual quality. Specifically, if the community evaluates a user’s
posts higher than expected then the residual difference is positive, and if a user’s
posts are evaluated lower than expected then the residual difference is negative.
Across all communities, posts written by a user after receiving negative evaluations
are perceived worse than the text-only model prediction, and this discrepancy is much
larger than the one observed after positive evaluations (p < 10−16 , r > 0.03). This
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Figure 6.4: The effect of evaluations on user behavior. We observe that both community perception and text quality is significantly worse after a negative evaluation
than after a positive evaluation (in spite of the initial post and user matching). Significant differences are indicated with stars, and the scale of effects have been edited
for visibility.
effect is also stronger within threads (average r = 0.57) than across threads (average
r = 0.13). For instance, after a negative evaluation on CNN, posts written by the
punished author in the same thread are evaluated on average 48 percentage points
lower than expected by just considering their text.
Note that the true magnitude of these effects could be smaller than reported, as using
a different set of textual features could result in a more accurate classifier, and hence
smaller residuals. Nevertheless, the experiment on post quality presented earlier does
not suffer from these potential classifier deficiencies.
Summary. Figure 6.4 summarizes our observations regarding the effects of community
feedback on the textual and perceived quality of the author’s future posts. We plot
the textual quality and proportion of up-votes before and after the evaluation event
(“treatment”). Before the evaluation the textual quality of the posts of two users A
and B is indistinguishable, i.e., q(a0 ) ≈ q(b0 ). However, after the evaluation event,
the textual quality of the posts of the positively evaluated user A remains at the same
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level, i.e., q(a0 ) ≈ q(a[1:3] ), while the quality of the posts of the negatively evaluated
user B drops significantly, i.e., q(b0 ) > q(b[1:3] ). We conclude that community feedback
does not improve the quality of discussions, as predicted by the operand conditioning
theory. Instead, punished authors actually write worse in subsequent posts, while
rewarded authors do not improve significantly.
We also find suggestive evidence of community bias effects, creating a discrepancy
between the perceived quality of a user’s posts and their textual quality. This perception bias appears to mostly affect negatively evaluated users: the perceived quality
of their subsequent posts p(b[1:3] ) is much lower than their textual quality q(b[1:3] ), as
illustrated in Figure 6.4. Perhaps surprisingly, we find that community perception is
an important factor in determining the proportion of up-votes a post receives.
Overall, we notice an important asymmetry between the effects of positive and negative feedback: the detrimental effects of punishments are much more noticeable than
the beneficial effects of rewards. This asymmetry echoes the negativity effect studied
extensively in the social psychology literature [158, 35].

6.5

User Activity

Despite the detrimental effect of community feedback on an author’s content quality,
community feedback could still have a beneficial effect by selectively regulating quantity, i.e., discouraging contributions from punished authors and encouraging rewarded
authors to contribute more.
To establish whether this is indeed the case we again use a methodology based on
propensity score matching, where our variable of interest is now posting frequency.
As before, we pair users that wrote posts of the same textual quality (according to
the textual regression model), ensuring that one post was positively evaluated, and
the other negatively evaluated. We further control for the variable of interest by
considering matching pairs of users that had the same posting frequency before the

Ratio of Time Between Posts After / Before
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Figure 6.5: Negative evaluations increase posting frequency more than positive evaluations; in contrast, users that received no feedback slow down. (Values below 100
correspond to an increase in posting frequency after the evaluation; a lower value
corresponds to a larger increase.)
evaluation. This methodology allows us to compare the effect of positive and negative
feedback on the author’s future posting frequency.
Figure 6.5 plots the ratio between inverse posting frequency after the treatment and
inverse posting frequency before the treatment, where inverse frequency is measured as
the average time between posts in a window of three posts after/before the treatment.
Contrary to what operant conditioning would predict, we find that negative evaluations encourage users to post more frequently. Comparing the change in frequency of
the punished users with that of the rewarded users, we also see that negative evaluations have a greater effect than positive evaluations (p < 10−15 , r > 0.18). Moreover,
when we examine the users who received no feedback on their posts, we find that they
actually slow down. In particular, users who received no feedback write about 15%
less frequently, while those who received positive feedback write 20% more frequently
than before, and those who received negative feedback write 30% more frequently
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Figure 6.6: Rewarded users (“Pos”) are likely to leave the community sooner than
punished users (“Neg”). Average users (“Avg”) are most likely to leave. For a given
number of subsequent posts x the retention rate is calculated as the fraction of users
that posted at least x more posts.
than before. These effects are also statistically significant, and consistent across all
four communities.
The same general trend is true when considering the impact of evaluations on user
retention (Figure 6.6): punished users (“Neg”) are more likely than rewarded users
(“Pos”) to stay in the community and contribute more posts (χ2 > 6.8, p < 0.01);
also both types or users are less likely to leave the community than the control group
(“Avg”). Note, however, that the nature of this experiment does not allow one to
control for the value of interest (retention rate) before the evaluation.
The fact that both types of evaluations encourage users to post more frequently
suggests that providing negative feedback to “bad” users might not be a good strategy
for combating undesired behavior in a community. Given that users who receive
no feedback post less frequently, a potentially effective strategy could be to ignore
undesired behavior and provide no feedback at all.
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Figure 6.7: Users seem to engage in “tit-for-tat” — the more up-votes a user receives,
the more likely she is to give up-votes to content written by others.

6.6

Voting Behavior

Our findings so far suggest that negative feedback worsens the quality of future interactions in the community as punished users post more frequently. As we will discuss
next, these detrimental effects are exacerbated by the changes in the voting behavior
of evaluated users.
Tit-for-tat. As users receive feedback, both their posting and voting behavior is
affected. When comparing the fraction of up-votes received by a user with the fraction
of up-votes given by a user, we find a strong linear correlation (Figure 6.7). This
suggests that user behavior is largely “tit-for-tat”. If a user is negatively/positively
evaluated, she in turn will negatively/positively evaluate others. However, we also
note an interesting deviation from the general trend. In particular, very negatively
evaluated people actually respond in a positive direction: the proportion of up-votes
they give is higher than the proportion of up-votes they receive. On the other hand,
users receiving many up-votes appear to be more “critical”, as they evaluate others
more negatively. For example, people receiving a fraction of up-votes of 75% tend to

Proportion of Up−votes Given
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Figure 6.8: If a user is evaluated negatively, then she also tends to vote on others more
negatively in the week following the evaluation than in the week before the evaluation.
However, we observe no statistically significant effect on users who receive a positive
evaluation.
give up-votes only 67% of the time.
Nevertheless, this overall perspective does not directly distinguish between the effects
of positive and negative evaluations on voting behavior. To achieve that, Figure 6.8
compares the change in voting behavior following a positive or negative evaluation.
We find that negatively-evaluated users are more likely to down-vote others in the
week following an evaluation, than in the week before it (p < 10−13 , r > 0.23). In
contrast, we observe no significant effect for the positively evaluated users.
Overall, punished users not only change their posting behavior, but also their voting behavior by becoming more likely to evaluate their fellow users negatively. Such
behavior can percolate the detrimental effects of negative feedback through the community.
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Figure 6.9: An example voting network G around a post a. Users B to H up-vote (+)
or down-vote (-) a, and may also have voted on each other. The graph induced on
the four users who up-voted a (B, C, D, E) forms G+ (blue nodes), and that induced
on the three users who down-voted a (F, G, H) forms G− (green nodes).

6.7

Organization of Voting Networks

Having observed the effects community feedback has on user behavior, we now turn
our attention to structural signatures of positive and negative feedback. In particular, we aim at studying the structure of the social network around a post and understanding a) when do evaluations most polarize this social network, and b) whether
positive/negative feedback comes from independent people or from tight groups.
Experimental setup. We define a social networks around each post, a voting network,
as illustrated in Figure 6.9. For a given post a, we generate a graph G = (V, E), with
V being the set of users who voted on a. An edge (B, C) exists between voters B and
C if B voted on C in the 30 days prior to when the post a was created. Edges are
signed: positive for up-votes, negative for down-votes. We examine voting networks
for posts which obtained at least ten votes, and have at least one up-vote and one
down-vote.
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Figure 6.10: (a) The difference between the observed fraction of balanced triangles
and that obtained when edge signs are shuffled at random. The peak at 50% suggests
that when votes are split evenly, these voters belong to different groups. (b) The
difference of the observed number of edges between the up-voters and negative voters,
versus those in the case of random rewiring. The lowest point occurs when the votes
are split evenly.
When is the voting network most polarized? And, to what degree do coalitions or
factions form in a post’s voting network? As our networks are signed, we apply
structural balance theory [55], and examine the fraction of balanced triads in our
network. A triangle is balanced if it contains three positive edges (a set of three
“friends”), or two negative edges and a positive edge (a pair of “friends” with a
common “enemy”). The more balanced the network, the stronger the separation
of the network into coalitions — nodes inside the coalition up-vote each other, and
down-vote the rest of the network.
Figure 6.10a plots the fraction of balanced triangles in a post’s voting network as
a function of the proportion of up-votes that post receives (normalized by randomly
shuffling the edge signs in the original voting network). When votes on a post are split
about evenly between up- and down-votes, the network is most balanced. This means
that when votes are split evenly, the coalitions in the network are most pronounced
and thus the network most polarized. This observation holds in all four studied
communities.
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We also compare the number of edges between the up-voters and down-voters (i.e.,
edges crossing between G+ and G− ) to that of a randomly rewired network (a random
network with the same degree distribution as the original). Figure 6.10b plots the
normalized number edges between the two camps as a function of the proportion of
up-votes the post received. We make two interesting observations. First, the number
of edges crossing the positive and negative camp is lowest when votes are split about
evenly. Thus, when votes are split evenly not only is the network most balanced,
but also the number of edges crossing the camps is smallest. Second, the number of
edges is always below what occurs in randomly rewired networks (i.e., the Z-scores
are negative). This suggests that the camp of up-voters and the camp of down-voters
are generally not voting on each other. These effects are qualitatively similar in all
four communities.
Where does feedback come from? Having observed the formation of coalitions, we
are next interested in their relative size. Is feedback generally given by isolated
individuals, or by tight groups of like-minded users? We find interesting differences
between communities. In general-interest news sites like CNN, up-votes on positivelyevaluated posts are likely to come from multiple groups — the size of the largest
connected component decreases as the proportion of up-votes increases. In other
words, negative voters on a post are likely to have voted on each other. However,
on special-interest web sites like Breitbart, IGN, and Allkpop, the size of the largest
connected component also peaks when votes are almost all positive. Thus, up-voters
in these communities are also likely to have voted on each other suggesting that they
come from tight groups.

6.8

Discussion and Conclusion

Rating, voting and other feedback mechanisms are heavily used in today’s social media
systems, allowing users to express opinions about the content they are consuming. In
this work, we contribute to the understanding of how feedback mechanisms are used
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in online systems, and how they affect the underlying communities. We start from
the observation that when users evaluate content contributed by a fellow user (e.g.,
by liking a post or voting on a comment) they also implicitly evaluate the author of
that content, and that this can lead to complex social effects.
In contrast to previous work, we analyze effects of feedback at the user level, and
validate our results on four large, diverse comment-based news communities. We find
that negative feedback leads to significant changes in the author’s behavior, which are
much more salient than the effects of positive feedback. These effects are detrimental
to the community: authors of negatively evaluated content are encouraged to post
more, and their future posts are also of lower quality. Moreover, these punished
authors are more likely to later evaluate their fellow users negatively, percolating
these undesired effects through the community.
We relate our empirical findings to the operand conditioning theory from behavioral
psychology, which explains the underlying mechanisms behind reinforcement learning, and find that the observed behaviors deviate significantly from what the theory
predicts. There are several potential factors that could explain this deviation. Feedback in online settings is potentially very different from that in controlled laboratory
settings. For example, receiving down-votes is likely a much less severe punishment
than receiving electric shocks. Also, feedback effects might be stronger if a user trusts
the authority providing feedback, e.g., site administrators down-voting author’s posts
could have a greater influence on the author’s behavior than peer users doing the same.
Crucial to the arguments made in this work is the ability of the machine learning
regression model to estimate the textual quality of a post. Estimating text quality is
a very hard machine learning problem, and although we validate our model of text
quality by comparing its output with human labels, the goodness of fit we obtain can
be further improved. Improving the model could allow for finer-grained analysis and
reveal even subtler relations between community feedback and post quality.
Localized back-and-forth arguments between people (i.e. flame wars) could also potentially affect our results. However, we discard these as being the sole explanation
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since the observed behavioral changes carry on across different threads, in contrast
to flame wars which are usually contained within threads. Moreover, we find that the
set of users providing feedback changes drastically across different posts of the same
user. This suggests that users do not usually create “enemies” that continue to follow
them across threads and down-vote any posts they write. Future work is needed to
understand the scale and effects of such behavior.
There are many interesting directions for future research. While we focused only on
one type of feedback — votes coming from peer users — there are several other types
that would be interesting to consider, such as feedback provided through textual
comments. Comparing voting communities that support both up- and down-votes
with those that only allow for up-votes (or likes) may also reveal subtle differences in
user behavior. Another open question is how the relative authority of the feedback
provider affects author’s response and change in behavior. Further, building machine
learning models that could identify which types of users improve after receiving feedback and which types worsen could allow for targeted intervention. Also, we have
mostly ignored the content of the discussion, as well as the context in which the post
appears. Performing deeper linguistic analysis, and understanding the role of the
context may reveal more complex interactions that occur in online communities.
More broadly, online feedback also relates to the key sociological issues of norm enforcement and socialization [239, 81, inter alia], i.e. what role does peer feedback
play in directing users towards the behavior that the community expects, and how a
user’s reaction to feedback can be interpreted as her desire to conform to (or depart
from) such community norms. For example, our results suggest that negative feedback could be a potential trigger of deviant behavior (i.e., behavior that goes against
established norms, such as trolling in online communities). Here, surveys and controlled experiments can complement our existing data-driven methodology and shed
light on these issues.

Chapter 7
Discussion
In all, this thesis represents our initial attempt at better understanding cascading
behavior in online social networks. Chapters 3 and 4 described how we might go
about predicting the behavior of cascades, while chapters 5 and 6 demonstrated how
antisocial behavior can spread from person to person.
Nevertheless, in interpreting these findings, it is worthwhile to consider their limitations, as well as their implications for both future work and system design.

7.1

Limitations

The findings presented in this thesis are limited in terms of a) data (what was measured), b) definitions (how concepts were defined), c) causality (how results generalize), d) methodology (how a particular research approach limits what can be
discovered), and e) specificity (how applicable these findings are to individuals).
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Data

The results of the work described are limited in that they only apply to the systems
that we evaluated. The studies on cascading behavior are limited to analyses of
Facebook, and to the sharing of photos and videos. While the studies of antisocial
behavior were validated across multiple different web sites, the form of interaction
was nonetheless similar – of public discussions surrounding news articles.
Further, a majority of these analyses (a notable exception being the work studying cascade recurrence) involve data on English-speaking users in the United States.
While this lets us interpret the content being shared or discussed, and ensures that
the people interacting have at least some common cultural source to draw on, a better
understanding of different geographies and cultures would be valuable to study. A
more global view may allow us to better identify the original source of a cascade, and
better account for external shocks to individual networks.
At the same time, while data allows us to study the interactions of many people at
scale, there are limits to what can be passively measured. For example, intent and
motivation remains relatively opaque, and can typically only be inferred. In the case
of a post identified as trolling, was the poster trolling intentionally or legitimately
angry? What if they were paid to post from a particular point of view? Similarly, was
a user paid to share content with their friends or followers? To this end, techniques
for detecting manipulative content (e.g., [293]) could be valuable.

7.1.2

Definitions

One significant challenge in this work is in defining the phenomena that we study.
Though we test recurrence in a few different settings with similar results, other parameterizations or definitions may result in different findings. For example, though
we do not require a subsequent cascade burst to be at least as large as the initial
burst (i.e., if recurrence means something coming back with at least the same level
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of popularity it initially enjoyed), that would result in a different set of cascades to
analyze.
Similarly, we adopted several different definitions of what antisocial behavior is throughout this work. While we saw value in using relatively broader definitions that line up
with what constitutes unacceptable behavior in typical discussion forums, this meant
that we were not studying trolls with respect to their historically narrower definition that lies closer to intentional deception. Differentiating between people who are
simply behaving badly and those who are intentionally causing harm to others is extremely valuable in identifying people who may be likely to improve over time, and
is a significant avenue for potential work.

7.1.3

Causality

Across the multiple studies presented, there remain challenges in identifying the causal
factors that lead to both virality and antisocial behavior.
The work presented on cascading behavior is primarily observational, and its goal was
to predict the future trajectory of cascades using features related to its prior spread.
Still, this should be differentiated from identifying what actually causes cascades to
go viral.
To this end, to understand the causes of antisocial behavior, we combined longitudinal
data analysis with an experiment. The former, while large-scale and reflective of real
behavior, is observational and cannot prove causality. The latter, though being able
to demonstrate causality, was done in a laboratory setting and can have issues with
ecological validity. By demonstrating similar findings in both data and in experiments,
we can be more confident about whether our findings are in fact valid.
Still, there are situations where experimentation is infeasible (e.g., where participants
cannot be exposed to multiple conditions, when there are adverse effects, or when
effects can only be observed over very long periods of time). Here, we use causal
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inference methods (e.g., propensity score matching [252] or more recently, coarsened
exact matching [153]) to control for the factors that are likely to correlate with the
outcome. Controlling for all possible covariates though, remains exceedingly difficult.
To this end, future work should also look to replicate of the findings described here
in different settings and without the same experimental biases [251].

7.1.4

Methodology

The quantitative, largely data-driven nature of this research contrasts especially with
prior work on antisocial behavior which has been primarily qualitative. Nonetheless,
there is significant value in using qualitative methods such as interviews and surveys
to complement data analyses. By combining survey results with behavioral data, one
can better explain changes in tie strength over time [53], or understand motivation
on Pinterest [74]. Further, the challenge in identifying intent could be resolved with
an approach that also involves directly interacting with, rather than simply observing
participants.
Qualitative work also remains a rich source of hypotheses, and can provide better
context for understanding exactly what sets people off. Such work may also help
us better understand any differences between community policies and the prevailing
culture if they exist, better understand perceptions of negative behavior and inform
future definitions, and evaluate the impact of interventions that mitigate negative
behavior.

7.1.5

Specificity

Last, when we say that cascades can be predicted and antisocial behavior can be
identified before it happens, we note that this does not necessarily mean that we
understand the behavior of any individual user. While large cascades generally tend
not to recur, there do exist large, viral, and recurring outliers; while an average
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user’s likelihood of trolling is strongly influenced by their mood or the presence of
other troll posts, this does not preclude the existence of users who will never troll no
matter what, or those that will regardless. Understanding how we might predict the
future behavior of a particular individual user well remains future work.

7.2

Implications

How should we design the social systems of tomorrow? This thesis, through analyzing
how social systems today enable the spread of information and behavior, provides a
starting point from which we can begin to envision how future social systems should
function.

7.2.1

Most behavior is situational

Rather than outcomes (e.g., widespread popularity or trolling) being either unpredictable or inevitable, a majority of action taken online is can be seen situational
because of the inherent social nature of our interactions, where our behavior is influenced by others’ behavior. Knowing the quality of a piece of content alone is
insufficient to predict whether it will go viral, and 4chan-esque trolls cannot independently cause discussions to break down. Instead, people observe how others react and
act accordingly. Something that gets shared widely will be shared even more in the
future; if bad behavior appears to be the norm, people will be less inhibited in how
they interact.
And because behavior cascades, it remains important to understand and monitor the
growth of these cascades, especially at in the beginning stages. The initial conditions
of any given system can have a sizable impact on what happens in the future. In
chapters chapter 3 and chapter 4, we showed how the initial spread of a cascade
makes its future spread predictable. In chapters chapter 5 and chapter 6, we showed
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how widespread antisocial behavior can arise from a small number of individuals
behaving badly.
As such, the reason that cascades appear unpredictable is because they are highly
situational. On one hand, as the initial behavior of a cascade strongly affects the
trajectory of its subsequent growth, it is difficult to predict how a cascade will fare
before it spreads. On the other hand, if we are able to observe even a small fraction
of a cascade’s initial growth, we then have the knowledge to make reliable predictions
about its future growth.
There is also perhaps a lesson to be drawn from the fact that a majority of behavior is situational. Prior psychology studies have found that people are more likely
to attribute patterns of behavior to inherent characteristics rather than situational
factors (i.e., that they make a fundamental attribution error) [141, 287]. As such,
when one encounters some popularly-shared content or a troll-like user, one should
be reasonably skeptical of that content’s intrinsic quality, and forgiving of that user
since they just may be having a bad day.

7.2.2

Encouraging prosocial behavior

Several implications for the design of social systems arise from our findings on how
behavior, and negative behavior in particular, cascades.
Designing for Nth-Order Effects. First, our results on the negative effects of downvoting underscore the difficulty of designing social systems that do not have unintended
negative consequences. While being able to vote on content can help with content
ranking, it also impacts producers of that content negatively. Users, through indirectly evaluating other users, can cause the average quality of content to decrease
over time. In other words, rather than simply thinking about features as changing
an individual user’s experience, system designers should also consider how they also
impact interactions between users (or “second-order” effects).
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Figure 7.1: A previous version of Disqus (above), a popular comments plugin, displayed both upvotes and downvotes separately. Today (below), only a single score is
shown.

Figure 7.2: On Reddit, certain subreddits such as /r/animesketch restrict users to
only being able to upvote posts, rather than being able to both upvote and downvote
them.
The value of predictive modeling. In this work, we developed several predictive models
for identifying users likely to be banned by a community in the future, as well as posts
likely to be flagged or deleted by moderators. Nonetheless, as these predictions are
not perfect, we cannot rely entirely on automated methods to identify undesirable
content. Further, the development of improved models is complicated by the fact
that definitions of acceptable content differ across communities and individuals. One
potential approach then, is to adopt hybrid systems that combine both machine and
human intelligence [71]. Content production today far outpaces the rate at which
human moderators can moderate content, so predictive algorithms may act as an
initial filter to flag potentially abusive content that human moderators can then focus
on.
Validation of existing approaches. At the same time, our results also lend credence
to several changes in interface design that have happened in recent years. One such
change has been the reduction of the availability of negative evaluation mechanisms.
For instance, Disqus has since stopped showing the number of downvotes that a post
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got, and require users to log in to downvote content (Figure 7.1). On Reddit, several subreddits have also removed downvoting altogether (Figure 7.2). Our findings
suggesting that waiting at least several minutes before participating in a new discussion reduces negative spillover effects validate the post rate-limiting implemented by
several discussion platforms, including Discourse [17] and Reddit.

7.2.3

Managing the spread of content

Our work on information cascades also informs how social systems can manage the
spread of content, and to either encourage or discourage it.
On one hand, knowledge of the factors that lead to content going viral can provide
improved tools for tracking content of interest over time, which is potentially useful
for tracking the effectiveness of viral advertisements, or to quantify the stickiness of
news stories.
On the other hand, we may also begin to think about how we may manage the spread
of undesirable content (e.g., false rumors). As above, our results suggest that it is
easiest to stop the spread of such content in its earliest stages when social influence
plays less of a role in its spread.

7.2.4

Ethics, experimentation, and influence

Finally, as this line of work focuses on studies human behavior, it also necessitates a
discussion on the ethics of to what extent experimentation can take place.
While experiments can be seen as a type of A/B test, which many social platforms
conduct daily and in line with their terms of service, some experiments may result in
negative outcomes (e.g., the Facebook contagion study [176]). Additional oversight is
especially important in cases where experiments can potentially result in participant
harm (e.g., if one were to manipulate the presence of trolls on an actual web site).
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Social platforms also have extraordinary power to shape behavior, through influencing
the type of content that users are shown and the mechanisms (e.g., voting or even the
introduction of badges [10]) through which users interact with these platforms and
each other. One challenge worth considering here is of balancing conformity (everyone
should behave in a certain way) and diversity (everyone can act however they want
without repercussions).

Chapter 8
Conclusion
Cascades are an important way to understand the spread of content and virality
in social networks, as well as the spread of negative behavior in online discussions.
Rather than the web being just about making information access convenient, it is
increasingly about enabling people to interact with one another. These interpersonal
interactions transmit information and behavior, and can lead to complex feedback
effects that can have wide-ranging and long-lasting impact.
Information cascades are unpredictable insofar as we assume that we know nothing
about the starting conditions or the structure of the social network that a cascade
is developing in. However, even knowing just a little about a cascade’s starting
conditions can make its growth predictable. Not only is it possible to reliable predict
a cascade’s future trajectory as it continues to develop, but it is also possible to
predict if it will recur in the future after it dies down.
While some bad behavior online can be attributed to sociopathic individuals, ordinary
people can behave like trolls under the right circumstances. In online discussions,
ordinary individuals can be influenced by troll posts or downvotes, which leads them
behave worse in the future – even an otherwise level-headed individual posting a
single troll post in the heat of the moment can lead to negative behavior cascading
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through a network if left unchecked.

8.1

Summary of Contributions

The work in this dissertation aimed to understand how information and behavior
spreads in social networks, including in online discussions. Broadly, this thesis makes
contributions to network science, online communities, and social computing:
• Network science. Continuously observing the spread of information cascades in
social networks allow us to predict their future behavior, including their growth
and recurrence.
• Online communities. A significant fraction of negative behavior in online communities is situational rather than innate. Negative behavior can spread from
person to person, and the design of feedback mechanisms can exacerbate this
spread.
• Social computing. Combining large-scale longitudinal data analysis with experimentation via crowdsourcing makes it possible to both demonstrate ecological
validity and establish causality.

8.2

Recent Developments

Since the publication of the work described in this thesis, the broader research community has built on and extended this work significantly.
Some work has adopted the methodologies we introduced for cascade prediction (e.g.,
in predicting scientific impact [99] or board growth on Pinterest [204]), while others
have started to explore the bounds on cascade predictability [149].
A growing line of work has also started to explore other quantitative approaches to
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understanding antisocial behavior (e.g., [258]), in identifying specific types of behavior (e.g., sockpuppets [181] or ad hominem attacks [308]), or in developing scalable
methods for predicting abusive behavior (e.g., by using “bags of communities” [63]).
Finally, the release of new datasets (e.g., the Reddit [93] and Wikipedia [309] comment
datasets) presents new opportunities for analyzing other aspects of antisocial behavior
that occur on different parts of the social web.

8.3

Future Work

Here, we outline potential future work that can be undertaken to both broaden and
deepen research on cascading and antisocial behavior. These future directions reflect
the inherent interdisciplinarity of work that aims to understand properties of human
behavior. We see work in this space making the greatest impact through building on
foundational theories from the social sciences and combining both qualitative (e.g.,
fieldwork and user studies) and quantitative (e.g., experiments and data analysis)
methods.

8.3.1

Recipes for successful cascades

What makes a cascade successful? While we identified classes of factors that can
help predict the future trajectory of a cascade, we see significant value in studying
cascades in the context of the larger sharing ecosystem.

Understanding the role of contagion and network evolution
To begin, natural selection and evolution may provide clues to how a contagion may
change over time. Prior work has suggested how individual memes and conventions
may mutate or evolve similar to DNA [1]. Similarly, we may be able to trace the
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propagation or evolution of general traits or mechanisms that inherently favor replication. It may also be valuable to identify and predict the relative success of different
variants of the same contagion ahead of time.
The spread of contagion may also change the structure of the network. For instance,
uncertainty can cause a network to “turtle up” and favor strong-tie interaction [250].
Thus, could contagion lead to a network become more or less favorable to other
contagion spreading in the future?

Quantifying interaction effects
The spread of a contagion is not only influenced by other contagion, but also by the
environment that it spreads in. For example, being infected with measles increases
one’s susceptibility to other diseases in the future [216]; on Twitter, shared URLs may
either cooperate or compete with one another [224]. Similarly, how do properties of
memes (e.g., on Facebook) help or hinder one another? How do recommender systems
influence the propagation of information on social platforms? Could we encourage or
hinder the spread of a meme by simultaneously introducing another (e.g., to mitigate
the spread of misinformation)?

Tracking cascades at planetary scale
Contagion can also spread across multiple social networks. While prior work has
tried to quantify the impact of external influence or shocks on the network [226], can
we also develop methods for tracking the spread of contagion from one network to
another? Rather than only tracking phrases on blogs and the news media [193], can
we track contagion at web scale?
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Relating influence, homophily, and causality
At the same time, it is important to distinguish influence from homophily [13, 78, 206]
– how much is a contagion spreading due to people directly influencing each others’
actions as opposed to people simply sharing similar backgrounds and interests? Separating out the various effects that contribute to cascading behavior and evaluating
their statistical significance remains important to future studies that attempt to draw
conclusions about human behavior. To this end, causal models of cascading behavior
can support even more reliable predictions of future behavior.

Studying mechanisms of transmission
Most research, including the present work, assumes that the sharing of content from
person-to-person is instantaneous. While this may be true in many cases (i.e., clicking
“reshare” or “retweet”), many cascades involve more complex transmission mechanisms. For example, cascades may be limited in who can share them (e.g., content
celebrating motherhood), or require specific tasks to be completed as a prerequisite
(e.g., pouring a bucket of ice water over one’s head). A better understanding of how
these mechanisms influence the resulting cascades can paint a richer picture of how
cascades become successful.

Investigating alternative approaches to cascade prediction
Finally, future work can also explore alternative models for cascade prediction. To
this end, some work has begun to look at deep learning methods (e.g., [198]) for
cascade prediction, or even network-agnostic techniques (e.g., [279]). Other work has
also begun to take into account the multimodal nature of information shared online
[144].
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Supporting prosocial discourse

The findings described in this dissertation appear to paint a grim picture about
the future of online discussions. One might even posit that antisocial behavior is
inevitable, given how easily a single negative event (e.g., a troll post or downvote)
can have a ripple effect throughout the community. However, we can only combat
antisocial behavior by understanding how people end up behaving negatively. While
the present work focuses on general findings about antisocial behavior, future work
could explore the multifaceted nature of antisocial behavior and also begin to design
systems that mitigate such behavior.

Redefining antisocial behavior
This work adopted relatively broad definitions of antisocial behavior and trolling.
Nonetheless, trolling can vary depending on the community (e.g., CNN.com vs.
4chan), by the intent of the troll (e.g., genuine disagreement vs. purposeful deception), and by the type of trolling conducted (e.g., swearing vs. stalking, and only once
or repeatedly). By better identifying the specific type of trolling that takes place, we
can also better differentiate users who are situationally trolling and those that are
not.

Understanding other causes of antisocial behavior
There is also value in understanding other factors that contribute to negative behavior in online settings. As polarization leads people to disagree more and adopt
more extreme viewpoints [283], how may it factor into the likelihood of trolling a
conversation? On a separate note, Dunbar’s number suggests a cognitive limit on the
maintenance of stable social relationships [124], suggesting that there may be a corresponding limit on the size of group discussions, beyond which they become difficult
to sustain.
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Figure 8.1: On Reddit’s /r/politics, every discussion is preceded by a notice reminding
users to be civil. However, this pushes relevant discussion further down on the website,
potentially reducing user engagement? Further, what percentage of users learn to
ignore the “banner” post?
Apart from the presence of troll posts in discussion, other aspects of the context
of an interaction can also influence one’s likelihood of behaving badly. This can
include the visual design of a user interface [281]. For instance, visual complexity and
colorfulness affect users’ first impressions of web sites [245]. Further, the mechanism
of communication can both discourage and amplify negative behavior – adding audio
communication can decrease aversive behavior [91], but can have a larger impact on
victims if used for harassment [273].
Some antisocial behavior is inescapably the product of individuals or groups with
malicious intent. Identifying such types of antisocial behavior (e.g., sockpuppets [181]
or autonomous bots [293]) remains valuable, so that we do not erroneously attribute
the causes of these instances of such behavior to situational factors.

Mitigating interventions
Another significant area of future work is in identifying effective online interventions.
Many such interventions exist, including hellbanning, or banning users from an online
community without them realizing they have been banned [46]. Nonetheless, the
efficacy of such interventions remain unmeasured.
Even simple changes such as adding reminders can be effective. Prior work showed
how reminders of ethical and moral standards lead people to behave more morally
[209]; a recent experiment on Reddit demonstrated how simply reminding people to
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fact-check posts halved the Reddit scores of tabloid news submissions [228]. The
challenge here is managing the usability tradeoff – showing users lots of reminders
to behave well may work in the short-term, but may lead to reduced engagement or
even banner blindness [36].
Bots may potentially be used to manage the flow of conversations. Twitter users
reduced their use of racist language after being told off by bot [223], suggesting that
conversational agents can help mitigate negative behavior. For example, a bot may
step in to intervene if a discussion becomes heated or goes off-topic, verify statements
made by other users, or even help steer conversations towards constructive goals.
Interventions that also account for the user’s physical environment and disposition
may also help. These may include factors such as the weather (e.g., higher temperatures and air pollution increase aggression [254]), physiological signals (e.g., heart
rate and skin conductance can predict stress [142]), or even typing speed. Together,
these may help identify periods when users may be more likely to troll in the heat of
the moment.
Reflection can also improve on the quality of public deliberation [137], with some work
framing reflection around comparing pros and cons [177]. Future work could further
draw on conflict resolution techniques (e.g., [218]) such as joint problem solving to
resolve arguments in online settings.
Social translucence may also be a useful concept in exploring such interventions [104].
For instance, WikiDashboard helped improve accountability on Wikipedia articles
though making editors’ activity more salient to other users [280]. Reputation systems (e.g., on eBay or StackOverflow) can also increase translucency by providing
indicators of past activity and can help foster trust between users [96]. Other than
these examples, what are appropriate online correlates of subtle changes in body
language when we engage in face-to-face conversations? How can we best balance
translucency and privacy (e.g., to prevent the misuse of anonymity)?
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Developing tools for prototyping social interactions
While the systems we use today are overwhelmingly social, the testing and evaluation
of such systems is still primarily concerned with understanding how individual users
interact with an interface. By enabling more effective multi-user prototyping, designers may be able to better foresee challenges that arise when multiple users interact
with one another.
For example, future work could use crowdsourcing to enable on-demand multi-user
testing. Adversarial crowdworkers may also inform the creation of algorithms that
can automatically generate adversarial users for a given social system. Future work
may also involve creating a browsable pattern library for social mechanisms (e.g.,
voting) that describes their benefits and drawbacks, like what has been done for user
interfaces in general [232].

Building better models for predicting bad behavior
Future work could further improve on the predictive models of bad behavior presented
in this thesis. Recent work shows how sockpuppets can be differentiated from ordinary
users [181], or how abusive behavior can be identified without training examples by
drawing on data from multiple communities [63]. Identifying both polarization and
controversy [113] in discussions may also be helpful.
One challenge of developing such prediction models is managing the tradeoff between
false positives (incorrectly identifying ordinary users as trolls) and false negatives
(incorrectly identifying trolls as ordinary users) – the former being significantly more
costly. To this end, work that combination both improved predictions but allows
for human intervention when necessary may end up being most effective in the near
future.
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Bridging the online and offline worlds

A final interesting area of exploration is in better characterizing the online-offline
interface. How does behavior in the online world (e.g., on Facebook) compare with
that in the offline world (e.g., in face-to-face interactions)?

Comparing online and offline cascades
With better sensing in the offline world, we might be able to better characterize
how information sharing via word-of-mouth differs from sharing behavior on social
networks. Similarly, it would be valuable to contrast collective action offline with
collective action online. This can also inform the design of novel social systems –
Catalyst [70], a platform for helping to organize events with sufficient critical mass,
was inspired by the threshold theories of collective action [129].

Quantifying online and offline bias
Research in this space would also be able to better characterize differences in how
people present themselves in online settings and offline settings. It would further be
able to quantify bias of information online with actual public opinion. Some initial
work here has tried to quantify novelty bias [212], or how representative topics on the
web are relative to their true incidence in the general population.

8.4

Looking Ahead

While the web presents an opportunity to study collective behavior at unprecedented
scale, we still lack the tools to properly harness this opportunity. Challenges remain
in deriving causal theories from observational data, translating small-scale laboratory
studies to large-scale online experiments, or even in acquiring the necessary breadth
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of knowledge to conduct research in this growing area. While this thesis attempts to
address a few of these challenges, it remains an initial attempt.
Future work should not only work towards a better understanding of human behavior,
but also consider on how this understanding can improve existing social systems and
the interactions that they support. The environment a person interacts in strongly
influences their behavior, and thus the resulting observations made and any theories
developed in relation to this particular context. However, these theories may also
suggest how these environments could be altered to achieve better outcomes. Though
such an approach is infeasible in the physical world, the more easily-malleable online
world allows us to consider research approaches where the environment can be altered,
perhaps even dynamically, depending on the behaviors being observed.
To this end, we see future research involving a virtuous cycle, where the design of
social systems is not only analyzed, but where analyses also inform changes to their
design, and ultimately results in both healthier online communities and richer theories
of human behavior.
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